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TAKE YOUR PERSONAL

COMPUTER OUT INTO
THE BIG WIDE WORLD.
WITH TELECOM VIATEL

Until now, your personal computer was
generally limited to your information input.
Or to the software available. Now Telecom
Viatel opens up a whole new world for
PC owners.
Utilizing the existing telephone network,
Viatel distributes a wide range of information
and services via a central computer. Direct to
your home or office.
Become an identity on the bulletin boards.
Send electronic mail clear across Australia.
Join clubs

news on

and user groups. Get the

latest

the computer industry, as well as

advice from the experts. There's
teleshopping for hardware, software and

peripherais-24 hours a day. Even download
new computer programs onto disk or
cassette for your own use.

Your personal computer can be adapted
to emulate a Viatel terminal. Ail you need are
a Telecom approved 1200/75 baud modem
and the appropriate software. These are

now readily available for most PC's.
Your dealer will know what is best for your
particular PC. Talk to

him

first

about

your needs.
To get more information on Viatel phone
008033342 (for the cost of a local call).
Telecom
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AUSTRALIA'S NATIONAL VIDEOTEX SERVICE

Telecom Australia
Better for Business
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Editorial
RY AS

they may,

Commodore

just can't kill the C64.

I

fhey would realise that and get

back

to the

the great

job of bringing out some of

new

products that their

fices distribute

-

US

of-

256K RAM ex-

like the

RAM

it

just ain't to be.

would cost too much

Isn't it

sops left?

What happened

was
same of

more popular C64 systems

are sim-

advertising this sort of thing

ply swap clubs. Whatever happened to

produce

exchanging information about using the

when coupled with the necessary extra
power supply. As for the 1581, it too

machine, not abusing

has been shelved.

latest

Extra

RAM would make GEOS a se-

rious alternative to
ages.

more expensive pack-

No doubt the C128

well worth the price.

It

version will be

also takes advan-

all

However one
After so

the topic, I

games

that the nibble copiers

won't back-up,

NET

sage content are maintained.
messages are worth reading, with

full

direct

FidoNET

commencing with

the Prophet

state,

BBS.

Please charge

my

suggestions for the big BBS's

Fewer mail areas, and
controls over what you publish,

of yesteryear.

is essential.

are as

Electronic message systems

much liable for what is transmitted

the

is

from the

There's a complete listing of BBS's

over {he content of stories on the

printed page.

The same

We

applies to users of these

systems. Don't clutter the message areas

with a lot of trivial low level cat

talk.

will bother ringing systems that

contain such nonsense.

kindly provided by

Andrew Farrell

plan to provide

sure of getting your copy

-

subscribe now!

Commodore and Amiga Review

issues subscription to

/

RENEWAL

The Australian Commodore and Amiga Review,

issue. I enclose a

the

in the various nets. Stay tuned.

Some

Nobody
your

area over coming

over the telephone lines, as a newspaper

in this issue for

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION
me for

all

this

the

explanation of this fast growing

to call in

Australian
Please enrol

tems

overseas software companies. Check out

to find that,

Make

some

on

issues, with a closer look at specific sys-

tighter

the Fido-

And

new area.

was disappointed

the previously top

systems. Strict controls over mes-

latest information,

further coverage

last to

BBS's around.

a

only two phone calls to leading
BBS's, I still saw dozens of people adver-

name calling

would be the

However I can recommend

much

in

I

recommend some of

thing continually frus-

has been said on

time for

it's

and backbiting.
class

it?

they're not talking about the

the article on

directions.

trates us.

When

RAM,

something which
C128 users have long wished more software would do.
Meanwhile, back at the offices of
Australian Commodore and Amiga Review, software is starting to pour in from
tage of extra

days

to the

taboo? Most message areas on

when

extra

The
to

swap or sale.

about time that sort of thing

stopped? Aren't there any responsible sy-

the

pansion, and 1581 disk drives.

Sadly

tising pirated software for

wish
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News

Update

Ram

fS

Saiudsd 'Amigo's

rumbles

Why, you ask yourself, is this UpDate person pretending he knows Spanish. Weil, the answer is that
wanted to
I

attract the attention of

'AMIGA owners

(and I'm not too good at English either).

Revamped

1541

in

A NEW treed 1541 disk drive is now
marked improvement over previous models. The
new drive, called the 1541-11 or 1541CR,
has an external power supply. No doubt
that should help with heat problems
shipping.

It's

said to be a

US computer magazines. The

word from Commodore
it is

official

Australia is that

currentiy under evaluation.

Which

means the product will be here soon providing they like it, and we know they
like it Until

it's

released through usual

which often plague crowded desk arrange-

Commodore channels, a few larger dealers have managed to import limited

ments. Further details available soon.

quantities,

Pactronics has finaity decided to follow the lead of those intelligent computer

users

gun

that the

new

to distribute

Amiga was

We have be-

products for the

Amiga, and as usual they are top quality
products at great value prices. Here is a
bit of information about a few of them:

Textpro

1.

so ask around.

who decided

the right computer for them.

—A

(unction Word Promenus customize keyMerge IFF format graphics
full

cessor. Pull-down

Commodore

Seat-of-the-panf$

presidential

simulator!
ELECTRONIC ARTS'

appointment
COMMODORE HAS announced the

er's

appointment of a new president and

bers.

there's

in this position, the

man

for the

to take

He

on

the hefty

Commodore

scene.

also has special experience in setting

tip distribution

the only

designed by one of

job

the greatest test pi-

was none other than a Mr Toy. Max
Toy to be precise. Coming from a
background of top management positions at ITT, Compaq and IBM
and a variety of marketing and sales
positions, Mr Toy sounds well qualified

It's

flight simulator co-

no fooling around

lots ever.

The

tion is said to
fast,

be

with a selec-

tion of 14 different

WW1

from the

Camel

mach -speed SR-71 Black-

Sopwith

bird.

No height restriction either. You

networks.

can

take the Blackbird right to the edge of

GeeBee Air Rally - C64
AMIGA CLASSIC

reviewed in
this month's Amiga section, Gee Bee Air
Rally is destined to be a hit on the C64
hit,

as well! Featuring 16 different in-air race
courses, complete with

3D

graphics, and

increasing difficulty, the player is given

him or her busy. The
company behind this winner is Activision. To be released soon in Australia
plenty to keep

space.

Sound

elsewhere in
Australia by

this issue. Distributed in

ECP.

drive are

1571 disk

way down, with rumours

cease in the

wake of

be released

is

al-

likely

new disk
by Commodore,
several

Whilst that cannot be substantiated, the
reason for the low supply seems logical.

Geos- 128
ADVERTISEMENTS ARE

already

appearing for the long awaited Geos- 128

Australian

Commodore Review

With most purchasers selecting the
C128D, few of the units are being
shipped.

Dataretrlsvs

2.

— Fast

large capacity

Pull-down menus.
screens. Unlimited data fields. 2

database.

Help
billion

characters.
3.

Assempro

fast

—

Fully integrated editor,

macro assembler and much more.

And some great books - Amiga for BeAmiga Tips and Tricks, Amiga
Basic Inside and Out. For further information please see our ad on page ???.
And for those of you who may have
upgraded to IBM Compatibles, let me remind you that Pactronics is now leading
the way with competitive educational and
ginners,

business software, as well as Joysticks,
Joystick Cards, etc.

For Geos people
not

know

that

we

have a book and software catied How to
Get the Best out of Your GEOS, and also

ready abounding that production
to

your documents. Customize

You may or may

7577 short supply
QUANTITIES OF the

drives to

from Imagineering.

and the graphics
Check out the review

fantastic,

look fantastic.

suit.

right into

ac-

craft to fly
to the

board to

printer drivers.

Chuck YeagAdvanced Flight Trainer is out and
selling in big num-

chief operating officer in the US.

Although

flight

a

GEOS

Driver for your

NEOS

Graphics

Mouse. Weil, we now have a program
named Becker Basiciar GEOS which allows you to write your own programs in

GEOS

for Basic.

ADIOS AMIGOS
P.S. Look out for our new SESAME
STREET Educational software

News
However, we think
128

hits the streets,

that

once

demand

GEOS-

for external

• Up to four circuits can be designed at
one time.

• Thousands of possible track combina-

drives will increase.

tions.

• Add your own hazards.
• jump ramps, short cuts, gates.

Software experts pull

out
SEVERAL INDUSTRY
moving

Available for the

experts are

out. That's the official

word

from two leading software experts

in the

C64 market. "Piracy has gotten too
much, we just can't make any money

C64 RRP $29.00

WA

games industry

-

which

will

non-existent in Australia.
still

insist

it

soon be

Some

users

COMPUTER'88, WA's
ter

is

only com-

back, bigger and bet-

than ever.

year, including

IBM, Epson,

Ipex and

major manufacturers rep-

all the

Mitsubishi,

resented by their dealers.

will never happen!

From May

and people

5-7, experts

Super -Hang-On from

interested in computer technology will

Electric Dreams
OFFICIALLY LICENSED

once again have the opportunity

from
a great motor

Sega, Super- Hang-On

is

cycle racing game: the

thrills

we

are so real

considered making a helmet compul-

and four
music tracks, push your turbo charged
racing machine into 48 progressive stages racing across Asia, Africa, America
and Europe.Ayailable for the C64 RRP
$29.95 C, $39.95 D. B
sory! Featuring four skill levels

the latest computer products
all

to view
and designs

under the one roof.

A "smart card"

There will be something for everyone
play equipment, software, printers, data
storage and communications equipment

on

display.

Computer'88 will be held

electronic funds transfer

Developed in Europe and distributed
by Honeywell Bull, it will
allow these clients to have complete control over who can access company information. The system also offers multiple
levels of authorisation.

ly

The Deskbank smart card is essentiala personal computer on a plastic card.

It

has the same dimensions as a credit

card hut with a microcomputer embedded
in it and, if required,

a standard magnetic

stripe across the back.

memory of the

This microproces-

card.

Entertainment Centre with

May

5 and 6

being business and industry days and

May

Compucovers by
Caprina
CAPRINA

at the Perth

7 a family day.

Gosford

Commodore User
Group

comes Championship Sprint.
you can have all the thrill and

&

Now

and vary your own

Deskbank

sor accesses secure data stored in the

GOSCOM

superb coin-op conversion classic, Super

ty to customise

abili-

track!

Try endless possible combinations as
you design crazy circuits to suit your
mood. You can make them as easy, or as

computers,

manufacture covers for

all office

and factory equip-

ment. Because products are locally
to order

be covered. The material used

which

nyl,

is

enables immediate use after equipment

switch off

-

commodate

the cover can

be cut

to outlast the system.

Disk care
IDEAL FOR

The

new Disk Pac,
It's

transporting disks, the

distributed

by Caprina.

a flat clutch bag for 3.5" or 5.25"

Pac

things

more thrown

its

in).

Special Features:

best

-

is

high

(and with a

little

For more information on
meeting times and dates
phone (043) 23 2179 or
(043) 41 S140.

to ac-

ventilation. It is guaranteed

East Coast Amiga
friendly groups on
the NSW Central Coast.

a

vi-

waterproof, anti-static,

disks, capacity for 10 or 20.

you like, adding oil spills,
and traffic cones just to spice

class racing at

is

non-scratch and heat dissipating which

tornadoe's

really

made

any size machine or instrument

difficult as

up a bit.
Championship Sprint

business

high quality brushed, cotton backed

Activision's

excitement of the original, plus the

its

in Australia

to

Sprint,

will give

with the newest computers, visual dis-

Get on the right track
with Championship
Sprint
FOLLOWING ON from

in

system from their offices.

More than 50 companies from all
over Australia will be exhibiting this

opportunities for talent from the

tic

by Westpac

April.

their

Computer' 88

market are opening up, providing fantas-

said

system on a credit

customers additional security to access

puter exhibition,

..."

A SECURITY

card will be introduced

C, $39.00 D.

one software company. Many other areas of the computer
these days

Wesfpac introduces
security system on a
credit card

is

terial

made from a hard but

The Disk

flexible

ma-

incorporating an aluminium shield-

ing which gives protection from x-ray

machines and the sun's ultra-violet rays.
It's also and -static and water resistant
Ideal for mailing purposes too!

Australian

Commodore Review
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CRACKER CHIP 32

ACTION REPLAY MKTV

For C54, 64C & SX64

THE ULTIMATE BACKUP FOR C64/128

You never

fail until you stop trying, and all good things improve with time. These are
MEGARQM V3.0 and hence comes their latest,
most ingenious program ming feat, backed by a money back guarantee! Check out the
unmatcnable facilities:
'
One of, if not, the most compatible, reliable, and fastest serial loader available for
the CS4, loading on average 6 times faster than normal.
* Fully
comprehensive dos wedge VS.O incorporating un-new, directory pause, directory siop, and load from directory listing etc.

the mottos followed by the authors ot

Now can

be used with RS-232. i.e. modems etc.
Access machine code monitor at the flick of a switch with all the features you need including scrolling in both directions. More than 20 commands in total.
* Stack Capture will transfer the hardware
stack from $uDOu-$0800 to $1000$1 800 completely untouched, for later analysis.
* NM1 Copiers will not copy the latest 'stack
protected' programs. Cracker Chip does!
*
Memory Copier will copy the full 64K of RAM to disk in 2 files in less than 40 sees.
* Custom Copier wilt copy any
RAM that you specify between JOS 00 - SCFFF to disk
in one file, at turbo speeif. All files saved in non-compacted format
* Graphics Grabber will capture any Multi-colour,
Bit Mapped or Hi-Res screens to
disk including sprites. Screens from anywhere in RAM can be saved.
* Utilities on disk include Sprite Editor, File Copiers, Disk Back-up, Bootmaker,
Graphics Slideshow, and over 1 70 popular program entry-points and cheat pokes!
* Comes complete with detailed manual
on how to back-up (crack) programs manually
just like the pro's do All is revealed in this easy to follow manjjal.
'

Mk fV is more powerful, friendlier to use, and will backup more programs
than any other computing utility
Guaranteed! No matter how it is loaded, once it is in
memory, Action Replay will freeze the action giving the user access to Hi-res/MulS coAction Replay

.

lour screens. Sprites,

,

,

memory

locations for Cheat Pokes, Sprite collision disable and
normal or Turbo speeds. Other features include; Sprite Monitor, Fast Format, Warp 25 Disk Turbo, Warp 5/10 Tape Turbo and Snapshot reload
independent of the cartridge. Fully compatible with C84, 64C, C126, 128D, 1541
1 541 C, 1 570, 1 571 arid any true CBM com patibfe datasstte or disk d rive.
Fantastic Value at $99 + p&h

backup

to tape or disk at

*

ACTION REPLAY MKJV PROFESSIONAL only $119 + p&h

DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
The most powerful disk nibbler available anywhere at any price,
* Disk Nibbler
gets its power by implementing a parallel cable which transfers raw GCR
Data to and from the disk drive without doing any decoding so you get a perfect copy
'

of the original.
* Will nibble

up to 41 tracks - Copy a whole disk in under 2 minutes - Easily installed Regular updates - Full CR 1/2 tracks - Full instructions - Cable has user port extension
- Dolphin DOS com pat

*

No

better product

!

*

Update your old Mega-Kemal, or Mega-Rom
All this plus

to

the Cracker Chip 32 for just $191

*

*

BLAZING PADDLES
*

A fully

ics
*

icon/menu driven graphics package thai

pads, trackballs, eta

.

will

Rubberbanding

On

board unstoppable reset,
Unique EPROW generator will take Basic Dr MIC programs and
start EPROMs.
ONLY $99 + p&h

work with

joysticks, mice, graph-

Lines

The new Sampler allows you

to

record any sound,

digitally, into

menu

Lead/Save up

includes real lime display of
sequencer with editing features.
*

wave

bit

D

'
'

Fuljy

menu

copying
*

Will

driven software/hardware

EPROMs

3 samples to/from memory on tape or disk.
Line in/mk; in/lire outtfeed back contra Is
ONL Y $129+

p&h

SMARTCART 8/32K
'

Battery backed

*

Make your own cartridges

*

to

5 years that acts

ROM.

like

EPROM programmer.
Simply ioad the program you require than flick the switch - Now the cartridge can be
just ke a R OM cartridg e.
Can be switched on or off via software. HO 2 area open for special programming

removed
*

up

for

including autostart types without an

li

techniques.

Some knowledge

of

M/C

is

ONLY

helpful but

$49/$93 +

full

instructions are provided

p&h

program 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, and 27256 chips at

Fits into

produce an 8k/16k auto-start cartridge.
moulded case - Reset switch - EPROM
complete with "Cartridge Handbook" giving full details and tips on building

PCB

Comes

and configuring the

cartridge for

many

ONLY $49 * p&h

uses.

3

DS/DD

Lifetime warranty includes labels, jackets

and

25 volts

SLOT MOTHERBOARD

'

Accepts 3 cartridges

'

Fully buffered for cartridge port

*

Includes table stand-off,

-

any slot in/out.
board safetly fuse and Reset
mounted on high grade PCB.
ONL Y$49+ p&h

individually switch

all

write protect

-

On

TATTS 45H
tiyou want to share part of the $300,000,000.00 that la won each year In Tattslotto,
then thk program is for you!
TATTS 451! is a completely self-contained program incorporating 6 sub programs
which are used to perform a complete statistical analysis of the numbers you have chosen against past results. By following the guidelines as laid out in the 14 page manual
accompanying the disk, you can select the higher chance numbers by analysing the nurrv
bar sequence history and repetitive groupings, thus improving your chances of winning.
This program contains records of all past results since draw # 41 3 and can be expanded to cater for future changes to Tattslotto eg, 6 from 48 etc. All up, over 30 screens
of statistical and analytical data are provided, plus much, much more
ONLY $49.00 plus p&h

This package really packs a punch! 2 double sided disks contain some of the raunchiest
Hi-res animaiBd cartoons and digitized screens, accompanied by exciting synthesised

tunes such as 'touch me'. This electric bazaar is

'AS mail order

clients

must include a signed and datsd statement
tfiey are over the age of 18 years.

$25 for a pack of 25 disks

100% GUARANTEED 1541 COMPATIBLE DRIVE
* Slimline Construct on
* One year warranty
*

1

00% Com patible

* Direct drive

KRACKER JAX REVEALED
BookD

for declaring that

OCEANIC OC-118N

pads

5,25 inch disk box lockable holds 100S19
5.25 inch disk box lockable holds 120 $22
Disk notcher double your disk storage $9

a must for any colleclion.

ONLY $29 plus p&h

DISKS AND ACCESSORIES
5.25 inch

12.5, 21, or

the user port.

BLUE PARADE

CARTRIDGE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
* All the necessary parts
to
* Top quality
- Injection
*

package makes programming reading /verifying/

simplicity itself.

farms. Also includes powerful

to

RAM

auto

A top quality, easy to use EPROM programmer for the 64/128.
Comes complete with instructions - plus the cartridge handbook.

then re-

it with astounding effects.
Replay sounds forwards/backwards with echo/reverb/ring modulation etc
* Now with full sound editing
module to produce outstanding effects using full 8
to A and A to D conversion

*

into

ONLY $139 + p&h

memory and

*

Live effects

Stem

EPROMMER64
*

play

'

turn

.

DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER
1

ONL Y $73* p&h

Now you can select from any of 8 S-32k eproms instantly!
On board operating system - select any eprom from the main menu.

Multi-featured software includes
-

C

*

- Range of brushes - Airbrush - Rectangle - Circle
Freehand - Zoom - Printer Dump - Load/Save - Advanced
colour mixing with over 200 hues - Cut and Paste allows shapesfaindows/pietures to
be saved.
* Pictures
can be saved from A'Replay and edited with B/Paddles.
Couplets Blazing Paddles & Mouse $89.00
Blazing Paddles $39.00
-

1541

formakingproteotedbackups.

256K SUPEROM EXPANDER
*

more for ONLY$S9.00 + p&h

NOT FOR

For 1541, 1570 and 1571

motor

*

*

Device nu mber switches

*

External power supply

*

Heavy duty stepper

'

*

Quiet motor S stepper
Weight - 2.8kg

*

*

Operating life 10,000 hours
metal chasisS case

* Solid

*

Fast 6ms track step time
cables included

All

Dimensions 268x1 50x47mm

INCREDIBL Y PRICED AT JUST $349 plus p&h

Learn about copy protection from the experts
The knowfedge of protection schemes has made many famous. We can pass that knowledge on to you We can pass that knowledge on to you Kracker Jax Revealed Book II is
the latest release in a series of tutorial guides designed to instruct you in the fascinating areas of copy protection schemes aid how to defeat them.
Book II continues the tradition which began with Book J. With nothing more than a basic
grasp of machine language, you can learn to control some of the newest, most advanced
copy protection routines on the market today! Here is what you'll get with Book II.
*
Detailed info using 20 current new programs as examples.
*
An enhanced all new utilities disk wifli 20 new parameters.
*
copy system revealed!
The famous Rapid Lok
*
Extra bonus - The legendary HES MON
Cartridge!
Dont be intimidated by complex protection routines. Leam how to take control of your
I

I

™

™

expensive software. After

BOOK

I

is still

all,

KNOWLEDGE

IS

POWER.

available

ONLY$49each+p&h

IVeitend
350 5144

Computers Pty Ltd

(03)

402 Bell

St,

Pascoe Vale Sth, Vic 3044

SPECIALISTS
FREIGHT:

Surface $3
Airmail $5

Express $7
Overnight $3

PHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
OF COMMODORE AND AMIGA PRODUCTS

Letters

TimrE
TO THE EDITOR
What about the
CJ28
I

am

discontinuing

Can anyone help me with

my subscrip-

The amount of information
you publish on the C128 is so
tion.

minimal,

it is

not worthwhile.

further complicate the issue

who can't afford

one.

Could I suggest that a three
monthly magazine specialising in
either 64, 128 or Amiga would find
more favour.
K.L. Padman

Red

Ed

-

We feel

that

by covering

Commodore machines we

are

serving the interest of all our readers, in fact

many own two or

three

-

pening on the computer scene than

out the January

is-

a device number switch.

will organise it for you.

Destruction of

magazine
On

deciding to subscribe, I

only to find

it attached to the book,
looked for more forms in the 1988
Annuals, but found either the contents, reviews or reference material

I

side.

A

closer look

all

the cutout

forms for subscription, information
and ordering etc, were the same.

Not

to

drive to device

9

(

1541 disc
jumper la). Ac-

cording to the instructions

1541 user guide, a relatively easy

mention the destruction to

not find the device

the cover

I

can-

number jumpers

as described in the manual.

Have

they updated the disc drive

a great

Stephen deBomford
George Town, Tasmania

Ed -Perhaps a photo-copier
would help you preserve your magazines. We have also had words to
our production team to try and place
the coupons in places less essential.

Amiga vs Atari
I read with interest your article
in the

September Issue; "Amiga vs

Atari".

do not have a computer but am
music software and
will buy whichever machine best
suits my needs. I would actually
I

interested in

PC but can find

either, I sure do.

and Atari recommends:- Atari with

Your Amiga Annual
son

I

is

the rea-

purchased the Amiga 500 and

monitor. I was not thinking of buy-

Upon removing

all for

prefer to purchase a

in the

task!

and thank you

Australian magazine.

Annual covers for information on Commtrain. For other people cutting up the magazine might
not worry them, but they mightn't
worry about keeping the magazine
the 88

my

your magazine

I find

Spot on (02) 477 7098 and they

revealed that nearly

device number of

rial,

If this is too complicated to do

However, we feel that we have
C128 and are making
considerable efforts to remedy this see our next issue.

Recently I decided to use the
hardware method of changing the

ever have.

valuable reading and reference mate-

yourself try call Microcomputer

on the reverse

Device Switch

I

Cliffs, Victoria

sue, there is a do-it-yourself guide
to building

and the two 1988 Annuals

have learned more about what's hap-

I

Ed Check

machines.

neglected the

After purchasing the Christmas
issue

Bill Endrizzi

looked for the subscription form,
all

could

magazines.

NSW

Soldiers Point,

I

Also I would like to say that
your magazine is improving with
every issue. Great value for money.

by now including Amiga. Of no
use to those

know before I

decided to buy the Amiga,

not find in the brochures or other

Perhaps you could reflect that
who have learnt on the C128,

and only desire to program, have no
wish to go 64 and learn another
more difficult language.

a de-

scription or possibly a diagram?

those

You

formation I wanted to

and not the manual?

ing an

about

Amiga
it

at all until I read

in the Christmas issue

I

bought for the first time to read up
on Commodore, for my 64. The in-

no reasonable software. Back

Amiga

vs Atari. Here

is

to the

the current

situation.

A

dealer that sells both

Amiga

Music Studio ($70) software. A
major dealer (Myers) of both machines recommends Amiga with
Deluxe Music ($250) software. The
music store recommends Atari with
The Copyist (S650) plus Mr T software.
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What I want to do is
sic for

b) Enter the notes onto the stave
directly

from a keyboard attached to

the Midi. This is again to be used
to print out scores for

Chips

shop.

:-

and print the mumembers of a band.

a) write scores

band mem-

have asked a couple of dealers

I

and unless

it's

Built compositions

I

printed on the box

they are not very

much

me where
my MPS 803

tell

can get (2) chips for

printer?

help, al-

The numbers

are four of these in the unit

they see the traveller they'll ask.

quire two only.

GF. Shannon
Rydal,NSW

from

There

are 54567.

though they say that the next time

bers.

c)

Could you please

locally but they are retailers only

JC

- 1

re-

Schliff

Brooweena

"recording" single tracks.

The computer will
for

word

processing,

also

list

Ed

be used

processing

-

Don't hold your breath,

Ed

it's

very unlikely.

and games.

Final Cartridge

Frank Verrall
Seacliff,

Ed - We recommend

the

SA

Amiga

without hesitation. There are a va-

of music programs available,
apart from those you mentioned.
riety

the

Amiga Annual for a

complete rundown. Sonix probably

I

wish

to

had

a)

a

and b) a reset button. The Final

tine

Cartridge having these and other
useful features fitted

my needs per-

fecdy.

printing scores.

performance.

After reading your review I went

have been quite
I

As

you can assist me with a query I have regarding the 1526 printer and the GEOS
if

program.

Do you know

if

Berkely Soft-

ware have released a driver program
to suit the
I

1526 printer?
in

Sydney for information only I value
my sanity too much, having wasted
some considerable time and money
a couple of years ago seeking help,
only to be told that it was my fault
for buying their programs that were
not compatible with their products,
ie

1526

printer,

I'm sure that

I

am

then, does the soft-

ware overcome the physical

reset

by

The Final Cartridge?

Mark Trenery
Farrer,ACT
After a reset the computer

executes a special power-up sequence, which includes checking for
at $8000.

By placing a

machine code program, and cartridge
identifier bytes at the appropriate

memory

most other programs as your Disk
Magazine No.5 {which I have) has
the emulators for Doodle and Print-

set is

Commodore Review

runners are shown on screen.

Analyser— A

program which

bet up to 3 runners

display

not compatible with the 1526 or

Australian

all

Disk or tape $39 post included.

how much

-

to

will

horse with the most chances of winning.

Points for

computer should reset no matter
what state it happens to be in. Yet
some commercial software, mainly
games, remain unaffected by the rethe

Ed

a unique powerful

a number of questions and the Race Tipster

ing the computer. In theory then,

How

tipster

operate selection system you respond

popular Dutch book)

GEOS

is

to

switch works by physically ground-

not the only

that

easy

The Race Selections

far as I understand the reset

a cartridge

one who has found

With our new race

satisfied with its

have just one question though.

set button.

would ring Commodore

greyhounds
Winners galore

find the

out and purchased the cartridge and

was wondering

Horseracing, Trots or

fast loader rou-

most power as far as
creating your own sounds. Deluxe
Music is the better for writing and

Problems

of the chips.

looking around for a popular cartridge that

(07)

They should be

in Qld.

able to advise you as to the location

thank you for the re-

view of The Final Cartridge for the
C64/128 computers. I had been

offers the

I

Try contacting the main

395 2211

Can you please advise?

Check out

-

Commodore branch, Parcom

computer retaken back over by the comlocations, the

mercial program.

all

to bet

in

will

allow you to

a race. (Similar

to the

The computer will show you

on each runner

($1 units)

and

investments and dividends.

Disk or tape $39 post included.

The two power programs $59
Our book Treasure Chest for C64/128 is still
available. It is a compact and handy guide full of
unusual programs, sub routines and
programming hints. Learn to use POKE PEEKS
USR SYS and other tricks by the book and get
free Lotto Analyser, Typing Tutor or Maths
Tutor on disk or tape.
Price of

book $23 post included.

For details of book contents or racing programs

send your stamped and

self

(large) without obligation.

or

addressed envelope

Please send cheques

money orders to:

Apex Computer

Products

35 Spruce Street

LoganteaQld,4131
(07)2996669

-
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Game Review

Chuck Yeagers
Advanced Flight

Trainer
Now

there's another with a
When it comes to flight simulators, you'd think the C64 had done its dash.
difference. This baby was co-produced by one of America's greatest test pilots ever. The end result is
impressive. Andrew Farrell parachuted back to earth for this review.

HO'S Chuck Yeager? He's the
first man ever to travel faster
than the speed of sound.

He car-

graphics and realism snap onlookers to
attention faster than

any other program.

Advanced Flight Trainer

is

good,

al-

amazing feat
on October 14, 1947

ried out that

teristic

If

of jet propelled

craft.

you've ever wished you could

upside

down and stay there, this
way to go. The intro
is

way between a serof massive towers in an

ing your

imental Bell X-l rocket

ies

plane.

XPG12, and you've
his

Advanced

tronic Arts,

the

you too can

experience the

thrill

got the

hydrogen equivalent to

liquid

Flight Trainer, by Elec-

flight

stunning. Imagine wind-

strapped aboard the exper-

In

fly

the

is

Olympic

ski run at Per-

isher.

My

of

Now

was whet.

appetite

can also relax in a Cess-

Next
on the menu was test flight.
From here you ride any one

and just take in the

of fourteen different craft to

flying a jet aircraft. If the

pace sounds too
na,

hot,

you

for the real thing.

their very limits.

scenery.

However,

I

chose the

Lockheed SR-71 a superson-

this simula-

,

reconnaissance jet that

tion is really for speed

ic

freaks and precision fly-

goes right to the edge.

ers.

It's

plus.

fast.

And

Mach

there's

that's just

III

what

quick take

forma-

I

And

did. After a

off, I

eased the

back a touch, and

tion flying, air racing,

stick

and slalom courses to test
your every nerve.
Plug your joystick

lected

se-

100% power.
The horizon dipped out of
sight, and the sun swung
into view. After a few sec-

and strap
down. The program beinto port two,

onds the clap of the breaking

A

gins, after the usual tide

sound barrier was heard.

screen, with a six option

quick

menu. All the menus are
pop up windows, with

view, and then straight back

selection carried out us-

turned black,

ing the joystick and fire

the edge

button.

sea level.

To

get a quick taste,

to

I

sat

back waiting to be stunned speechAfter Flight Simulator

a refreshing change.

I

my

for a look at the

climb. Soon the sky

-

I had reached
80,000 feet above

Not content with that,
was to put her
in a dive and see what sort of speed the
SR-71 could really do. Nose down,
the next step

selected intro flight and

less.

roll,

II, this

was

speak here of the

C64 version only, the Amiga's smooth

though there

is little

ground

detail.

The

intro flight demonstrates well the supertight

handling and instantaneous reaction

to slight stick adjustments that is charac-

throttle still

way

up, the altimeter raced

towards zero and the speed just kept
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Commodore

1526 and

MPS 802 Owners

-

Public

Educational Software
only $8.95. (Get the
Catalogue Disk Now!)

Look!

tired of having no graphics faWould you like NLQ print quality?
How about the ability to print Printshop
and Printmaster Graphics?

Are you
cilities?

It's

available

all

MPS802

now

massive range of public

domain programs. The list is growing all
the time. To get your up to date catalog

using the 064/

send $5.00 to the address at the
bottom of this page.
Every program has in-built instructions,
and some even include how-to-modify

Publisher!

disk just

other

this

several panels using the

Print

we have a

Yes,

NLQ tetters using Easy Script or any
SEQ file word-processor.

Print

Domain and

program help

screens.

page-

maker facilty.

Most disks contain over 10 programs.
That's less than 80 cents per program
and the disk and postage is FREE!

Write large signs. Print Doodle, Printshop

-

and Newsroom graphics
All

menu

Don't hesitate. Ring now and we'll take
your Mastercard or Bankcard number
and send out a catalogue disk quick

read the
the January issue

driven. For information

article on page 38 in
of Australian Commodore Review.
Only $19.95 Including postage. Send
the coupon today - or phone.

smart.
in
in the coupon at the bottom of this
page and send to us with a cheque or
money order.

Or

fill

it

Best
This

is

the

DOS

-

utilties.

last disk utilities disk you'll

$19.95.

ever need.

All

your favourite disk

rolled into
disk tracks and sectors.
utilities

menu accessable. Fast Loader included. Read
hidden information or secret messages. Examine the contents of specific programs. Modify your disk header, and directory. And more., what a bundle of tricks
on one disk. Over fifteen different programs. Recommended by programmers.
Any real computer hacker will need this disk.
one

disk. All

Find

Slide
Our

first

Show Number One

ever slide-show

disk.

Fade

in,

and

slide

-

$8.95

out on these amazing pictures. The

using the new amazing Super Slideshow package. The picfrom all over the place.
think you'll find them worth adding to your colWhy not send us your pictures for our next edition. Become famous. See
your name up in lights, on the screens of Commodore 64 owners ail over Australia.
disk was
tures are
lection.

produced

Cut out and post

Name

:

We

to:

Prime

Artifax,

19A Frederick St, Putney.
Phone

Phone (02)808 1860

21 12.

Please Send:-{tick each)
Catalog Disk $5.00

Address:

MPS802
Amount Enclosed
Bankcard'or Mastercard Number
Post

Code

Best

Publisher $19.95

DOS

Slide

Utilities

$19.95

Show One $8.95
Total

Signature

Communications

Telecomputing 88
way across the continent comes a new
sound in Electronic Mail. Now you'll hear the Bulletin Board systems dialing each other in
the wee small hours, swapping secrets and exchanging gossip. How did this new revolution
all start? Andrew Farrell downloaded this report.

Forget the

rest,

FidoNet is the best! Networking

(IKE THE drums of an ancient tribe
[deep within Africa, echoing messages from one mountain post to
next,
the
so too, FidoNet beeps an electronic tune from system to system.
There's nothing
In fact, the concept

new about

the idea.

was discussed

Melbourne and Sydney linked in the second half of 1986, and today some 75 different systems are operating spanning
every

net

many times in years gone
Litde did we know what was in

To

At last a plan was forged and today is
swing. To pass a message from
one side of Australia to the other, electronically, by a series of repeater stations. Each with the ability to post new
in full

information, as well as allowing users to

access existing material.

It all started

years ago.
ple, but

it

The

Tom

US

about four

or

by the makers, in colour and
is

not an

Any good terminal
300 baud modem and your fa-

essential element.

the end of this article you'll find

a

of FidoNet systems in your area.

Most support

the higher

arti-

(bit of give

baud

XModem. Ymodem,

SEAlink, or

to

end of this

you, see the glossary at

issue.

rates as

Once you're in
Take

now on

care. You're

broadcast system.

Your

a public

ideas will be

spread far and wide, in a mere matter of
days.

There

is

a large

amount

to read,

on

many different topics. FidoNet allows for
many topic areas or special interest
groups (SIGS), and

these

rused individually. Not

all

may be

pe-

are offered on

was sim-

A Bulletin Board writwas

required, and

ten

by

the

name FIDO conceived by

Jennings'

the same
one huge network existed,
busily swapping messages at night.

man. At
all

An ANSI

with formatting. However, this

program, a

download programs or

In
fre-

emulator will provide a display

as intended

to

maybe even upload

mean nothing
the

VT100

or

cles,

SuperKermit or even Zmodem are also
supported and work better. If these words

the

access these systems, you don't

quent have a FidoNet area.

At

original setup

worked.

in

need anything out of the ordinary.
fact, possibly BBS's that you already

list

in the

you plan

instead of take) the odd piece, you can

ACT.

vourite computer.

days

Early

and the

Getting caught

locally

store.

state,

well as the usual slowcoach speeds. If

use

at great length

by.

its

first,

Eventually the number involved became

unmanageable, and other smaller

NETS

were arranged, supported by an update

in

the system software.

Fido

BBS

software

made

its

way

to

Europe and Australia via public domain
software collections. Soon networks were
operating in both these areas, with the

European Network being linked back
the

to

US.
Downunder, things were happening.

A small group in Melbourne, and

anoth-

group in Sydney which eventually did link into the US based net.

er unrelated

10-
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every system, but generally you'll find a

Layer upon layer

good number to choose from.
This is only one of the two possible
message types which traverse the FidoNet. Both types move in the same way,

upon

but each

is

used and accessed differently.

Netmail

is

munications.

for person to person

com-

Dear Jane, please

don't

bother to Netmail

me

again, I'm not your

sort of guy. That sort of
private, or important,

thing. If

it's

and you want

like the

normal public mail system, only

probably more reliable.

To

use

it

you must

first

know a

bit

about FidoNet's address system, Australia

Post are very fussy about post codes.

FidoNet also has a string of numbers
which take on a special meaning, and
help mail arrive at the intended address.

.

Net has many levels or
lowest level

layers.

At the

the node, which is in es-

is

sence a single

BBS

form a

net.

Ne!s join together to form a

which

region,

is

simply for administra-

tive purposes, rather than

mad

handling.

The
tells

zone.

It's all

a bit like the postal

sys-

Each post office (a node), receives
incoming mail and places it into the rele-

number,

first

Zone

The next
is

three digits are the net. 711

'Sydney North' net.

Node 403,

the next three digits,

'Software Tools'

To send

part of a small

son, you'll

need

mad

they access.

You

area, or

It is

postcode grouping for

sort-

ing purposes (region). This in turn

is

is

ihe

BBS.

vant post boxes (users accessing an indisystem).

is lo-

three covers Australia, in-

cluding the entire Western Pacific area.

tem.

vidual

in this case three,

us in which zone the system

cated.

Regions join together to make a

a message to a specific perto

know which node

can then send the mes-

sage there, addressed to the appropriate

and next time they access the sys-

part of a state mail network (zone),

user,

which

tem, they will be notified that mail

into the entire national mail

fits

is

waiting.

network (FidoNet).

Keep up with Commodore

MaXWell

:

3:711/403

supporting the Fido-

Net. Several nodes, usually about ten,

to

know the reveiver got it for sure, that's
the way to send your message. It's just

.

Like any good adventure game, Fido-

To send mail to a specific system,
you must know its unique address, which
describes where it fits into the whole
scheme of things. A FidoNet address
might look like this

The largest range
the very latest and

at

1
No. for

The Commodore Centre

SALES, SERVICE,

SUPPORT and HIRE

AMIGA
500/1000/2000

C-pc

SYSTEM &
PACKAGES

5/10/20/40

—

...»

C64/128

*:-r^

Hard Drives 3.5" & 5.25" Drives .Parallel &
SCSI Drives, Digitisers, EasyL, Pen mouse.
Synthesizers &. M.I.D.L, Graphics

&

C.A.D.

Sound Samplers, Games & Business,^
Colour Dot Matrix, Thermal & Inkjet
Printers, Desktop publishing, Modems,
Screen Filters, A2000/A1000 Interfaces,
A20S8 PC Bridgeboard, A2090 ST5067SCSI

Music

&.

1201/1802/1901/ Monitors,
1S41C/1570/1571 Disk Drives, Cartridge
Expanders & Joysticks, 12S Ram
Expansions, Lightpens, Mouse

programmers
Accounting,

NEW RELEASES
Too many

to

EPROM

Blank Cartridges, Business,

Word

Processing, Databases,

Spread sheets. Inventory, Gen Ledger,
Languages, CAD, Disk Care Kits,
Multifunction Disk/CD Boxes

Drive Controller

%

&

# GOLD CARD *

*

list.

Green Guide" weekly for prices and

SYSTEMS
Hires

Mono, Hires Colour, Business

Software, Hard Drives, Hard cards,
cards, Multifunction Cards,

Joysticks,

Ram

Clock Cards,

RS232

Mouse

AG A
<fe

upgrades, Package offers.

EGA

Cards and Monitors,

Cards.

• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE •

$1500 Prize Draw!

* MAIL ORDERS *

Entries close 27-2-88

CALL (03) 419 681 (6 Lines)
FREEPOST 2 (No stamp required)
1

DONT MISS OUT!

See our advertisement in the "Age

COLOR &

MONO

Gold Caid discounts

slill

apply.

162 Nicholson

St,

Abbotsford, 3067

special offers.

MAXWELL
Australian

162 NICHOLSON

Commodore Review

ST.,

ABBOTSFORD 3067 • PHONE

(03)

4196811 • VIATEL 64266
11

Communications

bcfore long the news will be hitting the
fan all over the country.

some 100

In total there are

wMn mm ttap a
,

iu*» ms t tin Mtr«t

a»i

different

Echomail conferences running around the
world. A few go to nearly every system,

awtou? *

many go

to a good number, and a fair
few are limited to just local regions or

•

fedgifti

zones.

Mf&uk mkmm fwbun Hbhm-mt -'Ife* £$£lM

The whole echoing
matic. There's

the

same

mail
-5

&*i

is

auto-

check dozens

is

time, take care, because echo-

not private, and

falls into the cat-

egory of electronic publishing.

D

iffIf

process
to

of systems for an answer. However, at

W&miU
1 lot Mpnl

no need

your own
FidoNet BBS

Starting

You'll need software, and a fast modem. Try the Trailblazer. You'll also

called Echomail.

quick

way

At

this time, there is

of finding out

who

IBM PC, since that is what the
most popular system software called
OPUS runs on. For the best up to date
information I suggest you contact your
nearest FidoNet node operator and
'avachat to him or her.
need a

To find out who is on what systems,
you need to read the other type of mail

systems that maintained a similar area

The concept works

no

placed on one

visits

brilliantly for

and fact hunting.

fault finding

BBS

A question

soon spreads Austra-

which BBS's. So this is the
way to meet those that

hest

frequent the topic boards of

your

Conclusions

interest.

Echo

maiLmaiLmaiL
At

first there

NetmaU. Then

was only

in Dallas, sy-

A?

JtQCoi.

I)Qy»-riJ0a<

)f

wmm
'
':::''<::

the guest

files

from

5BS

tht

i

sent liirotu

telephone system, to

rn

SEAHnk-™A dowmoj
risermit—An ennancea version ol

kiss) discussed the idea of

Up'oad

(

system operators not

sharing their

own message

areas via Fido. Jeff

took the idea

to the

Rush
Echo-

—

i

that allows coloured text

es on particular topics to be

is

is

a protocol that

is

is

used during

But

.

...

..........

a new

<

is used daring
*^. _™
locks of 1024 bytes.

sending unul. an error has ix

12

at.

Just post

it

the

TOtocol-ithat doesn't stop

at your local

BBS, and

way of the

BBS

future for

operators. Stay out,

and before long you're in
the dark, in your own
little world. Perhaps

topic

leave would, in a matter of days, reach

can be a regular

Echomail boards are

.............

minimum.
would swap messages.
For example, if you accessed
lia wide, and before too long an answer
a system that had an area especially for
should filter back through the system.
Amiga users, a similar system on the
There's no need to worry about the
other side of the country may have a simaddress you want the message to end up
ilar message area. Messages that you

it

pain in the proverbial.

a protocol that

..............................................

—This

telephone

line quality improves.

X-modem—This

sage areas about the same

modem and

L

upioading/downloadingthaiuses blocks of 128 bytes;

ZL-modem

it

distance.

.terminal of BBS,.

VTlQft—Another: protocol

to work fine,
seems many mes-

boards seem

have travelled any great
A problem that
we may see overcome as

ic

:

Y-modem—This

lot of

sages are garbled that
tne Jvermit

mail stage, allowing messagshared amongst many FidoNet systems.
Those BBS's with mes-

had a

glitches using FidoNet.

but

ran3icr..oxlHcS: trprn the j^uest tenninal

'formalting.

the base brass

Locally echoed Echomail

%W\

Protdcol-

sys as in nice, but sys as in

sops

Of terminal

Now

facts. I've

we will see system software for the
C64, or Amiga. Stay tuned. Until then,
soon

why

not give one of the systems men-

tioned below a call.

You

can't lose.

all
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Mathematical
The Mariner

1

ADAPTORS
ONLY $79.80

VIATEL

Error

space probe was

launched in 1962 towards Venus. After
13 minutes' flight a booster engine
would give acceleration up to 25,820
mph; after 44 minutes 9,800 solar cells
would unfold; after 80 days a computer
would calculate the final course corrections and after 100 days the craft would
circle the unknown planet, scanning the
mysterious cloud in which it bathed.
However, with an efficiency that is truly
heartening, Mariner

SAVE

FROM COMMODORE.
Commodore

Zppro?|d____

is

offering

Viatel adaptors for only $79.80,

a saving of $160, So

plunged into the

1

$160

;: ,;

if

you

own a Commodore 64CJ28

-

after

or I28D, transform your computer

take off. Inquiries later revealed that a mi-

into a 2-way system, through which
you can receive and act on information.

Ocean only four minutes

Atlantic

nus sign had been omitted from the
structions fed into the computer. "It

human

error,"

in-

was

Send

a launch spokesman said.

in this

coupon now. Offer

r

Pi
is

a mathematical constant which

is

the ratio of the circumference of the

circle to its diameter. It is

number and, for most
taken to

in

Commodore

or

until

stocks

me

SPECIAL OFFER
Round Corner, NSW 2158

Business Machines

PO Box 404,

Please send

a never-ending

last.

(number required)

Viatel

Adaptor/s

at a cost

T1
of $79.80 each

Name:

calculations, is

.

—

Address:

decimal place (3.142).
1897 the General Assembly

third

its

However,

31,

V commodore

This minus sign cost over $10,000,000.

Pi

March

closes

Method

Postcode:

of Payment (Please

of Indiana passed a bill ruling that the
value of Pi was 4. This ensured that all

tick):

Cheque

Money Order

Mastercard

U Commodore Credit Card

I.

J

Bankcard

Card No.:

mathematical and engineering calcula-

Expiry Date:.

would be wrong. It
would, for example, mean that a pendulum clock would gain about fifteen mintions in the state

.Today's Date:.

Card Holder's Signature
Cheques and money orders should be made payable

co:

Commodore

utes every hour!

Business Machines Pty Ltd
John Singlek3:i Advertising

COM 014

Commodore and Amiga Annuals 1988
The

most
to

valuable publications

add

to

you

your magazine

Special Annual editions, one each for the

could

ever

hope

Subjects

collection.

Commodore and Amiga
to home computing

suck
small

as

communications,

business
will

be

and
given

graphics,
entertainment

music,

coverage.

Computers, provide the most exhaustive guide

For beginners

Australia. Each issue contains a comprehensive glossary of
terminology divided into special subject categories.

in the border. Listings of software packages as well as

in

and for the expert articles on
subjects you've only heard about - such as how to put sprites
there's tutorials,

comparisons of leading brands will also appear.

Don't Miss
Name
~

Please Send me

_

—

Bankcard,

Please Send me

Australian

At

$5.95 they're bound to go fast
To order your personal copy

_

Address
Cheque.

Them!

„

_„_

_

„

No

_

Copies of Amiga Annual 1988
Copies of Commodore Annual 1988
at a cost of $5.95 each plus $1.00 P. & P.

Commodore Review

Postcode.

.Exp

j

now, fill in the form at the
bottom of this page and send

j

it

I

to:

Gareth Powell
I

I

Publications, 21 Darley

I

Road, Randwick, 2031
13

Communications

Microtex 666 goes from
strength to strength

put up three line messages which then

gradually scroll up the screen as

new

messages are received.

Importandy, Chat Line operates on a
"real time" basis so chatterers can re-

USTRALIA'S most popular Via.-

tel service,

Microtex 666,

ter than ever: its

database of in-

formation and activities for members

now

spond to each other prompdy, a factor
which has let Microtex 666ers make lots
of new friends and even enjoy the occa-

is bet-

is

sional romance.

a massive 35,000 frames covering

And, because

everything from games programs to Bulletin

Boards.

But before we tell you more about
this whiz bang stuff here's a quick background explanation for anyone out there
who doesn't know what Viatel and Microtex

666 are.

and between five and 10 new programs
going up each week.

members who move

The average
program

all.

Viatel is the national videotex service

run by Telecom and accessible from your

Commodore computer with a modem and
telephone. Organisations called service
providers (SPs) use this

medium

to sup-

ply information ranging from the serious
(for example, stock prices) to the
sical (such as

The

whim-

games).

largest

SP on

Viatel

is

Microtex

666, a subsidiary of Computer Publications, the publisher

al

of Australian Person-

is

cost of downloading a

a very reasonable $2,50

al-

though some of the more complex business utilities can cost about $50.00.

You

Viatel

are probably wondering

of the programs

some

where

come from. Well,
and some come

are Australian

from overseas. Local software houses
and Microtex 666 members supply quite
a few, while overseas sources include
what is believed to be the world's largest

PC Week newspapers.

Interestingly, although

(75%) of its members
modore 64 and 128 users.
the bulk

are

Com-

Telesoftware
Microtex 666's offerings span a wide

Unfortunately, complications with

lets

else.

The programs

are regularly updated

with Utde-accessed ones being withdrawn

14

if there's

some

aspect of

mean

limitations

room here

But

to talk

enough

there's not

about

all

the fun and

Microtex 666 can bring to your

if

you do want

just contact

to

know

Microtex 666. Bear

more,\

in

mind

because it's a pc-oriented service,
Microtex 666 doesn't send out promothat

you

can telephone them on (03) 531 8411.
Or, if you're already on Viatel, you
or send a mailbox message to Viatel

soon be able to join in the fun as Microtex 666 is talking with TPUG about the

browse through Microtex 666's main index on *666# to see what's on offer.
Remember too that MicTotex 666 is
good value for money. A 12-month
membership subscription is $66.66 with
annual renewals discounted by $10 to

rights to

Amiga software.

all

which

service

pc or software they need help with.
There's heaps more too but space

their

can contact Microtex on page *6661810#

and download them for their own use.
These cover all sorts of things with
the most comprehensive section being
the entertainment one because most folk
want games in preference to anything

the Telesoftware section

Answer

users

mean Amiga

can't

won't go into lots of details about them

start with, there's

have access to a Technical Question and

download Telesoftware programs.
However, hopefully Amiga users will

publishing rights

mem-

To

and Answer

a more serious level, members

tional brochures or literature. Instead

Amiga users

bers choose from about 1500 programs

interests.

On

facilities

Microtex 666's 13 different Bulletin
Boards are already well known so we

gamut of

Question

pc screen.

Microtex 666

can be accessed from most kinds of pes,

Mem-

bers often get together for parties too.

Commodore user base, Canada's Toronto
Microtex 666 also publishes programs from Compunet in the UK and
soon it will offer programs from the Uptime network in die US.

or holiday interstate

have a host of friends to look up.

Pet Users Group (TPUG).

Computer magazine and Computing

Australia and

the service is national,

these relationships span state borders so

BB

except to say that the most popular
is

As

Chat Line.
the

name

members chat

suggests, Chat Line lets

to each other

-

something

number 353180330. You can

$56.66.

But if a six-month or three-month
membership is more your thing, these
are available too for $39.50 and $25.00

they obviously like doing as about

respectively.

400,000 messages have been posted on
Chat Line since January last year.

sion to your

Basically, Chat Line lets

members

also

So,

if

you want
life,

to investigate

to

add a new dimen-

who

not take time out

joining Microtex 666?
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Programming

The Appointment Manager
by Adam Rigby
New staff writer and assistant editor, Adam Rigby,

e.g. for

was having trouble keeping appointments. And so, a
new program was born. Here he explains what it
does, how it works, and how you can type it in.

OME PEOPLE

consider the Commodore 64 to be a
computer that only really has one purpose, and that is
playing games. Many a program has been written that
shows this statement to be totally incorrect, however not
much has been written for the 64 in the same style as that of
the Amiga desktop utilities and definitely not in BASIC.
We decided to correct this problem by writing an Appointment Manager program that is easy to use and simulates a

window

style atmosphere.

The Manager

is

capable of using

May

1988 just enter 05-88)

comma, hyphen or nothing

slash,

Once

pop-up with a highlighted bar over

the 1st day of the month.

You

all

the

program

just press

-

displayed saying that the program

Pressing return on this option brings up another

with two more options, Load File and Save

File. Selecting

brings up a warning screen saying that

file

window

all

data will

be overwritten continuing from this point will bring up the
name prompt, typing in the name of your appointment file
will load it into memory where it can be viewed or edited.
To save a fde just highlight the save option and insert the
appropriate disk that you want to save to and enter the

name of

file.

One of the main
it is

inhibitors of this our first version is that

not possible to save over an already existing

this it is fairly

At this point you can
your appointments for

you can

start

locating your entries, after

either press "e" to edit or "v" to view

this particular day. If

typing in the day's

"

memos

When you have

the next time slot

V and a message
,

you choose

edit

or hit return to go to

finished just type the left
will enquire whether all is

correct
If you select

view at the edit/view prompt you can view the

Commodore C64 PROBLEMS?
ztESg. is

yovm o& fuss soLymati

TLxtkangt service for faulty Boards
3

Sy return maiL

Months Warranty

file,

to

simple to modify the program, just add the

Simply undo a few screws to remove your computer
board from its casing and unplug power lead and keyboard connectors.
•Your board must be complete with all chips etc. and
must be in a serviceable condition.

CHECK

your power supply is not at fault before sending your board.
Your exchange board is sent by certified mail the same
day we receive your board.
Full re-assembly instructions included.
Mail securely packed board with remittance of $89 to

do

PARCOM PTY. LTD.

fol-

FEEE POST NO. 9 CARINA QLD.4152

PHONE

lowing:

However,
file

this will not let

or not,

it

you know

just erases the file if

if

(07)

:-

395 2211

BANKCARD-CHEQUE-POSTAL ORDER

2795openJ5,8,15:print#15,"s:"na$:closel5

ten a

is

a brief pause another message is displayed.

$89.00 INCLUDES POSTAGE AND HANDLING

Files

the data

bar around with

A large blue window is then opened with the date displayed
and various times listed down the side. A message is

get from

Load

this

at the top

Calculator are only available on the full version which you can

course,

move

wish to view or edit

pressing return. Please note that options Search through to

Prime Artifax on (02) 808 1860 for $14.95. Of
you can add your own, or run it without those options.

can

four of the cursor keys, hit return to select the day you

pointing arrow,

is up and running the title page will apany key to continue. Thereafter you will be
presented with a window with various options that you can select by moving the dark green bar over your selection and

pear

can be separated by a
After you have en-

tered this a calender will

different files so as to create individual records for different peo-

ple or purposes.

this

-

at all).

you have overwrit-

it is

there, so accurate

MVE
ADDRESS.

..PC.

records of what is on the disk must be maintained.
PHONE.......

..PAY

BY CHEQUE

BANKCARD

.POSTAL ORDER..

CARD NO

Edif/View
new windows
month and year

EXPIRY DATE..

Pressing return on this option brings up two

and„a date prompt. At the prompt enter the
(you must enter the year without the two prefixing numbers
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SIGNATURE.....

...DATE...
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Programming

day's information
desire, as

when

and then

edit

it if

you

The

execution time.

if all is

As you can see
ment Manager into

enter "n" then you can

useful desktop tool.

played a prompt will again ask
correct, if

you

the information is dis-

Appointa very powerful and
this turns

stores sequentially in en$(x) with the

proceed to edit the day just as in edit

All programs can be broken

Search
up a Sydney telephone number and a
message saying "Order now". This may
well appear lo he a very strange search
routine and indeed it is. Search is not implemented on the demonstration version
that you have typed in.

The

full version
The demo version includes the main
idea behind The Appointment Manager as
the simple implementation of

it.

It is

a

practical tool in itself, yet not nearly as
full version, which has
improvements and addi-

powerful as the
the following
tions.

• Search Facility
• Printer dump of all appointments
• Notepad
• Calculator
• Report sorts and prints out specific
-

time spans.

1

All compiled code to gready increase
u*!8,8!

di)>

down

do specific tasks,
below is a list of what each part of The
Appointment Manager is designed to per-

Program Structure
- 200 Input routine
210- 360 Initialise variables
370- 720 Menu Control
730- 950 Get and test Date
960 - 1020 Print Calender window
1030- 1190 Print Calender

1320 First Day Calculation
1350 Save this program - for updating program
1400 - 1420 Disk Error check
1200

-

1330

-

1430

-

1640 Select day with cursor keys

1650-2270 Edit day
2280 - 2390 Locate matching
2400 - - 2690 Load data fde

NHBOHNHDQHNKDaHNJEDQHNHDBIfimGOIfflHD

130

CDDliKlCDnmiCDOWIlCDDimiCDflHH] [DDHNICDini

10

qoto/OO

29 rei vars:s,yp,
30

Irt

f

cl*,c2*

pOrit*"

40 «="EEGHNnD0HN][GnHN][DGH8][DD*N]rDQ

HNHDOWNnBQMNHDOHNKBOBNHDflmHDOHNlt

-

-

2860 Save data file
3090 Data statements
4080 Print tide page
5090 Order now message!

ifk*34t*ei$8

ifnCln-IUhenVa

= "Have lunch with Andrew"
= 8804209

en$(x)
en(x)

The

variable en(x) breaks

down

into

-

month 04, the day 20
9. The time posi-

the year 88, the

and the time position

tion is just the position starting

from

9.00am, through to 5.00 with steps of
30 minutes. Therefore 1 is 9.00am and
17

is

5.00pm.

Storing these values
it

is

very simple

just stores en$(x) and en(x)

until en(x) is equal to zero.

quential file consists of the

So the senumber of

records followed by the records themselves.

260 pokeS32S0,0rpoke532Rl,0:print:"[CLRH

270 fari=ltoE:rP3dt$t

ihnesH

280 -f(jri=itofl;j=!

290 read !>t(i,j):i^!t$'i,j! = "t"thenefi)=j

150 it=i*+k*:prir-tp$!:2$ktc*:p=p+ljgoto70

-l:goto310

160 iH=0thengoto70

300 j=JtU:gotQ2?e

170 it=Ieft*(i*,l-i)

310 nesti

ISO n=p-i irfn<othsnp=0

12"

]90 pri.ntptci*"

200

[LEFTKLEFn"ct:goto70

:

][00HN]CDnWH][B0HN][DD»S3[Gd«NKD0KN][DQ

220 diBHip*(18J,5p(18)

60

tion as such:

140 i*fc<32ark>21Sthen70

210 diienf 101? ,pn*{ 101?

%

message "Have

LBLL']"chrt{?)c!ir$!145ehr$!g);

DDMN]!DDWN][DDHN][BOHN3tGDHN][DOHN3[DO!(S

HNKDOHNlfDONNirDOHNHOOHSlfSOHW
so t^cit+nRUDNi imntiimiusiVKi

to store the

data

120 i«:)95andf(<!93 then70

OWNKDOWN] CDDHN] CDDWN1 CD0BNKD0HNHDDHN1

NKDO^irDGWNKIlDHNHDOWNlfDO^]'

example

because

100 if&=2P4iesfi@

HO

variable en(x) contains the year,

month, day and time joined together to
make one value that can be matched. For

20

,

5 dt= [BOHN][BDHHl[DOHN][E0WIIEDD*IN][DOH

ic

lunch with Andrew" to the 20th of April
1988, the computer stores the informa-

form.

2700
2860
4000
5000

The numer-

the location of that message.

into subroutines that

Pressing return on this option brings

•

corresponding variable en(x) containing

The programming

mode.

way it works

Appointment Manager stores your information in arrays. The message is

230

ni=*mmimmmmmmmmm

RSHT JtRGHTJ t RGHT JFRGHT ] [RQHT] CRGHT ] [RGHT

dial

!sat!!2),dyH2i

330 fora=ltol2: r ead!it 'a' ,drtahnsxia
340 rss

350

m= "EBOWNH TON

BQWRK B8KJI 1

E

BO

m

1

E

11 DOWN HBOWNIEIJGBNH

POWN ] I B0HH 1 t DOWN 1 1 DQWW

KSDHN1"
360

&!$=

lEfiGHTHRGHnERGHtHRGHTHfiGHTHRBHTIERG

print-rHGHEr+lefttfrl^jftpHlemfd*

365 gns»64000

HTl[RGtfT3[RSHT!iREHT3[!?GHT][PRNT][RSHT][

^"[GRVTirciKCIHCEJfCIlECnECIHC
nEcnEcnrcnrcnrcnEciiECEicciitcnEC

370
,ypicl.*TfiVffl!:]

nt?BFI*c2t

RGHT][RSHT][RGHTl[REHT]rRRHTjrR6HTHPSHT

70 pbIeW8»0i«aitl98,l:gsttl

HRGHTirRSHTURRMTJERGHTHRGHTlERRHTHRG

30 t=asc!t*!:p*="CHOME]*+Ieft*irl*,x+pK

iffj"

lEft*[d* ypS:l=tpn!i*)

240 dim o( 12>

90 Hlc=nthsRprintpSr.2$* ':return

250 for n=i to 12;read affi):nexi

f

16

imimwummummmimmm
incnECDECiKcnEcnECnEcnEcnEcnrr
nfCnECIKCn";print*[aR]-ft;
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YOU KNOW???

DID
that

Pactronics

that

it is

have got the best

of the highest quality

PactroniCS

AND

when you

YOU KNOW???
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE to help your child

has the best

etc.

YOU KNOW???

DID

UTILITIES: Blitz Compiler,
D-Compiler, 64/128 Communications Package, and don't forget Masterlock
security for your software.

PactroniCS

AND
that

has a great range of

PactWtlics

has, without doubt, the best value Graphics

MAGIC MOUSE", which comes with

that

-

foolproof

YOU KNOW???

DID

AND

not surprising

consider that

through school: Maths, Spelling, Physics, Biology, Chemistry,

AND

It is

has a policy of 'best quality at best price'.

DID

Pactronics

D ATASETTE for your C64.

its

own

Mouse for the 64

-

the

software.

YOU KNOW???

DID

Pactronics who
,

are very selective

"Classic Quest" range of

when

it

comes

to

games, are

ADVENTURE GAMES: Goblin

Witch Hunt, Catacombs - they
go back to again and again.

really are the

most

now marketing

the

Towers, Forestland,

interesting adventure

games

that

you

will

P.S. And

AND
that

the

don't forget our

version of Test Cricket,

YOU KNOW???

DID

Pactronics

new enhanced

also supply the

FINAL CARTRIDGE,

VOICEMASTER, Screen Magnifiers and Filters, Disk Notchers, Disk Cleaners,

Disk Boxes, etc

him

them, ask

-

ALWAYS

to get

them

NOW YOU
So rush

for

ask for PactroniCS products and

you on our overnight

into Harvey Norman, Steves Communications, Grace
retailers

:

Bros, Chandlers, Maxwells Office Equipment,

around Australia. Mail Order- "Software To Go"

FOR THE NEAREST RETAILER

IN

YOUR STATE CONTACT:

Pactronics Pty Ltd, 33-35 Alleyne Street, Chalswood. (02) 407 0261

VICTORIA

:

your retailer has not got

service.

KNOW!!!

and from computer

N.S.W.

if

Pactronics Pty Ltd, 51-55 Johnston Street, Fiizroy. (03)
:

(02)

t

1982

457 8289

^r__
P3CtTOniCS
^* l^m^^^^^m

^&

417 1022

QUEENSLAND Pactronics Pty Ltd, 12 Stratton Street, Newstead, 4006. (07) 854
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Baringa Pty Lid, (08) 27 1066 ext. 6132
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Pactronics W.A. 1/757 Canning Highway, Ardross (09)

-

1

364 8711

|

3

]

Programming
Appointee

1

380 print [RVON3CHHT3
nt Manager

m

710 print'tCLRl'iend
720

"f*

pri^*[H0«El[DOHN][D0tiN][DO«N][GRY3]

ERVONHCflHSmStnStKStKStHStHStltS
i]rs*]rSt]ECS3";fori=Uo8;print"ERVONirG

][DOKH][DOH»][flO«N]tD(HIN][D01(NlfDOHH3"

730 res edit

Su Ho T

1060 printrftfi6HT3[RVON3ELGRN3

740 rt="[RSHT3[RGHT][RSHT]ERGHT3ER6HT]tR
SHT]ERGHT][RGHT3ER6KT3[RGHT]EKSHT][RGHT3

u

ERBHT3"

[Stir St
1070 printrtHRGHTlCRVBHIP-GRSl

BV3HS-][LBMrt*lil"t6RY3KS-T:ne!iti
400

1050 prii>t"EH0WE3[Da«N]El>DSitf3[Qnw!J1EDIlWN
:

print"[RV0fi][6eY3HCnCStKSt][S*MS

nrsmstnsmstHstKStHExr

tie

"

Th Fr Sa

[s«tsn[sn[sn[st3tst3[Sti[st.iLSHift]

750 gosub-960
K
760 print" r_Ma«EK00l«NKDa!<!N3

ESn[Sn[St3[S*][Si3[Sl][S(3[St3[Bt][St3

tr

] CS*
770 prin tr*" tRVQNKGRY31 tCA3 TS* 3 CS*

420 print"tHDP!£][DOttH3[D0liK][D0)IM][!lGHT]
,

MefHfddt,ciB)*fRVO»!][LERN] ti(oa)

1080 go5ubl200:ref& day

ESn[St][SUES»ES*HS*][St3[£tI[Sn[St3

1090 gosubll30:rsa print aonth

!

430 print' [HOME] [DQMNHBOKSHDOStNKRGHT]
•left*(dift,9ii!!"tRVOK]CS8N3"tt(M)
440 o«=smt:pokel99,0:waitl98,i sgeta$

79n printrt"ERVON3[GRY3][S-][LSRN1 Enter

490

+

1110 d=l

1130 re« print aonth
1140

[SRyi][s-j*

l^hd^hrvS^ERvW:

1150 printr*"ER6HT][RGHT3"Le-ft*rLRSHT]r

800 printrt*ER.VOH]fGRY3][S-][LGRW3

(s»>8)

R6HT3[REHT3IRGHT3[RGHT3rRBHT3[BGHTl[RGHT

[SRY33ES-3"

i-f(f(!-7t!>ei}s»=3

day to edit

1120 gosubl430

EGRY33E9-3"

ftoth/Yean

460 se=si(n~(x4="[D0«»(]")+(K*=-{UP3')
470 is-J!fl-!»i<U

pi^

1100 rei

'

[St3[CS3

790 printrf[RV0f!][GRY3][S-3[LRRN]

450 ifK*=ehr*(l3)tben 510

adulation

|St]tStHiH[SI][Sil[St3ES*ltSUCSHi:S:M

][RGHT]rRGHT3ERGHT][RGHT3[RGHT][i3GHTl[RE
810 printrt [RVON!EGRV3][Cnrsi3[S«[Rt3
HT3[RGHT][RGHT][RGHT3[RGHT3[RGHT3\ldst3
ESJIEStlEStl *~ *or Nenu CSMIStMStt'tSH
a

490

i

-f

9!S=4thsn«(s=8

500 gate 420

m

rRJ][Si3tCXKLGRNi"

510 if 1)8=8 thsnAW
1

520 print [HIWE][MHIH] [DOW]

[8DWn' left!

B20 lr^TX=32:yp^5:c!*-"[«HT]":c2*="[RV0

N3EL6RN3"

(ddt !M);

!

BJO QG5ub30;ifi*="-^- 'tben370

540 printtabU!)'[SRY3HS*][RVQNI[GRY3K

CftltStirStKSIHStHSHISIHSIltSHtStlE

D

1180 printrv«ls(tt(strt!aH*

840 in$=i*

S50 u$=lsfH(if)f 2):y^"!9*triqhU(ifi* 2

1200 rea

Y3]ES-]fLGRNrs*fa«,i)lefttEbI*,l'?-len(»

*(M

1210

B60 B=vaI!«*!!V=valfyt5

550 fori=itQeii«hprintta&(13)"ERvOtf]tGR

J

i!))"[RVaN][GRYJ]lS-]"

,3);

1190 lc=lc+l inext jreturn

J

i

SJIIStlCSHCSt'lEStllSrilStKSilCSnCStK

esr

1170 ifk=8thenprint;printrr[RGHT3[RGHT

]";;k=h

s

530 ilBsi=2then730

116" lc=ds+l:for a^ltoni!

1799 then e=e+l
then

1230 a=ytl.25;if a=int(a!

B80 ify<1750ory}2500ihen900
g<?0

d=Ue=d

1220 if y <1900 and y)

370 ifsann>12then900

s(i3%a(

21=1

no to 1030

540 next

900 print:printrt"[RVQNKRGHT3Invalid Da

570 printtabf L31" [RM0N][6RY3]CCIHStirS*

ts,

y=18M

1240 ify=1900 cr

then o!l)=6;sf23

-2

Hit Return"

1250 b=!a+o{«J+e>/7:e=intf {b-i,ii<bfjt?.

910 poV5!98 l 0:«iitl9a l:get>;t

1

!

irS*HS*HSmS*]ESmStH5tHCX]"
580

bffi=l

ER6HT3

,

laftJ(!!d*,fflB+bffi!

I

if)!t-"^-"then370

1260 ds=lc!.;iHs=Othends=7

530 ifi'*Orhrtfl3ttlien9fO

:cm=t

590 print "[HONE] [MHN3ED0KN 3 [DDMNHRGHT]
B

WO

940 printrt nJPl[RGHT![ffYONl

1280 tl=dy(a};if«K>2thenretum
1290 ify/4=iirt(y/4)thennl=29:return

";qotDB20

CLGRN]CRVON3"tab

(H)E$f5iE bffl)leftl(bl*,l?-len(i*!8i,bfflM

1270 d5=ds-l

B

950 end

h

960 print"CHD!1EKDDMN3rP0HN][E0HN]ED0W«l

)

[0OHN]EDONN3[DOWN]EOOHt!!r!)Om]

400 priFif [HDME3EBOHN][DO«N)[BOHN3tRGHT]

1300 ffil=28:return
1310 getr*:ifr*="thenl3I0

B

1320 end

[-sHtstnstttsi:[Sitstiraiisii"fsiw-st]

1330 rea save this progqy

tsnrstHsinsinstnstHsmstirstKst]

1340 ciosel5;apefii5,e 15 "s0iAppoint

rs*3fCSIEL6RN1"

1350 save "Appoint", 8: end

930 fora=ltDB

1360 Bp«tl5,B,15

[RSHT3"Ieft*!ddt.9i+cs)tab{14)"[RVQm[6R

P70 priritrt'[RVDfV][SRY3nCfl][St]ESt3[St]

(n» f $ls95Cfii!!eftt(bl*,I9-lBn!a*(M,ci)))

610 bt=csipoks]?B.0iwaitt?a,i:9st)it
420 ifx*=chr$U3Hben 690
630 r«*e9-(**="[D0»in'}+(xt="['JP]*)

s

1390 rea error

1000 next a

660 goto 590

s

1380 printe,e*

[GRY33E5-3ELGRN3"

450 ifxt="ELEFT3*then670

n

>

1370 input£15 e e*

990 printrr[RV0N]ESRY3][S-]ELSSN]

640 cu=cnHi:a<I)*l£8>el«™i51

f

1010 printr*'ER 0N]rRR¥3]rCZ3ESnrSt][St

1400 openl5,8,15

KStifsnisncstKsnrstirstHsnrstiEGt

1410 input£15,e,e*,t.iS:clo5ei5

3[S43ESi][5t][Stirst]ESn[Et3[St3[St3[S*

1420 return

;geto420

3tSt3ECX3ELGRN]"

[430 ret tt

690 ifmi=i3ndf:™=ithsr2400
700 ifBit=iandrffl=2tben2700

1020 return

1440 rit="EFGHT3[R6HT][RSHn[RSHn[RGHT]

l-p

470 print°[H011E][D0HN][D0H83ED0«N]Mef»

680 fori=itoe{(iii)*2!printtab(123hl*:nB)tt

705 ifi!s=3andciP=l then 5000

18

[RGHTl[ReHT][MHTURB«T][HBHT]£R6HT3[RfiH

1030 res print «tonth
-

1040 print:printr*"ERVGN![RGHT]

select date

"aa*(

T3[RGHT3ERGHT][RSHT]ERGHT3[RSHT][RGHT][R
Australian
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GHTJCRSHTHRGHTIERGHTTCRGHTICRGHTICRGHT]

1720 print"[KOHElED0HNKD8WUBGBN][!)ffl(fi

[RGHT][RGHT][REHTl[RGHT][RBHTlERSHTJ[fieH

!

T] ER8HT3 ERSHT 3 ESGHT ] [ RGHT 3 fRGHT ] [ RGHT 1

Eft

[ DOWfJ 3

[

DOWN 3 ERGHT 3 E RSHT3 ERSHT 3 [ RVQN3 [EY

[sucsntsnEsnEstKsntstiEstitst

hi

JESil'fStJISITrSillStlCStlESllfStlEStJESJ

BHTI"
a

"ERVONIECYfil*

2020 gosub30!ifi$="t!ien20A0

2030 im-"^"thenprint"IUP3ERSHT3ER6KT3t
RGHTltfiGHTlERSHnERGHTlERGHTlERGHTHRGHT

1450 d$= [DOHfU[DQKNHD0«N][BQM][DOHN][

TEStirstHSIMStlESNESntStl'

][R5HT][RSHT3ER™

[iOWNKDO»N]ED0HN]ED0«N]tD0HN]tDOHN][DG«N

1730 prin fEHDHE]tDaHN][B0»H][Sfl»N3[DOH«

2040 if5p{ip>=ithensp(sp3=2

irD0»N][D0HN]CDQNHHD0H«]fDC(*N][B0ltNKD0

1

C

DQWN 1 E DQWM 1 C DO WN 3 1 DOHN ] E DOHK 1 £ DQNN 3 CM

HfiKDO«N3EPD^]ri}nWNnDDHN][DOStN3EDGHN][

"
;

zp=17;gatD2070

2050 spt(zp!=I*:splzpksp(2p3-l

2040 print " E UP 3 E RGHT 3 [RGHT 3 t RGHT 3 ERSHT IE
1740 r$= ERGHTlEReHT)[RGHTKRBHT3ER6HT3[
1,

BGHTl[RfiHTirRfiHT][RGHTr

1440 xM5K3ifchyp=13!C=I:3'c-ds+l

H="[HOHEr+leftttri$,xHIeftt(«

1470

y

f

TERVGhTsptUpl

1750 printrJ"ERVQNH8RY2][CA3ES13£SI3ES*

KStiESiifsiHstiEsnEsttrstJisijrsiiESi
P>

1480 printct"ERV0N3E«HT]"lsnt(str*(cl+"
T

l

n

IESI]ESt1[3*3ESt][r_sr

im

if

r--

ting

1490 qetk*TiM=""tte[ii490

2070

nexkp

2080 prijit"EHOnE3EDOHN3EBOWN3CD!)HN3[DOtlN

1EEONN![DG«K3rnOHN3[DQNNHBGmtBOHN3rUO

,

pri<itrt' ERVDR ]EGRY23[S-3[GRY33 Loca
,

[GRY23E5-3"

yoctr

RGHT I E RGHT 3 E RGHT ] E RGHT 3 [RGHT I E RSHT3 ERSHT

WNjrDOilN] ED0KS3 [BOHK3EBOHN3EDOHN] [DOWN]

Dowsi e dqnm 1

e

mmu mm mm
1 1

3 c

mm

i

E

mm

n

prMctnRV0NJELGRN]

1500
n

if

-"M *

a

left.*(5irl(tJ+

1-7B0

HT3ERGKT3ERGHT3ELBLU3ERVGN3

printrt"EflVOS][GRY23ECZ3EStJtSt3ESI

]E3tIEStl£S1]EStlESnyt3ESH£StTtSnrSl

1520 DX=!!iflpypfDC=CJOl=lC
1530 ifk*-**-"tftsii 370

Ukt-'Wytbga

3ERGHT3ERGHT3ERGHTIERSHT3ERSHT3ERSHT3ERG

ESRY23ES-3"

Entries

"

1510 ifkt=chr$UJ)t!ienl65G

mo

1770 printri ERyO?!]EGRY23[S-3[SRY33

yp=yp-l;c=c-7

fy/n!

fill

2090 getrtiifrl-"thsii?891)

KStlESilEStlEStlEC*]"

2100 ifr*O"y"andr*O"n"then2090

1790 Fort=ltQi7:gasub2230:5p*(H=en$!qc)

2120 ifr*=Vthen2Q0O

1800

Hsp$(t)O" thansp<t)=l:gDtoiS20

1810

spltkO

correct

*.;

i

1550 ifk*="[DOi!N]"theti yp=yp+l;c=t+7
1560 i f k*=" ttEFTI"

ffieH

x=x-3i!:=c-l;lc=lc

-i
a

E

1570 i?k$= ER6HT] thpn x=x+3:c=c+i;lt=k
*1

!580 if^Urcenc^oci^oxiyp^oyili^aSigott)
1620
1590 ifc)«!then[:=of:;K=ax;yp=oy:Ic=ohgot

3

1830 vT=0: print' EHGHElEBQIflMDOMNlEDD&N]

LEFT!ELBUJ][RV0f(3 Hang on a lie ,,,
2140 gasab2280

N3EDDHN3";

2150 »$=str*(«);iflsrifit!<3thsns$="0"+i*

1B40 printrt"[PVCN3EERY2]ECfl]ESt3[St3ESt

2140 c*=strt(c!;i*len<c*)<3them:f="0 +c*

(v!

Eel

1640 go to 1490

edit day

1450 res

1440 print" [HOnE3E!30l(«]EDOHN][DQ»N3EDOffl

B

2180 forz=ltc!7

or

to editEGRY23CS-3"

2220 ifsp(z)=lthennrj=!jcjt=i:go5!ib22S0!en

J(qck5pf(zJ:qe=oq:g()ta2250

KStjrstirstiEsnrsjirstiEStHSHEStMj

2230

lEStTESmsmsmCKJ'

2240 8n(qcJ-5;qc=q£+l

18B0 fart=ltol7!gD5tio2280:sp*tt)=wt(qc)

2250 fjbxU

1390 pakei9S,0;*aitl98,l!getv$

2255 print'EUP3":print"[RRHT][RGHT3[RGHT

ifvlO'VaidYSOVihenllW

][St][S13EStlEStnSt3tSt]ESn[S*]rSt][St

1910 i?vt-'v"thpnvf=l

IE RGHT ] E RSHT ]

1920 prinfEUPlEUPJEUPlELiPl'iiforUOtoS:

3tS*3IB#IFStICS*]rSI3£Et3!SIHSt!rt31*

printr$"[R9GNl[CYN]

1470 fer7=ltol9

nsat:prinf[UPJ[UPK"UP]fUPirUPlCllP]CUPJC

3E5-3"

enMqcksptk!

[

RGHT 3 E RSHT 3 [RGHT 3 E RGHT 3 [ RV

DSIEStlEStHStaEStlEStlt-StJEStTIStJtSJlE

ItStHSntStlCStirStJtStlfStlEStltSHESt

CLBLU

a
2210 ifspi(z)= "thpn225i)

1870 printr*"[RVON]E6RY2IECnESt3[St3rSt

1900

1480 print"rLELU][RSHT3[RGHTHRVON]ES-3C

2190 5t=yi+ffl$+rt+ s tr*fj)
2200 s=vaU5*J

to yie*[GRY23E5-3"

!ERSHT3ERGHTIELBLlI3ERVElN3ECfi3ESt][SH[St

CYN3

l,

3[St]EStJESt][St3ESt]ES*3ESnESt][5t3[St

1860 pr 1 fitrf[RVON]EGRY23tS-]EGRY-33

1430 printrJ"[RVCINlEWHn"leftt(5trt!c3+"

';

[DOHN][DOHN]EC»DHN3EE)OHN][EOklB]EDOHN3EDOK

1850 p^intr* ERVE3N3EGRY2]ES-][6RY3IPrass

1610 if!c<lthanlc=?;yp=yp-l;x=x+2t

LEFT] [LEFT] [ LEFT) E LEFT 3 E LEFT 3 [LEFT 3 TLE

FT3ELEFT3ELEFT3ELEFT3ELEFT3ELEFT3ELEFT3E

I

1600 if!r>7thsnk=l:yp=yp+!;!(=!t-2I

[

1820 risstt

][St3ESt]ESt]fSt][CS]

oU20

2130 prin t* ELEFT3 E LEFT 3 [LEFT! ELEFT3E LEFT

's

SmSt]rst3ESI3E5*]CSnrst3tSi]ESI][S13[
CYM3";

2260 gotc740

UP3EUP3"

2270 end

1930 fcrs-ZtalB

2280 res locate nathctng date

1940 if;/2=int(z/2)then^$=":00":gotol96

2290 res
,,

2300 ffl$=str*!nhifl5n!stK3thsmi$- 0"+9$

1490 next?

1700 print "ERGHT3ERSHT3ELBLU3ERVOMECZ3E

1950 xt*=';30"

2310 ct= s tr*(c):ifIenkt}{3the!ic*="Q*+t*

SI3ESt]E3tI[St]EE(]ESt]ESl]ESt][St3CSt3r

1940 b=intfz/2!+B;b*=str*(b):t=:-l

2320 yJ=right$(str$(y),2I

SHESJ3'fSHXSI]rSi3tSHCSH£SHES*JC3H

1970 if z'4thsnpr-ifit"fRGHT]';

2330 5$=y$+H.*fc**str*fJ:!

1780 fi$=b*+xtt:print"ERSHT3ERGHT3[RSHT3E

2340 s=vaHs*J:ifE=Othens=-l

SH£SI]tat3ESt]ISt3[S*JCStHS*H;StIE1t IE
:

RGHT3 tRVQN.3

S*][CK]"|
l

1710 prinf LHQME][DO«N]ED0ilH3[DD«H3EP5HN

lEBOHHlCRGHTlERGHTlEffSHTIERVaNlECVNl

tafr05Jta*(a)hb{27!y
Australian
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"c

1W0

"fit"

[RGHT3"spt(t):fiS!!t

ifvf=lthert20SO

2350 forq-ltolOO
2360 iTen[q!=Othpr>qc=q;q=101

2000 farzp=ltaJ.7

2370 Hen(qt=sthsrtqc=<j:q=!01

2010 yp=;p+6:>;=n:ln=22:cl*="ENHT]";c2*=

2.380

neMq
19

t

4 '

Programming
2730

2390 return
2*00

B

2740

241S r*= [REHTJrRGtfTKRSHT]ERGKT]rR5HT?E
RBHT

] T

on ntr*"r»ynN]rfiRV3][S-]ELGRN] Enter

tBBY33ES-]"

n r jr;trt"[RV0fi!irGRV3][9-][LGRf(3

LBRY31 ES-J

REHT3 [RGHT3 [ RBHT3 E RGHTI f RBHT ] [ RGHT

4030 printrf "cRVrjN][S-]rLSRN7

n

ENT
,

2750 pririM"rRV0N]EBRY3][g-HSRNISAv E:£

IfRGHTJ"

2420

printrrnjFHUP]rR™[GRY3IECAnS*

HSiitstitsnrstjrstKSiKSiirsjircs]"

I

2430 printrl'ERvrjMEGRYJirS-iaROn

2770 yp=7;j(=!?;In=13:clt="Emn ;c2t=

[GRY33ES-3

sure?

Are

D§R¥-33ES-1'

2440 printr* [RyQNHGRr3]rcZI[St TTSJlCSt

^

4050 print rt"[fiVGNKS-][L5RK]

E6RY3H5-]"

n

SJHStJfSt][St]£SIICStitS|][S*JfSt11StJI

2790 na?="ap,"+i*

2150 prMr("[RVON3[GRY3][S-![Lfi£D]

fm

[fi

2780 ifi*=*^ thenJ70

be

[E^RIES-J*

..i,",

,

HfflSGE

[GRY33ES-]"

UOHirLSSSl'jgtrauBf)

24*0 pi-intrf'ERynfnEGRYSHS- HIRED]
lost

4040 printrt'ERVONKS-HLfiRNJ
R

CSJ'l C.S* 1C.S* Jt.S't J CCX 3
,,

fill

B

4035 printrt'rRVOHjrQ-TrLRRWi
EGRY3.US-3"

2760 printrt"fR™irGRV3][C7][SJ][Sn[Gi
*- for ilenu

ftPPO INTM

[SRY33ES-3"

ESSY3H5-3"

C6RM3

HstHsntsmsmsmsiHSiHsiKsmst

data Kill

4025 prfntr$"[RV0NHS-KLQRNJ

Name of file fGRYSHS-I*

load file

rare

2300 nosab2280;en=qc-l;openi,8,2 "0!"+tia

smsticsiHsnrcin"

*+",s,s'-printfl,en

"4057

f

2S10 forz=

i

print^"ERv 0, i]rS-irERNl
,

l|

EGRY33ES-3"

ia sn

a

2920 print£i,en(2i:prir>t£!,BT!Mi)

4060 printr$ rRtfl»3[S-irSSS3 De§o versio

2470 y^?!K=30;ln=l:ri*=°[iMT]"i!:2t=-[RV

2330 nextzsclosel

n

OHlELREDl'igQEubTO
24S0 ifi*=*i-"then370

2540 yos «b 13P0: grin

2490 ifi$O"y"andi*<>Vthen2470

]rRGHT]rR6HT]ERGHT3[RGHT][R.GHn[RVON3tGR 4065 printrt H [pUON3rs-3[GRM3

2500 ifi$="n"then370

FS»]rSJ3[St]ESWSmSt3[S Righy ESRY3HS-J"
J][St]ESt3fSt3[St3ES*]EStJV "

]

for Henu

EStHStHStlEStHCSl"

.

ERGHT]rRGHT][RSHT][

Y3]"i

fr

2530

prints ERBHTHRVGNHLGRK]

e

m[e^

[GRY33CS-]"

4046 printrt"Ef!VnW3ES-3[GfiN3

2850 getrt;ifr$=""ihen2S50

rrell

2855 goto370

4047 Brintr$"(RU0N][S-3EGRN]

2360 data 4, 2, 2, 5,0,5,5,1,4,6,2,

D

i

2550 print'EUPHUPltUPlEUPr
2560 printrt'IHSHTliRv'flNlErrter Naee of

t

4070 printr*"[RVON3[CnES?:rsniStKSt3{

StJEStHStlESJlESIJESllEStKStHSHCStlC

2890 data "Search

SI3ESJ3ESt3ESJ3ECX3"

*

4080 pokei9B,0si*ait3?g,l;qetp$;return

*

°

2910 data "Notepad

;ELGRN3*

2715 data 'Report

2580 yp=7:s=!9:In-13:i:!t="[MHTric2*="[R

2916 data 'Calculator-

5000 res search
5010

2920 data "Quit

a
2590 ifi*= ^" thers370
5,

n

2600 na*="ap. +i*

3ELGRN3Thi5 is

zl

deao version

q-F

Appoint

5035 print" ESOSWIftenager and does not ha

2970 data
'29B0 data

,en* ts>

a

2940 data "Save File
B

iVf*

2960 data "Order now: 306-3360

f

*:

sent"

2620 LB{tut£i,en

2640 InputEl ,en

Dssa Version

2930 data "Load File

2950 data

in en

printmRHMHT]

5020 print" CD0HH3 E DOWN JCDQHN I [ftGHT JIRSHT

"

2410 Qpenl,e,2,"0:"+nai+" 5,r"
J

.

*

:

2570 priRtr*"E D0HN1 CRSHT1 fRVDMI [GRStlLOflD

n

(£)

3938 tGPV3][S-]"

28B0 data "Edit /View"

ile"

VO>JKLGRMI :gasub30

Andrew Fa

rsRV3jfS-3"

2370 data "Files

data "Print

1

fldara

B

J

ort=Ito3

2520

2630 fnr:=

1,0 EGRY33ES-]"

4062 printrt'ERVQNKS-ltGPtn

RGHTIeWiERGHTIERGHTURGHTHRGNTIERGH!

2510 print'IUPKUPHUPiatPl"

2540 next

u

a

ve all

iytvtvr,"iVr
"January", 3!

the

"

5040 print "[DOSiWsatures of the fully
1

i

edged version/
The full versi

5050 print"[DE!«NJ[[10HN]
1

5650 next;

2990 data 'February ',28

on is available fron

2660 gosabtJW

3000 data "Harch", 31

5060 print"[DO^NT[WHT3Pri»p ArtifasELGRN

2670 close! : print" [RGHTHRSHTHRGHTJERSH

3010 data "flpril',30

3

T][RGHT]EB5HT][RGHT!ERGHT][RGHT][RGHT)[R

3020 data "hay", 31

5070 print "OTNlis coapiJed to increase

GHT][RRHT]ERGHT]tRGHT]tRGHT]fRVDN][SR ?3]

3030 data "June%30

i

(02)303 i860 and

the prograas"

"Ieft4(et+ CSJ]tS*jtStl[S*]CSt3[S*HStH

3040 data "July" ,31

stiistjrsnrstHStrjMi

3050 data "August \31

2630 pqfel98,0:wutt**I

3060 data "Sents®bfir ,30

26?0*qoto370

3070 data "October" ,31

H

on

5080 print™ [DOWN Jspeed considerably,"
5085 prjte!98 0:w3iti9S

.

>

j

t

G

2700

rasi

save file

2710 r*=" RRHT3CRGHT3tRGHTl[RGHT3[RGHT3[
r

30SO data "November's 30

B

2720 printr*"EUP][tJP3 CUP] [RyONlEGRYJKCfl

ready.

3090 data "December' ,3!

RBHT3ERGHT]tRGHTHR6HT3[RSHTHfiEHTj[R6HT 4000
If RRHTf

5090 goto370

res?

title

4010 prinf[CLR]"3eftfi.d$ 2i:rf=leftt(rl
;

M

n

][St]ESt]fSn[St]tSn[Si]ESt3ESt]ESi]ESf 4020 printr$ ERV0N]tGRY3]ECfi][S*][StKSi
]rsi][sn[stns*3EStKS(i[5t][S*3tst][CS 3 [SI KS}][SIIESt]rSi]ESt3[St]rs>][3ntSt
]"
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Printers

Paper parking with

Star NX- 1000
EGULAR READERS

of

my jot-

know that I use both
Star Gemini 10X and Star NX10.
The 10X is now over three years old and
tings will

has really worked hard for

its

keep

in the

and has much useful life in it yet,
being not at all worn in spite of all I've

prints at a very respectable

per second and in

ters

144 charac-

NLQ mode at 36

shows a marked increase in
NX-10 which printed at
draft and 30 c.p.s. NLQ.

cp.s. This

120

c.p.s.

put

The NX-10 was Star's
10X and I'd reviewed it

through.

it

successor to the

magazine back

in this

favourably.

It

in April '87

most
too gets plenty of use in

the office.

now

released the successor

of these machines

to both

NX-1000

new

in the

and I'm here to

you
that it's a beauty! It's faster, has more
features than previous models and it's
series

tell

nice and easy to use too.

The NX-1000

of

all

gives

Standard equipment on the

NX-1000

tion that the tractor is at the rear of the

feed on the old 10X. This means that

works very well with a new feature

per instead of wasting

called "paper parking". This lovely idea

mally with the pull type.

you feed a

the printer without having to unload the
tractor- feed paper.

A touch of a couple of

sion of a
quite

4K

a lump of

the printer carries

entrance to the rollers and puts the trac-

like that idea

gle sheet

down

the chute. Very, very

need

to.

without

you quickly
whilst

on with its work. I
as it means I can save

lot

to the data disk whilst

still

printing

it

or even

to

if I

having

it!

Compatibility
A high degree of compatibility
built in to the

This

is the

NX-1000

one you can

&

interface to your

any of the Centronics

Elite

interfaces available (al-

though

a very nice
Near Letter

I

wouldn't look

any further than the
XETEC Super Graphics

as#saa3tfegirt

Quality

Senior personally), or

print. In

ad-

your

you

'WX-1QOC1

too as

Pica
from

perform just as

it

uses Epson-based

control codes in the stan-

dard

the front panel where there are colored
light

up

to

confirm your

choice of print operation.

Australian

It'll

to

direct with a

well with other systems

lect propor-

normal

Amiga

cable.

can also se-

LEDs which

is

parallel model.

C-64 or C-128 with

as

In

lets

Once having got used

(20 CPI) as well

or Elite

the inclu-

a print buffer I'd hate to have to work

Pica (10 CPI}, Elite (12
CPI), Condensed

tional

a

document on

the printer's

is

switch off the computer altogether

the different type-sizes of

dition,

you do nor-

work on screen

the tractor to "park" the paper just at the

the

and

text

buttons on the front panel winds back

in the sin-

sheet of pa-

as

print buffer. This holds

get on with your

you feed

first

it

Another very useful idea

single sheet of paper into

from:
Courier, Sans Serif, Orator and Normal. All can
be printed in Italics and in

Condensed

a beauty.

you can actually use the

Choose

Pica (17 CPI)

I think it's

You'll understand from this descrip-

includes a single-sheet feed chute which

you a choice of four built-in
fonts which you select
from the soft-touch front
panel.

of use and

words it's a "friction and
push" tractor feed as opposed to a "pull"

Paper parking

tor in neutral whilst

series first

for ex-

ample. I'm sure that feature will get lots

printer, in other

lets

Star have

Holroyd

Eric

do something on coloured paper

speed over the

office

by

draft

mode

the

Commodore Review

NX-1000

handy if you want to print a special letter on that precious embossed paper
you've been saving up, or if you want to

mode and IBM

printer II codes in the

Pro-

IBM mode.

For an extra $100 you can get a verNX-1000 which prints in

sion of the

(Continued on page 24)
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Printers

four colours. I don't have too
tails

many

de-

of this at the time of going to press,

but I've seen text printouts which are
nice and crisp and I'm told that graphics
printouts

from programs which support

fine. On the C-64
would include programs like: Geos,
Doodle, Teddy Bear-rels of Fun, Create
with Garfield etc and on the Amiga I'd
imagine (although I haven't checked
them) that the painting and printing pro-

colour printers work
these

grams would support colour

Ask

at

printers.

your supplier for info on

this as-

pect

Manual

and I'm going to let you have the pleasure of finding out more for yourself. Seriously, whether you're looking to up-

I must make mention of the manual
accompanying the NX- 1000 series. It's
really good and is a model of what I

grade your present printer or

check out

ward language, easy to understand instructions, spiral bound (as all computer
books should be) and it has a good appendix which sets out all the commands
for doing all the functions possible on
this fine printer so that anyone writing a
printer program can look up the codes
easily

It's

if

you're a

you should

first-time printer buyer,

think a user guide should be. Straightfor-

this range.

made even

easier for

Commodore computers,

owners of

as the

NX-

1000C is a Commodore-dedicated printer
with
sion.

all

the features of the parallel ver-

It's

designed to connect direct

Commodore computers
to

and quickly.

Also, for those programmers, there's

buy a special interface.
R.R.P. $599 for the

NX- 1000 &

NX-1000-C, $699 for the colour

Double height and quadruple height
printing is available on the NX- 1000 series and is very useful for making eyecatching headings etc. It's possible to do
simple advertising "flyers" right on your

a hexadecimal print/debug

printer with these print sizes too.

There's much more in store for you
when you enquire about the NX-1000

mode which

does a nice job of printing out exactly
which codes the printer is receiving and

sions.

which would be a tremendous help

lia

to

without the need

ver-

Star printers are distributed in Austra-

by Star Micronics (02) 736 1144 and
Computermate Products (02) 457 8118.

in de-

bugging a printer program.

® IE@^n©w
No's 8
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Disk Magazine
Disk Magazine
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Number

8

• ESCOS version 2.99
• Newsroom Camera
• Clear Screen
• Future Writer
• Demos
• Enterprise
• Eddie Murphy
Send me
Send me
Name

C64

• Function Keys
• Unsc rarefied
• Relocatable directory
• Tape Rename

•

•

•
•

Little

end music demonstrations

Invoicer

Sprite

utilities

Clock

and graphics programs.

C128
• 128 Disk Filer
• 128 Block Reader
• Also three music programs

Games

copy/s of Disk Magazine
copy/s of Disk Magazine

4 graphics

• Sprites in the Border
• Also various games,

Chequewriter
Screen clock

• A super special

1

9

from Compunet

• Calendars

•

Number

Disk Magazine

Utilities
• Irack and Sector

Home/Business

Graphics

II

&

for issue 8.

No

No

8.
9.

at

$nm

each

[us

$2 o0

p

& p

...Address

...Postcode

Cheque

No:

Bankcard
Expiry Date,

Signature
Post to
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Sculpt

3D

Organize!

TV Text

AmigaDOS

Clicked on

replacement project
Vol 2

No 3

Inserted in

games
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AA rated software
Amiga and Abacus
name you've learned
"Pactronics"

from a

to count

on

TettPto
AMIGA
T- uli^u

W

ncl"°°

AMIGA

A3.

~
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EXTPRO — The
the

Amiga

full-function

— easy

"extras". Fast formatting

and margin

wordprocessing package thai shares the true
and powerful with a surprising number of

DATARETRIEVE

to use, fast

on the screen:

]

bold, italics, underline, etc. Centering

Page headers and footers. Automatic hyphenation
TextPro keyboard and function keys to suit your

justification.

of

Customize the
Merge IFF-graphics right into your documents. Includes BTSnap
tor saving IFF graphics. This package can aiso convert and use
other popular
wordprocessor files. TextPro sets a new standard for wordprocessors in this
price range. Easy to use and packaged with advanced features
the ideal
package for all of your wordprocessing needs
text.

-~«"^ a:

Abacus

M>ac«s
spirit of

r

preferences.

—

—

Powerful database for your Amiga that's fast, has a
huge data capacity and is easy to use. Now think DataRetrieve. Quickly set up
your data files with onscreen mask templates. Seiect commands from the

pulldown

menus or

time-saving shortcut keys. Customize the

masks with

different text fonts, styles, colours, sizes

and graphics. DataRetrieve is easy
to use
but has the professional features you need. Password security for
your data. Sophisticated indexing and searches, Fife size limited only by disk
space. Customize function keys to store macros. Easily outputs to most
papular printers to produce form letters, mailing labels, index cards, reports,
etc. Data management couldn't be easier.

—

IMPACT — Get off the cocaine, opium and marijuana, don't try another HIT,
an IMPACT! A far healthier addiction.
The game you never want to stop playing. Superb graphics, colour, digitised sound.
try

—

B R LLI ANT BOOKS
Learn and get the most out of your Am iga with these
great books from Pactronics. Amiga for Beginners, Amiga Basic Inside and Out,
I

Amiga

Tricks

and Tips,
we have Amiga

Don't forget that

compatible Joysticks and Glare

Filters

and

Magnifiers.

N.B. Pactronics

will

be getting

few months. Please send your

in

a terrific range

of

name and address

Amiga products over the next
PO Box 187, Willoughby,

to

NSW 2068 marking the envelope "Amiga".

ASSEMPRO — Program

1

your Amiga

assembly language with ease.
AssemPra is a completely interactive assembly language development
package. Editor with multiple windows, block operations and search and
replace. Fast two-pass macro assembler does the linking for you
automatically. Perform conditional assembly. Advanced debugger with 68020
J
single-step emulation. Built in disassembler and reassembler. Supports
68010 if installed. Includes entire library of functions. Everything is included
for

in

hassle-free development.

Available from Grace Bros, Chandlers,

Big

Maxwells Office Equipment,
W (education and Kwik range only) and from leading
computer
around
retailers

FOR THE NEAREST RETAILER IN YOUR STATE CONTACT:
N.S.W.

:

Pactronics Pty Ltd, 33-35 Alleyne Street, Chatswood. (02) 407 0261
Pactronics Pty Ltd, 51-55 Johnston Street, Fitzroy. (03) 417 1022

VICTORIA

:

QUEENSLAND Pactronics Pty Ltd, 12 Stratton St, Newstcad, 4006. (07) 854 1982
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Baringa Pty Ltd, (08) 271 1066 ext. 6132
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Pactronics W.A. 1/757 Canning Highway, Ardross (09) 364 8711
:

Mail Order

-

"Software

To Go"

-

(02)

457 8289

Australia.
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Contents

Editorial
BIG NEWS Now monthAmiga 2000
this

is that

shipping.

Professional Page

the

is

now

amongst the competitive field of contenders for page lay-

The

initial

Editorial

2.

Notepad

I

By April we should see support for dot-matrix printers, and come August the HP-Laserjet
drivers will also be available. By registering with Commodore

3.

upon purchase of the product, updates will be available

6.

at

no

extra charge.

We are very excited about this product, as plans are already
making

to

produce the Australian Amiga Review entirely

on Amigas.
Already,

all

snippets of information for

on a PostScript printer.

release version only runs

updates are already planned.

in the

- Small

everyone.

out applications.

Two

1.

can safely compete

New Products

What's

new on the market or

about to be released.

Sculpt 3D - An excellent easy to use, but very
3D ray tracing program.

powerful

7.

TV* Text

our front covers have been the product of Ami-

12.

ga's brilliant graphics capabilities.

-

-

Make your own video Jitles

Clicked On

games

-

.

Geebee Air

RalSy

and

Spce Ranger
Virus

On

update
new

another front, a

a message on the screen.

virus is out. This time

Now,

it's

not just

the program really does

some
data. We recommend you

damage, scrambling disks and erasing
get hold of Vcheck 1.2 and 1.9. The later version will detect the
latest strand

of

you

Virus

more

Organize!

- For

home use Organize! Is a

official, the warning is simple,
you run a greater risk of catching the
AIDS." There you have it. Pirates are

...

it's

at risk

a bit like

14.

Amiga DOS replacement

16. Hints

project

and tips from

all

over

COMPUTER VIEW

than the rest of us, so take care just what disks

Amiga Review
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• Amiga 500 • Amiga 000 • Amiga 2000
• PC5/1 0/20/40 (IBM CompatiblGs)
• Commodore 64/128
• ONE OFTHE LARGEST RANGE OF

Commodore Review

1

Printed By:
Ian Uddell Pry Ltd

Directory of Advertisers

SOFTWARE

IN

• NEW RELEASE

Commodore

AUSTRALIA
TITLES ARRIVING

WEEKLY

Able IBC
15,

Computerview

JF

OBC

•IBM* Amiga •Commodore

T^jf

Computer Repair Centre

1

Megadisc 2
Microcomputer Spot 8,
Pactronics IFC

Computer Training Centre

^7

Diskworks 5

64/123

Domain Software Libraries
• IBM • Amiga • Commdore 64/128
Print 'N' Wear
Public

<*/
9, 10,

1

^/

(AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR)
IRON ON TRANSFER PAPER.
NOW YOU CAN IRON YOUR COMPUTER CREATIONS ONTO YOUR CLOTHING ETC. GREAT
FOR SCHOOL T-SHIRTS & SPORTING CLUBS)
(

_

real

pirate software,

you're prepared to accept from friends.

Editor:

3.

this disk-eating disease.

To quote one Commodore
"If

1

winner,

N

MASTER YOUR AMIGA
WITH THE AUSTRALIAN
MAGAZINE-ON-A-DISC
FREE OFFER

(see

below)

MEGADISC
Numbers

1, 2, 3,

&

4

NOW AVAILABLE

C
^

from:

Send programs, articles, reviews on disk and get 5 free PD and free MD!
-

Get any 4 issues of Megadisc
for $60!

SEND FOR

subscriptions ($90 for six issues),
the Public Domain catalogue on disc ($5) and
Public Domain discs ($5.50 each), as well as
special compilations on specific themes:WP,

GAMES, GRAPHICS.DEMOS-ONLY $5.50.
FRFF OFFFR'
SEND FOR A 6-ISSUE SUB ($90) AND
ASK FOR 3 FREE PD DISKS!
Send cheque or money order with your order for
immediate delivery.
\

EXP'

at

the interactive

;

*

New

Virus!

Word

about that a new

is

Each disk cartridge costs strain of Virus is breeding.
around $99 (US) and will hold This one aint quite so harm20 megabytes of data. There less as the earlier version.
Talk exists that an even hardis no data loss due to head

40ms

is

a

er to crack version could be
floating around,

average.

peeking

at the

The idea seems brilliant for Time/Date stamp, awaiting the
package systems, with soft- right moment to simultaneousware and data ready to go. ly actuate.
Just insert the appropriate en-

vironment disk and you're
away. Clip-art for desktop
publishing, or frames 1rom an
animation sequence. Music
lovers could record entire
songs digitally at close to CD

One

of the capabilities of

such a virus
sector read

block

is

supplier as yet.
is

However

this

so exciting

infect the

if the boot"normal" the smart vi-

rus could just return a "normal"

block.

Here's a
again, no Australian

is to

commands. When

you check io see

quality.

development
::>

Amiga Rsview 2

aimed

Once

u4U#tta*t3f»

Several formats are sup100% Amiga-

excit-

crashes, and access time

DISK UNIT

(US), which

al-

is

video and graphics workstation market.

low

&HARD

$1695

enquire as to what controller
cards are supported, as new
ing is the announcement of a ones were being added at the
removable 20Megabyte hard time of writing. The Commodrive system. Inner Connec- dore Amiga 2000 will not work,
tion produced the 5.25 inch as it doss not support RLL
drive with onboard SCSI con- code (1:8) density.
troller

i

priced at

translates into big Oz-dollars.

ported, including

keep you informed.
However, even more

959 3692

OWNERS -ASK

the

and Workbench. No
been DOS or MS-DOS, 50/50, 25/
announced as yet, but we'll 75 or 75/25. We suggest you

BOX 759
CROWS NEST 2065.

A1000

in

of course. Drives are

Comm-

start

P.O.

ABOUT THE RAM

A

of

Australian supplier has

MEGADISC DIGITAL PUBLISHING

*

to

supports booting of both Hick-

The best of Public Domain

CONTRIBUTORS

Amiga

US

But, you can grab a few of
those removable 20Meg
ready one step ahead. They disks, and you'll have one
recently released the only massive storage system, at a
hard drive
available which real top rate per megabyte.

DeskTop Video
Desktop Publishing
* Local Product updates
* The latest from overseas

(02)

the

Rd., Bran-

MD 20613. Telephone

(301)372- 8071, that's

boot directly from one,

*

TEL:

dywine,

spec Communications

& Programs

and much more.
Ask your local dealer or order direct

12310 Brandywine

Hard drive
happenings!
drives, allowing

* Graphics and

*

you've got something everyone should
'send if to Amiga Review,
19A Frederick St., Putney 21 12. Deadlines
for copy are the 1st of the month prior to
the cover date.
if

known about,

Although Kickstart 1.3 is
expected to support hard

You'll get:
* Indispensable information
* How-to Tutorials
* Free utilities
* Reviews

Notepad

way

to

decrease

the chances of getting the Virus.

Use only one boot

we and keep a backup

that

disk,
is

out

think you'll be ordering direct

of circulation.

from Inner Connection

When copying Public Domain software from a friend,

Inc.,

Notepad
use the

COPY command

rath-

Notepad

weeks due

to

a

virus like pro-

than DISKCOPY. You wont gram. The perpetrator was
get any unwanted disk sec- never found, and worse of ali
tors. Be especially suspicious there seem to be no quick aner

of

BINARY-ONLY programs, swer/change

which include (unfortunately) a

whole

lot

of

FREEWARE
can

be

this in

SHAREWARE/

programs. These

found

BBSs,

on

comp.binaries.amiga and the
Fish and AMICUS disks.

that will avoid

the near future.

Here

at

programs could be

sponsible for

many

re-

of the Vi-

infections
which have
been showing up. One such
ly add the virus to the file. Use
program is Emerald Mine, betyour OWN compiled version ter known as Boulderdash. Be
from comp. sources. amiga. warned!
Play it safe! Even Fred Fish
compiles himself most of the
at Expo '88

A bad guy

rus

could very easi-

Amiga

sources he gets.

When

Another thing that has

to

'88

see

you're visiting

Expo

you can spot the
be clarified is that viruses are Amigas. We have word that
no new thing and definitely not they're in there somewhere,
limited to the Amiga. In fact, although it's still to be conover four years ago one exist- firmed. Any readers with fur-

ed

that

about.

It

was much
simulated a

lalked

UNIX

if

ther info?

lo-

and would be left
running on a shared terminal,
for the casual user to log on
and get his password.
gin prompt,

put to a halt for almost

two

AmigaDOS
replacement
project

At the end of

Electronic Arts

Over 40

ers, for

tributed

we

will

ArtscapeArtdiskll
into

pub-

tunes are lishing, or just enjoy the splenpiped into your system, includ- dour of a good graphic, sail on
ing Ragtime. Swing, Bebop, down to your local dealer, and
Latin and Fusion Jazz. Availa- check out Artscape's new Artble from most computer retail- disk. It's full of more goodies
different

fast.

ain't

It

15,000 new
A500 owners can't all be
overseas
Heading a new thrust of wrong. The total count for
advertising, Max Toy, the Australia is now pushing the

dead

yet,

but

plus. They
newly appointed
president 20,000 figure
arent
all
mad
C
programmers
and chief operating officer of
Commodore International, is either. Almost 50% of Amiga
users are first time computer
already reaping results.
owners.
Under the banner "Video

Test Flight", expectant buyers

can test

fly

see

a

for

animates,

home
dio,

an Amiga 500 and

fact that
it

office,

it's

"It

talks,

educates,
it's

it's

it

a

a video stu-

arcade games

in

ste-

... it's the new Commodore
Amiga 500". No doubt many

reo

A1Q0O

still

h

production
Whilst supplies of the cur-

Amiga

rent

have

1000

dwindled to the point of nonexistence, we are promised it
is still

production.

in

As

ex-

The multi-million dollar
campaign is also aimed at
Commodore 64 user groups
with members following a special upgrade path. Package
deals, combining bundled
software and the machine of

robust power supply remains,

as does the casing. A cage to
be released here soon will enable the 1000 to accept A2000
expansion boards. Companies
who produced many of the
gadgets peculiar to the needs

your dreams, are attracting of Amiga 1000 owners have
thousands of buyers. Commo- found themselves sitting on
dore Australia have yet to thin air, with no machine to

move

in

the

same

direction,

support.

and drawing to colour in at
your leisure. Weil worth the
$49.00. For further information
to cut and paste into your own
on this and other services ofproduction, or admire on fered by Graeme and Lai
screen. We've even thought Whittle at Artscape Studios
about putting a few through call (02) 977 1829.

Products

around $69.95. Disby ECP.

Whether you're

Set.

all,

New

Hot & Cool Jazz
has released its second Music Creative Library Disk, fitted Hot &
Coo! Jazz. The disk works with
Instant Music, Deluxe Video
and Deluxe Music Con t ruction

it

down

slowing

Sales sky-rocketing

socks will be found strewn pected, a revamped circuit
across the runway at touch- board, much like the A500, is
down.
now being used. The A1000's

In AmigaDOS, all the comViruses for the IBM PC
have usually consisted of mands such as D!R, DISKmodified shareware programs. COPY and COPY are written in
The idea is not new. The prob- C. Charlie Heath, author of
lem pops up on ANY currently TxED, is heading a special
available micro/mini/main- project to revamp these commands. The process involves
frame.
If
you just didn't know, a total rewrite using 68000 asIBM's VNET worldwide network sembly language.

was

Down

Amiga Review we

strongly suspect a few heavily
pirated

end up with faster commands with no official word on a simiup less space. So lar scheme.
far 15 commands have been
replaced. These are available,
-under sales
complete with the necessary
Amiga software sales are
arp.library on Fish Disk 123.
on the up, and yes, the C64 is
that take

the Palette, and blowing them

up

Gee Bee

into wall posters.
In

the disk, or on the disk,

Gone

depending how you prefer to and
think of

paintings,

things,

you'll

cyciepics,

find

icons

oil

games

Air Rally

are the hair-pin turns

slicks of the racing
of

yesteryear.

you're flying the skies

in

Now
a sin-
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New Products (continued)
by Commodore

hanging air-inBeats the
pants off most plane racing
games, probably because it's

Distributed

the only one of

Demonstration versions of
this program have just arrived

gle engine

cliff

your-face plane.

its

kind.

Machines.

Business

Pro-Video Plus

watch for
Ozi Soft.

that. Distributed

by

plenty of other improvements
in store.

Fast File System
An alternate file system

New

from Sub-Logic

Jet for the 68000-based
computers includes all of the

Great fun to play, and to
that can be mounted onto any
watch people play, as they in Australia. It's magic stuff! hard drive you can attach to features earlier versions, plus
duck in a desperate bid to slip There's some 200 extra com- the Amiga will soon be availa- additional scenery areas, a
under a low flying competitor. mands, and the ability to use ble. The fast filing system will combined dogfight and targetFull review else- where in this
IFF background pictures. At be released on its own with a strike combat scenario, multiissue. Available from most the moment, due to video new mount command that un- ple window displays, and addistores for $69.95. Distributed memory limitations, only NTSC derstands
FileSystem=l: tional externa! aircraft and
by Imagineering.

supported. For us that
full screen displays.
Not really a problem in the
is

newfs.

means no

Megadisc

Five

Although we've taken care- world of video. Priced at $295
ful note that the Amiga Review
(US), an Australian distributor
gets no mention on Megadisc, should be announced soon.

be it read that we mention
them. Issue number five is
out, packed with plenty of interesting reading, and a few
useful utilities. However, our
pick of the pack were the pictures in this month's art gallery. Good value, another well
produced month, guys - keep
it up. For enquiries, check out
the advertisement in this issue.

Acquisition 1.3
Version 1.2 was met

with

than enthusiastic response. It was awkward to
use, and difficult for beginners
to get into. Over 200 suggested improvements have been
executed to arrive at the second release which should also
less

include a written tutorial.
ever, to date

How-

Commodore

as they have not yet received
the tutorial manual. For infor-

mation on the upgrade, con-

Matthew on (02) 427
488S. A review on the up-

tact

mation about the
expected soon.

Studio

OziSoft are

now

distribut-

promises
to turn your Amiga into a powerful dedicated drum machine.
With over 20 digitized drum
samples, each with a 16 level
volume and tone control, you
have a selection of over 5000
different sounds.
This new tech no-drum kit
allows up to 100 patterns to be
ing a

package

missile's

will

support hard drives

55 Megaby- to fly together or engage in
and also DOS partitions. aerial combat with each other.
About time! And there are No release date as yet.
with greater than
tes,

Amiga InfOmQt

by

Eric

Holroyd

that

SAW

this

neat idea

In

plained whilst the other side

an

one of the English has the Guru Meditation errors
I Commodore-related maga- listed along with the Subsyszines and promptly sent off tem ID codes, the General Ermy money for it as it seemed ror codes and the Specific
to be just what I'd been look- Alert codes, it's all been put
together by the well-known
ing for. was right!
was!
Basically, it's a mouse mat British writer/programmer, Tim
made from quite thick laminat- Amot, who's also written the
stored in memory. Each pated plastic and It measures 13" Commodore 128 Companion.
tern can be up to eight measThis 340 page book tells ali
x 1 1" (or 330mm x 800mm if
ures long, with as many as 96
you prefer) and it has much of about Basic 7.0, has complete
notes per measure. Drum Stuthe info you need for general memory maps for C-128 & Cdio was produced by Digitek,
reference when working on 64 together with lots of deInc. For further informationyour Amiga. The idea is simply tailed hardware descriptions.
contact Ozisoft on (02)29It
reveals the Kernal, Editor
brilliant as you don't need to
5088.
keep getting out the reference and Basic jump tables so all
books for syntax guidance you programmers would beneAccolade Graphics and if you get one of the fit greatly from it. also lies
dreaded Guru messages the flat on the desk when open, as
Studio
advert

in

It

I

infor-

tutorial,

is

Also new., and

managed

we

to slip this

only just

one

in, is

new Graphics Stuimpressions were
that it's not as powerful as Deluxe Paint II, but priced at
$99.95 it's certainly a lot
cheaper.
Features include zoom,
Accolade's
dio.

First

should all computer-related
books. Get it from the address
the surface of below for 10.95 sterling (about

explanation is
the InfoMat
crashed. Also
the laminated

smooth
the mouse.
for

right

there on

why

of

plastic

rolling

is

it's

ideal

around with

$27,50) including postage.
you have friends with
If
other computers for

If

ing the

IBM

a selecAegis Video Titler
tion of demonstration picDesktop video fans, now
tures, scaling, a complete
you can go to town with this
4096 colours, dither and more.
new package from the people Sounds a bit like a combinawho get right the first time. tion between Dtgivtew and DeFull review next month. Very
luxe Paint. We'll have our ex-

cheque from your bank

lishers

have an

reasonable price at $79.95.

commands

various

fill,

patterns,

it

perts onto

it

next month, so

whom you

The InfoMat costs 5.95 want to buy a handy present,
pounds sterling including or you're an Amiga owner uspostage. H you send a sterling
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A special

eye views.

multi-player option allows you

It

are

only offering a disk upgrade,

grade, along with further

Drum

It

it

should translate to about
$15.00 plus the bank's charges so it's not expensive. It's
certainly a good idea and well
worth getting.

One

InfoMat has the
listed

side of the

MSDOS

ver-

sion of the InfoMat available
and Atari ST owners are also

catered

for.

BitStream Publishing (Dept
Y),

26-28 Osborne Road,

AmigaDos Southsea,
and ex-

sidecar, the pub-

U.K.

Hants,

P05

3LT,

>

DISKWORKS
PTY LTD

YOUR AMIGA 500, 1000 AND 2000
MASS STORAGE SPECIALISTS
EXTERNAL
*

*

DISK DRIVES:

3.5"

HEAVY DUTY JAPANESE DRIVE UNIT
1

MONTH WARRANTY

2

*

SUPER

*

LOW POWER

SLIM-LINE

DESIGNED

-

2.1

ONLY 1" HIGH
WATTS
:

AUSTRALIA
* DOES NOT CLICK when diskette removed
* QUALITY ROUND CABLE
* DRIVE CAN BE DISABLED WITH SWITCH ON REAR
* CAN BE POWERED FROM THE AMIGA OR FROM THE DRIVE'S
POWER SUPPLY (requires 9v power pack)
*

IN

SILENT SERVICE
• SINGLE DRIVE UNIT
• UPWARD EXPANDABLE TO
TRI-DRIVE

TRI-DRIVE

'

'

—— (
1

I

• MANY ADVANCED
FEATURES

1

(see above)

u
I

$349

^

„

1

—-—

L

n

rn
I

i

/

/

i

rn

/
I

/

I

• AVAILABLE FITTED
WITH ONE OR TWO OR
THREE DRIVES
• 8cm HIGH TOTAL
• EACH DRIVE CAN
BE SWITCH
DISABLED

• LOGIC AND CONNECTOR TO ALLOW

WELCOME

CONNECTION OF A

THE "DOWNUNDER"
DRIVES THAT WE'RE
EXPORTING ALL OVER THE

WORLD

I

ii=

DEALER ENQUIRIES

INTEGRATED

DISKWORKS

^

/-

OWN

THREE DRIVES

TWO

DRIVES
ONE DRIVE

5 1/4"

DRIVE
$769
$569
$369

-

LOOK OUT FOR ADS

IN

AMIGAWORLD AND AMAZING COMPUTING

DISKWORKS PTY LTD 8/5 GREENWICH RD ST. LEONARDS 2065
Tel: (02) 436 2976 P.O. BOX 1437 CROWS NEST 2065
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Sculpt3D and raytracing
Review courtesy
HAVE

I

a US BBS and Megadisc

of

been happily playing with

3D

two weeks. It is
a wonderful program (already one of
my favourites on the Amiga) and Eric
Graham has done an excellent job of taking something inherently difficult (3D
design on a 2D display) and made it easy
Sculpt

but powerful.

to use,
I

for the last

recommend

interested in

this

program

to

anyone

3D design and ray-tracing.

for

morerows.

Oh

companion

is

zarre. In

HAM mode

a

is

background pro-

large images take a

you can
continue to work

LONG

on a model while

night easily, espe-

cess,

it

or another

have

mir-

At some point

rors).

screenblanker kicks

couple of

in,

dimming

the co-

lours in the screen

used for the ray-

ani-

may be

traced image. Apparently the

warnings
though.

"in a

Siggraph),

(I

with

cially

is

being rendered.

A

time

had them go over-

few months"
(Byte-by-Byte rep at
done

very bi-

blanker

rendering

meant as a modeling
and rendering package.

A

interference

caused by screen-

is

mation package

The

well.

One

nice thing is that

NOT an animation program, but

It is

whether lighting and camera position

are correct.

I

have

HAM algo-

rithm looks at the brightness of the pre-

how

found destruc-

ceding "real" pixel, decides

of the

tive interfer-

wants

about

ence between

ingly.

The

is that it is

3D and

lours

are fine with the screen dimmed,

One

nice

things

Sculpt

3D

Sculpt

this

one and
result

bright

it

sets the colour accord-

HAM

that the

is

when you move

mouse and

co-

easy to learn, and well-

Morerows, as

but

documented. The user
interface is very well
thought out: it seems

well as with

colours go back to

Screenblanker

are garish bright streaks across the image

(from Charlie

emanating from the

have a minimal number of tools
(some important ones seem to be missing at first) but with use one finds that
almost anything can be accomplished
fairly easily. Colours and surface properties of faces are selectable. Colour is set

to

with sliders (no fixed palette),

among

Heaths FastFonts package). Morerows

els. It's

seems

teraction, if

to

confuse

of the rendered image, to
if

the

image

loaded,

it

is

saved and immediately

is shifted to

around to the

image size
the point where

as to the

it

and a requester

left,

re-

the right and wraps
tells

the

it!

the

So no more screenblanker
It is not copy protected.

doesn't
the

mean

it

will

package and

is

easily set

By

also selectable, as

HAM

HAM

modes

right?).

There are also several image

-

is

320 only,
sizes

for very fast ray-tracing just to get a fee)
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a fantastic

way, many Amigans are

"Mac

war. Everyone

is

background while accomplishing real work (certainly
true). But Mac people will not comprehend

this.

Ray

traced images are

just not very impressive on a (iny

black-and-white display. Tell them

out shadowing,

is

is

traces in the

ray-tracing), snapshot (ray-tracing with-

Anti-aliasing

it

thoroughly recom-

pointing out that they can do ray-

modes include wireframe (no hidden line
removal, good for fast scene setting),
paint (flat shaded faces, much faster than

well as interlace and high-res (for non-

the

multitasking"

wide angle, telephoto and selectable).
Smoothing of planaT facets is selectable on a face by face basis. The imaging

HAM output) and photo
HAM output).

is

taking the wrong lack in the

viewing of the scene (normal,

(shadowing,

do

either.

mended

up with a

and observer. "Lenses" are selected

to alter

in-

guy did a hell of a job. One Meg or
more is recommended for complex
scenes. Overall

Viewing

HAM

I hope this
be heavily pirated,

transparent. Light sources can be co-

target

"real" pix-

didn't take ten hours to

surface properties are dull, shiny, mirror,

loured.

most

left

kind of neat to see the
it

the

full brightness, there

you "Error loading image".

It

also does

not load correctly into DlgtPaint (a great

companion, since

it

allows you to touch

up and/or work with

the results of the

ray -tracing, since they are in

mode). This

is

HAM

solved by eliminating

they can have multiple copies of the
talking moose arguing with each other.

This they will appreciate.

TV*Text
A very useful

TRULY

by Robert Kelso
Video and Presentation Graphics

tool for the fields of

breaking into the area of

desktop video,

Zuma

have produced

the

Amiga

screen resolutions have been

supported including very high resolution

makes your
titler and
effects machine. Now your Amiga can
save hundreds of dollars in artwork and
slide production

-

actually

ows, strobes.
Simple manipulation of the back-

ground can give some

make money

you a bundle.

for a three dimensional

-

looking effect, cast shadows, drop shad-

replacing a

instead of costing

available to the user

bold, underline, outline,

italics,

edge, extrude

a piece of software that

Amiga capable of

some of the options
are:

One

Who

striking results.

interesting feature is Wallpaper

which

fills

the screen with a previously

selected brush or pattern which acts as a

ibdidiu

italics

background to your

text.

Powerful text handling commands are

L

available, including justification

from 4096 colours.
Adjustable light scource and depth, Italic,
Bold and Underline.
Palette selectable

itioning.

and pos-

This allows perfect positioning

of your text and graphics so you can get
exacting results.
It is

highly advantageous to have a

large font selection at hand, and

has

knows, you may

start the

many

to

Zuma

choose from.

next big media

empire.

With TV*Text you can produce dozens of variations of Amiga's

own system

fonts, such as those supplied with the

workbench

disk, as well as

being com-

Zuma's own fonts.
have been very forward

patible with

Zuma

think-

ing in their thinking as far as setup is

Extruded (3D) with drop shadow.
Horizontal lines with outline and shadow.

concerned to come up with such a com-

Different font styles

and

sizes.

patible package.

Complete IFF compatibility allows
you to display pictures created on any
other graphics program on the Amiga and
this availability to

move

Their font collection,

m

»dfc»p*

<nta*

pictures be-

*4p* *4w? "to9

«1'

One

feature of this product

is

that all

used within

this

package. Such a pur-

ing this package for serious applications.

As you can see this package allows
some pretty neat little features for video

things
there

Fonts,

chase would prove very useful when us-

tween software works both ways - so if
you feel that you could get in and spice

up a little with Dpaint II then
will be absolutely no excuses.

Zuma

has a huge range which can be easily

dkqst mJ|n« «*p*r

w

tataxr

wi»*

r*a*r

wfatf wlppt sJpwr

wlpv

"I

Wallpaper background pattern.

Rendered

You can probably save quite
a bundle on video production costs or
perhaps even start your own video titling
business - who knows what amazing
things can come from a simple purchase

production.
talppa

ellipse with outline.

of Zuma software.

Stretched character spacing.

TV*Text is
modes such as 702x592. This means that
there are no borders as such, which is
very important for those users

who

distributed

by Imagineer-

ing and costs S180.00B

re-

quire production quality for professional
results.

Fonts can be manipulated very easily,
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microcomputer Spot

SideCar
f 010 Drives
1084 Monitors

.S799

meg Rain £ dock
2 meg Ram & Clock

S799
S1Q99

5349
S5B9

1

Amiga 1000

kit

Call

AmigaSOu
Amiga2O0O

Call

Amiga Modulator
Amiga 500 % meg

RAM

Digiview
Fastdrive 20

mag

Future Sound

..

Genlock -PAL
Hart Disk Controller
Insider
Internal

meg

1

3% NEC

Midii/face
Perfect

Sound

meg
Supra Drive 20 meg
Time Saver
X1C10 Drive
64 Emulator
Spirit 1.5

Digi

Nicemodem

$439
$299

Dolphin Dos

S189.95

1802 monitor -CDi

AMIGA HARDWARE

I

$329

y pack

Mouse

$79.95

Pro-pack

$599

64 power supply

$39.95
$74.95

128 power supply
Freeze machine

$129
$279

$2435
S59 95
$279
S3 99
$1695
S399
S1699
$799
S799
$299
1129

1084 colour mom lor
30 meg hard disk + controller

S149
$899
$1995

PC 10+

S14S.95
S329

$149
51295

View&Camera

Fairii

Netcom modem

PC HARDWARE
20 meg hard
33 meg hard

disk card
disk card

i

Logipaint& Mouse

$369
$99
$999

Witty "Mouse
PC 5 8 Monitor

PC 20 + hard

TTL

disk

& monitor
+ monitor

green monitor

Amsfrad 1512 S/D mono
Amstrad 1512 BID mono

Amstrad1512 DID

colour

Amstrad 1540 H/D colour

Nicemodem

ATARI ST
520ST
1040ST
Mono Monitor
Colo ur Monitor

'.

SS99
$1199
$399
$649

1064 monitor
128D computer

PERIPHERALS
Citizen120D /face

Apple joystick

1531 dataset
1541 disk drive
Commodore 16 + games

Comm

64/128 Excellerator D/Drive

Auto

$589
Call

$59.95

$349
$59.85

$325

$59.95
$34.95

modem 64 /RS232
Nicemodem
Nicemodem III
Netcom modem 64
Amiga 2000 PC emulator

$299
$699
$599
$269
$999

Nice

II

1000 loystick
Pro 200 joystick
Pro 5000 joystick
Quickshol10J/S
Quick shot 1 J/S
Quick shot 2 J/S
Quick shot turbo J/S
Pro

Tac2joystick
Trackball

UHF

modulator

Viatel

modem G64

(black box)

Xetecjnri/face
Xetec stir \1 face

$124
$179

Amiga printer cables
Amiga serial cables
IBM printer cable
IBM serial cables
Gender bender
Computer desk
Ergonomic chair
Computer coven;
Monitor stand

S29.95
$19.95
$39.95
$59.95
$24 95
$29.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$19.95
$99.95

$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
S49.95

$299
$129
all

sizes

(mm

$9.95

$39.95
$39.95

EX colour option
L0250OcalDuropt
120D (includes

Citizen

i/Iacej

MPS1250

twintire joystick

Bat handle joystick
Bit bi tar E
Bit bitzer

Boss joystick

CBM

joystick

$479
$399
$49.95
$19 95

PRINTERS

r

MPS1280
MPS2020
LP806 Laser

DPS64O0
Star

$549
$539
$599

NL10
NX10
NX1000
Stationery
5 X"( 10) Disks Nashua

S1495

SKC

$29 95

1

3 /," (10) Drsks

Nashua 314" (10) Disks
(All above lifetime warranty)

$39.95

5K" storage 100) box.

S1995

1

3'/j"

S19 95
$16 95

storage (80) Box

3%" storage

(60) Box

5)j~ steel storage (10)

Box

Paper A4 2000
Paper quarto 2000

LXBDO
EX800
LQ850
GO. 3500 laser
FX1000
EX1000
LQ10S0
LQ2500 plus

$24 95
$59.95
359.95
319.95
339.95
339.95

Monitor stand

Epson
Epson LQ50O (NEW)

$149
$149
$439

S449
$429
$449
S449
$799
$1199
$3699
$859

DPS1101
MPS81 0-64/128 Colour
M PS82 u - Am iga Golou

Printer stand 10"

$09.35
..$99.95
$73.95
$39.95
$49.95
S29.95
$59 95

.

Commodore

Mouse mats (BIG)

i

HARDWARE

S1199
$1899
$399
$1495
$1795
$2295
$3195
$299

$29.95

IBM joystick
200X joystick

Printer stand

2E printer /face
Wico 3 way joystick
500 JX joystick

COMMODORE 64/128

-

S589
S799
$999
$1399
$59.95

Joystick /face

disk drive

.

Challenger joystick

Epson Ribbons
$699
$499
$999
$1099
$3495
$999
$1299
$1495
$1795

GX, LX80. ribbons

LX600 ribbons
LQBOO ribbons
LQ1000 ribbons

.

513.95
317.95
$19 95
$29.95

Commodore Ribbons
801.802.803
Call for

mare!

.$14.95

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

!

.

microcomputer Spot
NSW 2067

Phono: 417 7395. Front 13 Gibbes Street, East Cnatswood,

MAILORDER

AMIGA SOFTWARE
3 Musketeers

AC BASIC

Advenlure Corrputer Movel
Let's Get Serious Wrlh Basic!
Epic Arcade Adventure Game

Compiler

Alien Fires

A Mind

.

Forever Voyaging ..InlocoroT&xt Adventure

Easy to use Terminal Package
F~n

Adventure Construction

.

Aesop's Fables

-=r,s; rjn

Create and play

.

Aegis Animator/ Images

Toe

Full of

-quality graphics

package

....$199.00

featured 20 CAD pack
Updated extra learures

Aegis Draw

Full

Aegis Draw

Plus;

Aegis Video$cape3D

3D

Aegts Video

Character generator presenter
Bosicess presentation parck

Tiller

Aegis impact

Amiga Pascal

NEWt

Amiga Karate
Amiga Talk

Viatel

package

little bit

Great graphical education

Arazok'sTomb
Archon
Archon Adept

New adult
Part 2

II

Arctic

Fox

cut

Barbarian

Midi interlace
Educational..,

,...$119.0D

Greal plane racing arcade
Educational

..$69.95

599 95
$69.95
$69.95
....$199.95

5199 95
S49.95
$109 95
$89.95

....

589 95
574.95
.$19.95
.

Power

of

Run your own

.

game

Slrategy bead removal

.Professional card game...

Borrowed Time
Brains lorm ..
Rratacus
Bridge 4
.

.Icon driven adventtffegame

Strategic arcade

game

..$225.00
.$59 95
.S64.95
$59.95

.

.

$49 95

Play professional bridge

$89 95
$79.95
$69 95

CI ipart collection

Bureaucracy

New

.3

.

disks

.

Iniocom text adventure
Crea te and print your own
High quality graphics tool
Extra butcher tools

Butcher

Gizow

basketball simulator

3D

Fantastic

Championship Golf

FTn'essional 30oolf

Chessmasler^QO

Best quality 3D chessflver

Chessmale

simulation

3D/2D chess game ....
Loam to read educational

Little..

City Desk

Crazy Cars
Climate

the ultimate disk

utility

Great budget graphic advenlnn:

dBMan

Lotus 1-2-3

DeJaVu..

Icon driven adventure

Decimal Dungeon

Educational iunior high

the

Crown

utility

..$399.95

.

game

599 95
S49 95
585 95

Sort

Best arcade ganeseen anywhere

$99 95
5199 00
$249 0!)
554 95
$64 95
$59.95
$59 95
$59 95

Oeluse Music Construction Desk top mosic.'midi control
ueiuae Kainr tl
Bos: graphic package
Deluxe Pains Help
Deluxe Pami USilities...

Great tulorrng package
.

Ad and

utility

An package

DeluxE Arts and Parts

package

for deluxe parn

Ad Pack

Seasons and holidays

Deluxe Music Data Disk
Deluxe Print

Rock'n'roll data disk

Deluxe

$79.M

539.95
.$149.95

Arcade space conquest game

Space
nf

.

..

Crimson Crown
Custom Screens

compile

$109.95
599.95
$59.95
$199 95
$49.95

.

Desk lop publishing package
3D slieel racing game - 4 cars

Amiga basic

V2

Productivity

Sod

$0,093

..

.

Srieil

t

..

.

.

Draw ng package/editor

Gridiron

New graphic advent ore game!

Haicale

Quality spreadsheet package

lacker

Arcade computer network hacking..
569 95
Top Quality basrAalt game
....$69.95

Hard

Ball

Hacfcerll

H

i

tcMitker's fiurde

Discovery

Maihs

Discovery - Trrvra
Discovery Expansion
Diskpro +

Diskwik

Dnnald Docks Playgrourd
Dr Fruity

Dynamic Drums
Dynamic Studio

XES

Fnicrairr

Earl

1410

lens

Karate Kid

II

compressor otiltty
Disk repair and otrlilies kil
Greal educational fun oyisup
Pac Man in iruil land!
Drum kit simulator fH/sampfes
I

lie

Explorer

.

Ptotessronal srjund/rrxjsic edilcr

Computer Iherapy session
Mine

Weaver Baseball

game
game

Boulderdash type a'cade
.Arcade .'strategy/sports

Machine code

edi lor monitor

new foil Is and

Fast Fonts

Greal

FACE
FACC

Speeds up disk access
II

1

Extra data disks (Call).

Disk

Extra

FACC

utilities

utilities..

.

.

NEW

best space

game ever!

.

.

II

King's Quest

III

King of Chrcagu

.

.

Latlice Screen Editor

Programner's

.

1

??'?

siuli

...

Tcp guahty scieen editor
Adul Is only graphic adventure

Leaderboard.

3D

leasertMrd

...

":

gDll simulation

Extra courses disk

II

Leather Goddesses
-'

.

sericusry

Leisuie Sui t Larry

hllocom text advenlure

.

'

ar

"

Zastxon

Lexcheck

i

On

the

WO.OOOwnrd

.

Lisp

Amiga c RFAT'

spelling checker

Programming langtiage
Computer People

Little

LPD

Doll's

Writer

Logislix

new word processor

Professional spreadsheet

.

Mastei Type

Programmer's

tool

Arcade quality game!!!
Dualiryeducationalsolfwaie
Typing tutnr arcade style

.

...

Quality lemiiiial package

..

Desktop

ulifilies

Protessional spreadsheer
...

Mega D.sk Vol t
Mega Disk Vol 2
MegaDiskVol3
Mi Amiga File
Mi Amiga File
Microfiche

house type sirnulfgamE

Fantastic
.

$59.95

56S.OO
$59 95

3D adventuie

frogrammcrs

Lattice dBCIII Library

599 95

$39.95
$59 95
..
$83 95
$49 95
$39 95
$149 95
S?99 95
$49 95
$93 95
5109 95
.$133 95
$74 95

izards Adults only

I

t;ompiiei

"L

graphic arcade adventure

Cinemaware classic
3 pan laritasy adventure

A

Landol ihe Lounge
Lattice

graphic arcade adventure ..
graphic arcade adventure

La tesl

Ore

Krtigrn

Duality vrordproVsupports fonts
Educational preschool age

3D
3D
3D

I

King's Driest

3Dgoll andconslructionkil
Magazine on a disk, hims and lips
Magajine nn a disk, hurls and tips
Magazine on a disk h mts and t ips
General ledger for home'and bus
..Full featiBed database system
,

Mindshadow
Modula 2
Money Mentor

il y database .'ill cnmpati We
Arcade game in the human mind
Elevator action type arcade
Icon driven crapllie adventure
Programming language
Personal fmaocsa system

Moon

hllocorrl text

Filer

Mind vVaiker
Mission Flevarm

Moebius

Mouse Trap
Music

KtiiaVjnl

I

Music SiudiD

Nimbus

New Tech

Ottal

I

Mist

Colour Book

adventure

Dungeons and Dragons classic.
Arcade platform action
Data disk foi quiz mastei
...
Music Maker with midi control
Small business accounting pack
Educational tool

OCRE

Strategickjturehatllesini

One on One

Basketball simulation

Organize!

database system
Great graphic budget adventure
Home accounting syslem

Qs

to

Pos

PHASER

Fully featuied

...

.

$64 95
579.95
589.95
$69 95

$99 95
...$49 95

Quality educational snttware

Kind irVords

$89.95
$49.95
569 95
$99.95
$99 95
$89 95
S34.95
$59.95
$59 95

.

Strategic lank warfare
Oua!i-y arcade tyoug tutor

Kid Talk

Kinderama
King's Quest

.

.

Space action arcade f"Z")
Most addictive breakoot ever'
Real time music jarrmin'
..3adventuregamesandgraphics
Latest adv. {magnetic scrolls)
Kong tu arcade action

Kampfgruppe
Key Board Cadel

Macro Assembler
Mamie Madness
Math Talk

$69 96
$1275 00
5169 95
$69 95
569 95
$69 95

and cable

H.A.M paintbox
Space educational game
Space edocanonal game
Space educational game
Professional

Disceveiy - Spell

Dr

tw

.

1

all

Version 2 of tl* software only

Camera Panasonic

.

lirixter

Maxidesk
Maxiplan 500
Mean t6 Colt

Digi faint

...$99.95

.

Music

Maxrcomm

Dig'nriew with

adventure
adventure

Darts, howling, arr-hockey etc

lewels of Darkness

$69 95
$39 95
$59 95
$169 95
$399 00

fl

$69 95
.$99 95

original

Sharescolpl 3D. videoscape lies
Arcade ware strategy game

Drive

SI 99 95

Digiview

nfoconr text

..All

impact
Instant

text

Flay poker with the ladies

to 1he Eagles Nest

Inertia

tire

nlocom

$7495
...$199 95

Submarine straterjic warfare

Indoor $ports

you do and replays
Great new arcade shont 'em up
Strategic puzzle arcade game
Best terminal software package!/.
Software and filter only

Digiview

I

Insanity Fight

In

Part 2 o(
I

Interchange

Records

Dtgai.

.

Hollywood Hr Jinx
Hunt For Red Dctoba
Hoi lywood Strip Foker

Design and run video productions

Diablo

..

Guild of Thieves

Demonstrator
Demolition

..

Professional arcade simulation

„

.574 95

$79 95
579 95
...S99.95
S59 95
539 95
$169 95

3D tennis simulation
Fantastic tonnula 1 racing

GndStarf

...$139.95

.

Screen captures to IFF format

Grapriicraft

Deluxe Video

.

...

*vo'c spe lira_chec<ei

Grabbit

GrandSlam

$89 95

.$119.00

Database, diary, games, terminal
Fastest space/arcade ever seen

Deluxe Print Art Disk

.

...

Gold Runner

Design and pnnl signs cards eic
Clip ad pack vol 2

.

....S59.95

I

.

$79 95
.S79.95
$29 95
$109 95
$69 95
569.95
$79 95

3D

Baseball simulation

Two on two

Chanqiionship Football

Defender

$119,011

.

.

Space action dogem game

..

Championship Baseball
Championship Basketball

ttecp

.

Comic styled arcade adventure

Brush Works...

Business Card Maker

$89.95

$29 95

fl.B.S.

Black Jack Academy...

Butcher II
Challenger

$49.95

...

Political worirt strategy

BBS PC

Chicken

...$59.95

3D Encounter type arcade game

Backlash

Balance
Beat it?

$679 95
S69.95

...

..FarltasttcnewarcadegariE.'
Top Arcanoid clone

Bali Raider..

.$119 95

Gee Bee Air Rally
Geography II

:

Programmer's delight

Compiler

$49.95

Gerxjraptiyi

Flight

1

/fcEtjecTi '

.

Gary Rayner Midi

Arcade action irs super tank!
Arcade game various sports

Arena

.

Educational 5rh grade and up

....

....$249.95

graphic adventure

the griginal

.

Astronomical planetarium

Garaxy

W

$69.95
SI 49 95

.

Animated chess type arcade

...$115

Another arcade shoot "em up
Gauntlet on the Amiga at last!

better!

Animal kingdom

simulator

....$349.00

..

fVolessional quality spreadsheet

Just that

II

$49 95
$49.95

.

Samson

Another Artanoid done

Analyse!

.

.

77
FontSetl
Feud
Galileo

modems)
on a disk.

Flight

in

....$99.95
.

ScenerydiskHo.il
S79.95
Prints any data output SIDEWAYS ....$139.95
3D obectC.A.D. t stereo vis
.5159.95
Programming language
$229 95
6 new Amiga loots + maker
$75.00
Arcade adventuregame tops!
....$38.95

Fortran

$249 00
$245.29
$19*900

539.95

game

(for

AmigaDCD manual

Forms

? Calculation machine

if

.Fuji featured

.....

ScEoery

II

Fraction Action

2 system' 3 disks

Fast kung fu action

..

Express

[1

Flipside

.$149.95

anirnaSfon/rendering

..MEtacomco version

AmigaOOS Enhancer

OB

$449 00
..

Music editor and synthesizer

Aegis Sonix

AmigaDOS
Amegas

..$34.5.

.

.

Quality drawing package

Images

Sim

Flight

$295.00

pics and animations

What

.

Best 2 piayer tank game ever'
..Best young. education seen!

Flight Safiulator

.$149.95

..

Cookbook

Firepower.
Shapes

....559.95

$49.95

.5139.00
$39.95

Fort appocalypse helicopter...

Firsl

$79.95

...

30 graphic adventure great!
what ii? $tockmarket game

Time Machine

Financial

..$699.00

.eestscundsampfer/etfitorf

.

Aegis Ait F*ackl

Analyse!

$99.95
.599.95

....

.

Learn to read educational

Aegis Audio Master

Aetjts

Programme le
your own games

Fully

r.l

Final Trip

__..

A-Term

Faery Tale
Financial

...S49.95

.

Acquisition Database

.$99.95

.

....$499.35

5199 95
.$49 95
$49 95
509 95
$69 95
579 95
$63 95
559 95
&245.UU
$299 95
..$195 00
579 95
$79.95
$45 CSC
$99 95
.$69.95
$113 95
$159 00
559 95
$199.95
$399.00
S24S 95
599.95
$49.95
579 95
SI 29 95
.5149 95
.$299 OO
$49 95
$19.95
519 95
$19 95
S2S9 95
$249 95
.5199.95
51 39 95

569 95
$69.95
$171 76
$225 00
$89 95
$79 95

S49 95
95
$89 95
$399 95
$64 95
Si 69

$99 95
$79 95
5199 95
539 95

S139 95

Pac Land

Another great Pac

Page Sorter
Paga Salter Laser

Desk tno publishing package
Laser pnrrrerand Postscript drv

Parradox Effscl

Text only Australian adventure

Par

Home

Man game!

financial management,,
Programming iartguage
Stereo sound digitizer/editor
Fertile Amiga 500/200O

II

D & D cle payirxj game
...Thewramof Nikademus

Plutos

...Space action shoot 'em up'.

Phantasie.

.

.

Phalanx

Epic sci-li hovel styled

Power Pack

Six arcade

Pnntmaster Plus
POntmasterArtl

.

D

Disk copier and

..

pack

utililies

Pro character generator

Wordpro with colour and

QBatl

EdiKational5to10yrolrJs

.

Reading!
Roadwar2CfJ0
Roadwar Europa
Rogue

.S49.95
..$119.00
..

Educational
.

.

New strategic game
Next

in

from 551
the series from SSI

Sculpt 3D

FVOIessional rendering pack

i-?rr?f :o-^mo.va r r<

Scnbbfell
Shooting Star

Shadowgate

Quahty wordpro, diet, merge
Arcade space game
Graphic adventure game

Shanghai

Marring type

Silent Service
Silicon DreartE

..

=ss

....$99.95
.

...

em up!

game

...

Command a star

ship

..

battle

in

A

StripPoker

Super Huey

revealing

game

...$75.00

of skill!

Viatel terminal

SI 29 95

package

Relational database system

Surgeon
Talker

Talking

Talking Colour Book

Great

Tone Town

in

...$49.95
..$119.95

.569 95

game

modem

new

Apshar

In logy

.

Classic

car driving

Dungeons

S79 95

game

..$59.95

4 Dragons

yVardprocessor/with tutor

The BartTs Tale
The Black Cauldron

3D Durxjeons i Dragons

Pawn

epic

Desk lop publishing package

[Tjtilisher

Infoconr text adventure

Tnvia Trove

Trivia Ion forthe family!

True Basic

3D Graphics
.

.

.5399.00

SI49 95
1

TVTexl

Charaeler generatnr software

Ultima

Epic

....

Dungeons & Dragons game
Spreadsheet package

II

Uriicalc

Uninvited

DeJa Voli.
icon adventure
Spaceshoofemup
.

Varfers

Video Vegas

VIP Professional

video casino games, poker, etc
lonis 1-2-3 fypepackage

Vizawrile

Desktop wordprn with fonts

Vocahularyl

Educational

v*5 tern Games

Greal atcarje fun Tnr many!
In the 100 Acre Wood, lor kids

Winnie the Pooh
Winter Games

.

..

.Winter

Wishhnngei
Wore -erf--:-

...

.

$119.90

579 95
£69.95
..S69 95

..

.

Spons Simulation

Intocom lext advenlure

Hand
Keys

Infocom
Iniocom
Iniocom

AA
S
AD

Arcade

.

H

...

advenlure

text

599 95
5679.95
.$79.95
5225.00

5129 95
.$99.95
.$99.95
$99.95

adventure
text advenlure
lext

ST

STrategy

Sport

SI

Simulator

Adventme

Home

U
A

Art

BLI

Business

M

Music

ED

Education

Arjtinn

$69.95
5199 95
51 OS 95
$199 95
569 95
$29.95
S65 00
$399 00

.$299.00

The ultimate word processor
Arcade wod d sports action
Business styled word processor
Hot keys, screen saver dumper

Garres

95
95
95
95

$399 95
579.95
$89.95

.

Programming language
Da1a disk files for True Basic
My favounre space shoo! up

95

.$399 00

Scribble, organize, analyzer!

.

Trinity

Ifl

559
$99
$99
$79
$79

Disney adventure and graphics
Adventure game/great graphics

The Works

Tork

579.95

LatesllantasticspQCEoame
Great

Textcraft

If

$93 95
$73 95

.

younger users 5

Play board games over
.

Test Drive

Zork

$299 00

....

word processor

for the

Icon driven adventure

Jole-Games
TeirorPod5.

I

.569 95
$74 95-

.

Quality arcade space game
Opera ting theatre simulation

True Basic
Typhoon

$79 95

.

game

Arcade heJicopler simulator
.

Swouper

1

...$99.00

...

Infocom text adventure....
..Fast space arcade

5109.95
$49.95
$79.95

..

Quality educational spelling

I

$39.95
$69.95

539 95
$39 95

..

Quality educational software

Slalionfall

Tass Times

.

3D arcade styled adventure

Starglider

of

$79.95

.

clone

shoot

Nice arcade space
.

Spellbound

Supertexll
Superbase

.£69.95
$245.00
.579 95

.

r

new arcade

Great

.579.95

..

.Action enmbatff light sim

.

.95

$199 95
....$29.95

graphics

inc.

Good Xevious arcade

Space Battle
Space Ranger

.m

..

..Anolher Cirksnaware classic

.

S99 95
579.96
559.95

51S9.95

.

'

:

strategy

tile

3 space adventures

Throne' Falcon

Sky Fighter
Sky Fox..

Temple

.

Hot new 3D render 'animator
.Fantastic 3D submarine sim

Silver

Star Flee]

.

Dungeon A Dragons adventure

SOI

Space Quesi
Speller Bee

$59.95
$79.95
.5114.95

....

game

Ancient Chinese strategy

Zoik

...5299.95

3D snooker game
Computer conversationalist

BeadSRhyme

.S99 9S

5399 00

ftactei"

Zing

$79 95
579.95

graptiics

Quintette

Write

....

579.95
$69.95
$59.95
$39.95
$79 95
£69.95

...SIJ9.00

Prowrire

Vtxirtd

S229.95
....£259.95

Design and prsnt signs, cards etc
Data disk full of graphics
A.M. pxaphtes package ...

Pro Video (Pal Version)

&

.$119 95

.

4096H

Prism...

Sinbad

.5249.95
.$79.95
$39.95

,

....$199.95

new arcade shoot 'em up!
game
games in one pack

...Great

Portal

Ihe

.

J

Phantasielli

T he

.

Home

1

PascaJCCSE)
Perfect Sound
Perfect Sound

Project

$23.95
,.

Utility
8.

Graphics

5

5

1

microcomputer Spot
Phone: 417 7395. Front 13 Gibbes

East Cbatswood,

Street,

NSW 2067

MAILORDER
C64/128 SOFTWARE
Cass/Disk (ST) S34 95
1942
10 Great Games (A*) Disk $4495 Cass $34 35
Iflih Frame
(Si Disk S?9fl5Cass S29 35
...
Brek{ST)S4S95
221 D Baker Street
'Cass (AA) S34 95 Disk $49 35
3 Musketeers
.

(AAlCassS39.95

30Games
(943.

(AA) Disk 549 95
(S) Cass $29 95 Disk 539 95
(AA)Cass$34 95
(1)1 Cart S99 95
Sj Disk 539 95 Cass $29.95
(H) Disk $29.95

..

500 CC
StliAxis

64 Talk
72n Degrees
9 to 5

(

(H)CassS39 95
(Sl)Cass$34 95

Abracalc
Acropel

(H) Disk $559.95

Advanced Music Sys...
Aoenl Dranae

(

Airbom Range

)

$49 95 Cass S39.95
(ED) Disk S29 95
A A) Disk ,529 35
(AA)Disk S39.95
[ST] Disk S39 95
ST Cass $29.95

(SI; Disk

Algebra
Aliens

A D Cass S39 95

...

I

All Star Hits

Alternate Really

Amazon

....

(

1

[ST) Disk $6995
American O.vi Wai
(S) Disk S4S 95 Cass $3-1.95
Amenta's Cup
tSTl Disk $84.95
Amnesia
.Disk.'Cass539 95
Annais ot Home
(ED) Disk $24 95
Animal Kingdom
.

.

.

Moves

BardsTalell

..

Bards Tale

..

.

.

Battle o( Britain
Battle Front.
(

A A Cass S29 .95
)

...

.

Frjrf>idden(Sl

Disk

$34 95

Disk $119.95

)

.

|ST) Disk S44 95 Cass $29.95
ST) Cass S24 95' Disk $39.95
(H) Disk SI 29.95

Bisrnark.
.

(

BobsTemiC128
(AA) Cass $24 95
Bomb Jack 2
(AA)
Bomb Jack
.

Disk $34.95
Disk 529.95

(AA) Cass $19.95
Bomba
Book of ihe Dead(AD) Disk S39.95 Cass $29.95
(AA) Cass$39.95
Bored ol (he Rings
Boulderdash
:(AA) Disk $29.95 Cass $24.95
(AA) Disk $29.95 Cass $24 95
Buulderdas.il
II

BoulderdashCon Kit (A A) Disk 539. 95Cass$34 .95
(AA) Cass S24.95 Disk $29 95
Bounder
(AA) Cass $29.95
Breakthrough
(ST) Disk $39 95

Bride of Frankenstein

539 95 Cass $24 95
(ST) Disk S39 95

Bug Blilz
Bugsy

(AA)

Bulldog

(AA) Disk $39.95 Cass $29.95
(.H) Disk $74 95

Board

Bureaucracy 12$
Cadpak128....

CadpakC64
California Games
Carriers at War
Cauldron 2

Cave

Fighters

Certificate

.

t

I

.

(

(

)

i

(ST) Disk $39.95

Decepier ..
Decimal Dungeon

netmm
Defcn*

(E0iCassS24 95
STI Cass 529 95
I

Maker

Certificate Lihraiy

Disk

(ST) Disk (59,95
(H) Disk $189 95

Demon

iH)DiskS89 96

Donald Duck's Playground

Doomworld

.

.

Dratula

Draaoas

Lair

Dmid?
Eagles

Easy
Easy

(

AA

(H) Disk S100 00

Script.

(HI Disk $60.00

Spell

(H) Disk $69 95

....

Easy talc

FasyMail..

(AA) Disk $49.95
(SI) DiskS34 95
iAAj CassS49 95 Disk $43.95
(ST) Cass $34 95

Eidolon
tlectroglide
FJ If
.

..

(SI) Disk $79.95

(ST) Disk $49.95

Europe Ablaze

(AA) Disk $39.95 Cass $29 95

Fxolon

Explode

(AA)DiskS9.95

..

Exolorer

I

A A Cass S29 95
1

F15S1nkeEarjte
Fast Load
FastTrax

(AA) Disk $49 95
AA Cass $24 95

Warnor

Word

$44 95

U) Cart $59.95
(S) Disk $4995
(

(

)

(U) Disk S1 69 95
(AD) Cass $39 95 Disk 539 95

Final Cartridge
Fire

Disk $39.95

(SI) Disk

Field of Fires

Fighting

$2995

....(H) Disk

.

(AA) Disk S39.95 Cass $29 95
(AA) Disk $39.95 Cass $29.95
Fire Trap
(ED) Cart 51 9 95
Fischer Puce
(SI) Disk $109.95
Flight Simulator 2
(SI) Disk $79.95 ea
FliutUSim Scenery 11-7)
.(H) Disk $79.95
Fontmasler 128
(S> Cass $29.95
Football
(ST) Cass S29.95
Fort Apocalypse
(AA) Cass S29.95 Disk $39 95
Frankenstein
(U) Disk $49.95
Freeze Frame Utility
(If) Cart $129 95
Freeze Machine
Cass S34.95 Disk $49.95
Future Knights
(AA) Disk $39 95
Galactic
(AA) Disk $39.95
Galuan
(U) Cass S39.95
Game Kilter
(U) Disk $64.95
Game Maker
$49.95
Cass $39.95
(SP)
Disk
Game Set Match
(ED) Disk $69,95
Garfield

Fire Lord

.

.

:

Gauntlet

Geodex
Geos
GB05 128

.

(SI) Disk $59.95
(AA) Cass $29. 95 Disk $34.95
(AA) Cass $29 95 Disk $34 95
(U) Disk$69.95
(U) Disk S1 29.95

(U) Disk Call

(U) Disk $49.95
GeosManual
Graham Gooch Crick.(S)Cass$29.95 DiskJ39.95

I

Guild

$49 95 Cass £44.95

(SI) Disk

GTIBshio

(ST) $59.95

otlhieves

(AD) Cass 534.95 Disk 539 95

Hacker 2.

Hack Pack 128
Hades

(U) Disk S129.9&

(AA)CassS34 95

Mandradme
Mans of World
Marble Madness

If 01 Disk

(AA) Cass 549 95
S39 95 Cass S3 9. 95

(AA) Disk S69.95
(AA) Cass $27 95
Mask
(AA) Disk S39 95 Cass $34.95
Mask 2
(AA)DiskS39 95CassS34 95
(AA) Disk $39.95
Mastetsol the Universe
Masters 2.
(AA) DiskS49 95
Ma1chDay2
Disk
S39.95 Cass $29.95
(SP)
Maths Blaster
(ED) Disk S99 95
Mario Brothers

.

Max Headroom ....
McQav.'

(AA) Disk SI 9S5

'.

(FD) Cass $11 95 Disk $14 95

Hill

Hands On C/PM 128
(ED) Disk $29.95
Heap Oner Heels (AA) Cass $29.95 Disk 539 95
H Fron leer
ST Disk S 1 9 95 Gass $2 9 95
( AD
Di sk S69 95
Hitchhikers Cuide
Hobbit
(AD) Disk 539 95
AA) Cass $29. 95
Hocus Pocus
Hep a Long Counting
(ED) Cass $19 95

MogaAppocalips(ST)Cass$34.95DiskS4995
AA t Cass S39 35
Mcrccnarv
Meti ucr uss
(S) Cass. S2995 ftsk S39. 95
Micro Illustrator 128
(A) Disk S99 95
MissElevatoi
(AA) Disk $49 95
Disk $39 95 Cass $29.95
Mini Putt

95
Howard the "Duck
(ED) Cass S34 95
Humarifl.nl
(AAI Disk S39.95 Cass 574 95
Hunt lor FtetfOcl (SI) Cass $39 95 Disk $49 96
Hypertall
(S) Cass 534 95
Hysiena
Disk $39.95 Cass $29.35
(ST)CassS14 95
Impossible Mission
Indiana Jones
(ST) Cass S34 95 Disk 139 95
Indoor Soorls
(S) Cass $39.95 Disk $39.95

Moehius

Wacom

(AD) S24.95
95 Cats

Hewsroom

Disk S39.95

Nmja Master

i

)

I

.

.

)

.

i

(H) Disk 539

Home Managei

.

.

Hint Books

(S) DiskS39

International Karate
Into ihe Eanles
Intro to

Basic

Nesl
i

Indrs.

Kuockou!

two .lima
Jail

lite

Nipper

Break

ED

.

Cass S39 9 5 D isk S3 9 95
|ED| Cass S39 95 Disk $39 9ft
(AA)CassS34 95DiskS49 95
(S) Cass $39.95

I

Intro to Basil. 2

)

$99 95

$29.95
(SI Disk $59 35
(AA) Cass $29.95
(SI) Disk

Darkness

)

Kaae

(ST; Disk 549 95
Cass $29 95 Disk $34.95
(SI) Disk 539.95
Kettle
(AA) Cass S29.95 Disk $34 95
Keyboard Kadet
(ED) Disk 549.95
(FD) Disk $49.95
Keys to Typing
Kill Un U
Dead
(AA) Cass $29.95
Kriinht Games. ... (5) Cass S29 95 Disk $39 95
Knighrmarc
(AA) Cass $29 95 Disk S39.95
KrackOUt
!S) Cass $34 95
Kwik Calc
(H) Disk $39 95
KwikChek
.(H) Disk $29.95
KwrkPad
(H) Disk $39.95
KwikWrite
(H) Disk $39 95
(AA)
Disk $39,95
Labynnlh
(U) Disk 559.95
Laser Basic
Laser Compile!
U Cass 559-95 Disk $64.95
Laser Genius
(U) Disk $59 95

Kamp'ynippen

Karate

(S)

Kennedy Approach

..

I

.

.

(

Laser Script.
Last Mission

.

I

..(B) Disk

.

(S) Disk

$34.95 Disk S49 95
S44.95 Cass S34.95
(SP) Disk $49.95

(S| Cass

Leader Board

Legacy ot Ancients

LeMans
Levianth
Life Force

$59 95

(AA) Cass S29 95 Disk $39.95

Last Nirsja

Leaderboatd Executive

(B)

.

.

(SI; Disk
.. .(S) Cart

$59.95
$34.95

(AA) Cass S29.95 Disk. S39 95
(AA) Disk $34.95

(

.

Nomad

(H» Disk $99 95
(AA)DiskS49 95
(SP)DlskS34.95 Cass $29.95
(A A) Cass $34 .95

Nosteralu

(AAl Cass S29.95 Disk 529.95

Nexus

A [)j D isk 539 95
(AD| Disk S-49.S5
(AA) Disk $39.95 Cass $29.95
(H) Cass S29. 95 Disk £39.95
(H) Disk $109.95
(H) Drsk $99.95
.... (A A) Disk $39 95
(H) $99.95

Nol a Pen ny Mrae
Ogre

PaperClip 128..
PaperCiip
Parallax

Partner

1

28

(

(SI) Disk

Phantasies
Phantasie

Dp

PmnPnnn
Pirates
Pit

(AA; Disk $49 95 Cass 549.95

.

Slop.

(5) Disk S1

.

(AAl Cass $39.95 Disk 549.95

Lord of the Rings (ST) Disk $49.95 Cass $39.95

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

128 Debtors
126 General Ledgei
123 Cash Book
64 Ace Receiv
64 Slock
64 General Ledger
64 Ace. Payable
Ma* 5

(6)
....

DiskS189 95

Pocket Pack 126
Filer

(H) Disk $199.95

64

(H) Disk 564 95

Pocket Writer 64

(H) DiskS84.95

Police

(AA) Cass $24.95

Poocuc

(AA)CassS2995

Power Caitudge.
Power pia».

(U) Carl $149 95
lAAt Disk 549.95
(H) Disk S99.95

Prnil Shrifi

Print

(H) Disk S74 95

Master

(ST) Cass S29 95 Disk $39.95

Prodigy

PrrnlShopCompanion
Print Shop Graphics
I

Print £1 rap

Graphics

1

Pub Game
Quake.
Que Dex

.

.

.

CassS34.95

(St) Disk $39.95
...

Rampage
Ramparts...

RanaBaina

Redhawk

599.95
(B) Disk S99.95
(B) Disk $99.95
(U)Carl $59.95
(AA) Disk $39.95
Macadam Bumper
Mali Jong
(ST) Disk S49.95 Cass $39.95
Mag Max
(AA) Disk $34.95 Cass S29.95
(A A) Disk $29.95
Magic

.

(S)

(ST) Disk S39.95 Cass $29.95
(S)

Disk$34.95

(S)Disk$39.95Cass$29.95

Rarnbo

Rasputin

...(H)Disk$64.95
(H) Disk £54.95
( H j Disk $49 95
(A A) Cass $29. 95

Quartet

(6) Disk S1 69.95
(B) Disk

95

(H) Disk 584

Pocket Planner 64

IE) Disk S169.95
(B) Disk S99.95

95

(SI)Cass£29 95

Platoon

Baid2000

Dead

9.

1AA) Cass 329.95 Disk $29.95

Plastmalron

Pocket

$79.95
$69 95

(H) Disk 5149.95
(AA) Drsk $44 95
(AA) Disk $44.95
(AA) Drsk $39.95
(Si Cass 529 95

Pelspeed12B

Pile

.(H) Disk

:

Little

Living

.

Pegasus
Personal 128

Racing Destruction Set

little

.

I

(SI) Disk $49. 95
Nato Cranmandei (SI) Disk S39.95 Cass $29 95
(SI) Disk S39 95 Cass $29.95
Neb Jus
(AA) Disk £39 95
Nemesis

Light Force

(AA) Disk $34.95 Cass $29 95
( ED) Cass $24.95
Computer Pefflpis
Robots
(ED) Disk $39.95

Cass 559.95

Nam

Paperhoy

(H) Disk $99.95

.

(AA)DiskS69 95
(ST) Gass $34 95 Disk 344 .95
Montezuma
(Hi Cass $24 95
Music Consiniction Set
(H) Disk $49 96
Mi.sil- Studs.1
Mutants.
AA Cass 534 95 Disk $4 9 9

(AA) Cass $29 95 Disk $34.95
(AA)CassS2995Disk$44 95

Comhal Simulator
of

I

Outrun

(SI) Disk

Jewels

Mini Of ice 2

(ST) Cass 529.95 Disk 539 95

Jet
Jet

I

.

Jai»128

.

.

.

Const Kit

Graham Goodi 128
(ST)CassS2995DiskS44.95
Great Escape
Green Berel
1AA1 Disk $39 95

Jack

Cass $29 95 Disk $34 95

)

Golf

(AA) Disk $39.95

)

Goblins

Glider Aider

Its a

(AA) Disk S59 95
iAA)Cass$?9 95DiskS49 95
Disk S39. 95 Cass $29 95
( ST

5

Ghost

(LI) Disk 564.95
(AA) Disk 539.95
SI) Cass $34 95
(5) Disk S39.95
(S) Disk $44 95

Expand

Giapliics

1ED) Disk 349.95
(ST) Cass 519 95

g 2

i

Druid

Gain
Gauntiel2

DiskS4995

.

DiskOisectoiS...

(S) Disk $39:95

(ST)

(

Stalker

(H) Disk $99 95

(AA) Disk $39 95
(AA) Cass SI 4.95
(H) Disk $99.95
(H) Disk $59.95

the

(it

Delta force

EOS

(AA) Cass $39 95
Cass $34.95 Disk E54.95
Big Troub Utile Ch (ST]CassS29 95 DiskS29 95
(ST) Cass $34.95
Biggies

Bulletin

.

)

[

Empire

Besl of Beyond

Blitzkrieg

Disk

i

.

(ST) Disk S79 95

$69.95
(S) Cass S29 95 Disk $44.95
(ST) Disk S29 95
(ST) Disk S49.95

Basketball

Beyond

I

.

(ST) Disk $64.95
(S) Disk

Baseball

BBS 128

AA

S39 95 Cass $2 9 9 5
(AA) Cass SI 9 95
(AA) Disk $59.95
Comics
(AA) Cass 529 95 Disk $39 95
Commando
ST) Disk $44 95
Vietnam
Conflict in
....
(AA) Cass $24.95
Confusion
A A Cass S29 .95 Disk 549 95
Core
(ST) Disk S74.S5
Crossword
(BUI Disk S34 95
Cut & Paste
Cyborg
( AA) Cas$S39: 95 Disk $39.95
AA ) Cass S34 95 D isk S39 9
Dandy
.. (AA)CassS29.95
Darken
128(H) Disk S99 95
Date Manage ..
Database
H) Disk S49 .95 Cass $49:95
... (ST) DiskS39 95
Deacwatc ....
S T Cass $39 95 D sk S39 95
Death or Glory.

Combat School
Comet Games

(ST) Disk $39.95

|

Bill

Cobra

Destroyer

..

Bazooka

CotfOM28

(AA) Cass S39.95 Disk $34.95
(ST) Desk $49 95 Cass $44 .95

ST) Cass S29 95 Disk 339.95
(SI) Disk S74.95
Artie Fox..
(H)DiskS84 95
Artist..
.(H) Disk S79 95
Assembler 128
(Hi Disk $29.95
Assembler 64
(AA) Cass S29. 95 Disk 544 95
Asteris
(ST)CassS34 95 Disk S59.95
Athena
(H j Cass $29.95
Azimouih Allan Kii
(SI) Disk $49 95
Auto Duels "
..
(SI) Disk $69.95
B-24 Commander
(ST) Disk $39.95
Battle ot Normandy
...
Ballblazer
..
(5) Disk $49 95
(AA) Disk $39 95
Bangkok Knights
'
(AA)CassS39.95 Disk S44 95
Barbarian
Array

Clipart 2

Desknakl

(ST) Cass S39. 95 Disk $39 95

ArcofYur
Arc Pandora
Arniageddon

(H) Disk S49 95
(H) Disk 5139.95
(AA)CassS39 95

(ST)CassS29 95

(AA) CaSS 529.95
.

1ST) Disk S99 35
|H) Disk $49 95

Chessnasier 2000
Cliparl

(ST) Disk S49 95
Crown
AA) Cass $34.95 Disk S49 95
Disk $39 95 Cass $24 95
(H) Disk $99 95

.

Antiroid

Arknoid

(AA) Cass S34 95 Disk S29 95
Chameleon
....
(SI) Disk $69. 95
Chuck Yeager ..
Csinp Basketball (Si Cass S29.95 Disk $44 95
Disk 544.95
'Cass
S2995
C'ship Fooiba!
(Si

(AA) Disk
.(AA) Disk
(AA) Disk
(AA) Disk

Renegade
RepionS....

(AA)
S39 95
£39.95
$39.95
(AA)
$34.95
( ST)
(AA)

Disk $39.95

Cass
Cass
Cass
Cass
£ass
Cass
Cass

$29.95
$29 95
£34 95
$29.95
$29 95
S2 9. 95
£34. 95
$29.95
$29.95

Rescue on Fractulus
Return to Eden

(AA) Disk
IAD) Disk

flevs+

(SI) Disk$49.95
(AA) Disk $94.95
(S) Disk$49.95

Road 10 Moscow
Road Race
FloadHiOinef

Roadwar2O0O

(AA)Cass$29.95DiskS3995
(ST) Disk $44.95

microcomputer Spot
Phone: 417 7395. Front 13 Gibbes

Street,

East Chatswood,

NSW 2067

MAILORDER
W Wrestle.

(AD) Cass $29 95
(AA) Cass $39.95

(S) Disk

134.95

Snow Queen

Rockelball

(AA) Cass
(A D [Disk $39.95 Cass
Ftomper Rm Alph (ED] Disk 129.95 Cass
Romper Rm Mrs (ED) Disk 129.95 Cass
Rupert the Bear
(ED) Cass

£29.95

Sold Million

Rogue

S34. 9 5

Sold Million 2,...(AA) Cass $39.95 Disk $49.95

ftock

£29.95
S29.95
$19.95
Russia
(ST) Disk $54.95
Ftygar
(ST] Disk 339.95 Cass $29.95
Sacred Warrior
(AA) Cass $29. 95
Sacred Armour
(AA) Disk $34.95
Samarttha Fox
(ST) Disk $54.95
Samurai
(S) Cass $34.95 Disk $44.95
Saracen
(AA) Disk $39.95
Sea Speller
(ED) Cass $19.95
SeoabyDoo
(ED) Disk $34.95
SmenPlay
(AA) Disk S29.95
Seminal
(ST) Cass 334.95 Disk S49, 95
SiadtiW Of MMJDr
ffiD) DISKS39.95
Stiaaows
(AU) Cass S2H.as
Shanghai
(ST) Disk. $39 95
Disk $39.95 Cass $29.95
Shan Lin
Shards...^
(AA) Disk $44.95
SSlDCkWay
(AA1 Cass S29.95 Disk S34.95
Short Circuit
..(AA) Cass $29.95 Disk $34.95
Sigma 7
(SI Cass $34 .95 Disk $34.95
Siren; Service
(SI'I Cass $33.95 Disk S49.9S
Simons Basic
(U) Cass $29.95
Skylcx
(AA Cass $29.95 Disk S54. 95
Skytuxll
(AA) Disk $59.95
sKyrunnei
(AA) Cass 134.95
.

.

)

)

(S) Cass

Slap Fight

I

(AA) Disk $49.95
(AA) Cass S34.95
(SI) Disk 144.95

Sold Million 3
Soldier

One

Solo Flight

Solomon's Mines (ST) Disk $39.95 Cass $34.95

Space Hamer....(AA) Cass $29.95 Disk $39.95
(AA) Cass $24. 95 Disk $34.95

Spin Dizzy
Sport 4

Spy us Spy 3
Squash

StarGfofer

SarPaws
Star Crass
Starion

Star Quake
Star Raiders

SlarterRack
St Baseball
Stealth Fitter

II ...

(H) Disk $99.95
(H) Disk 199.95

(S)DiskS39 95

Tarzan

(

SticKers

(H)UlSKS43.Sft

(AA) Cass S34.95 Disk S39.95
Stolea MilTiM ...
.(AD) Disk S3995
Slifl Lip

StopPress

(H) uisk ST48.H!)

(AA) Cass $39.95 Disk 359.95
Poker
(ST) Disk $39.95
Poksr Data
(ST) Disk S24 95

Tank

(ST) Cass S29. 95 Disk $39.95
(S) Cass $29 95
(AA) Cass S34. 95 Disk $44 95
(ST) Cass $29.95 Disk $39.95

Task Fotce
Tass Times

(AD) Disk $44 95
(ST) Cass $39.95 Disk 339.95
(ED) Disk $64.95

Tau Cetr
TerMyBear
lempie

(A A) Cass $29.90

I

Tempo Typing
Ten

(H)

(AA) Disk $29.95
(AA) Cass $29.95

Terror

Thai Boxing 128

(S) Disk

Thai Boxing

(S) Oisk

The Dungeon
Thing

(AD) Disk
(AA) Disk

II

Tigers in the

Snow

(ST) Cass

Time Trek
Titanic

Strip

TopGun

uismji.so

CassS39.95 Disk $39.95

Little

Strike Force

Strip

(H) Disk S99.95

Swift Calc 128

Taipan

SB9.95
(AA)t^ssSZS.S»UiatS39.9tj
(AD) Disk $29.95
(AA) Cass S24.95
(AA) Cass $34.95
(AA) Cass $29.95 Disk $39.95
(ED) Disk S99.95
(SF) Disk S39.95
St) Cass $39 95 Disk S49 95

$120 00

(H) Disk $149,95

Super Swift 128

$29.95

(SI) Disk

(H) Disk

Taipan

S33 95

(Si) Uisk $59.95

Trail Blazer

(AA) Cass 329.95
(AA) Cass $34.95 Disk S49.95

(AD) Cass $39 95
(ST) Disk $39.95
(H) Disk $49.95
(H)Cass $15.95
(ST) Oisk $69.95
(ST) Disk $99.95
[SI j Disk $59.95

Trivial

Typing Tutor

III

Typing Tutor
Ultima III
Ultima 4

Up Periscope
very hirst rat
VTrteo TTlfe Shop
Visa Star 128

(li)

uisk si^i.aa

(HI

Ofsft

$49 95

(H) DiskS199.95

Visa Write 128

(H) DiskS149.95

Vorpal

lujurSK wej-So
Cass $34. 95
(5t)UaSSJiJ4.95
(A A) Disk $39.95
(AA) Cass $29.95
(ST) Disk $44.95
(AA) Cass $24.95
(ED) Disk $39.95

Word Class f fetter Board
war

.

Warrior
Warrior 2

Waiship
William

Winnie the Pooh
winter uames

(t»j

Wiz Ball
Wonder Boy
WorrJWnter
World Games
Writer Pack
Xeno

t,ass

.

wt.ys

uisk a^a.ao

..(AA) Cass 129 95 Disk $34 95

(AA) Cass S34.95 Disk $39.95
(H) Disk $99.95
..
(S) Disk 339.95 Cass $34.95
(H) Disk $149.95
(ST) Cass $34 95

Xevious

(ST) Cass $39.95

YieArKungFu

(S) Cass S29.95
(A A) Disk $39.95
(AA) Cass $29.95
(AA) Oisk $39.95

Zoids
Zyriaps

PHONE FOR LATEST NEW RELEASES
COMPUTER

CASSETTE/DISK

QUANTITY

For Software only, add S2.00for post or $5.00 for
courier. For hardware, call to arrange.

Send to: Microcomputer Spot
13 Gibbes Street, Chatswood, NSW 2067
Wis will exercise all reasonable care in the processing of your
orders but wc accept no responsibility for orders, monies or
products lost or delayed in transit. Your order will normally be
processed within 46 hours, but please allow 14 working days tor
(he fulfilment of orders. Telephone orders are. of course,
welcome, but unfortunately,
terms are not available.

COD

Wherever possible, please supply a phone number where
contact can be made within normal working hours PRICES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. DO NOT SEND CASH.

.

I

Credit Card No.
j

Until

end

PRICE

TOTAL

$

POSTAL CHARGE

S

GRAND TOTAL

$

For delivery

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone

of payment, tick for Cheque
Postal Order
Bankcard
Mastercard
Visa

Method

Name as per card

Trap

Zyrraps

PRODUCT/PROGRAM NAME

Valid from

339.95
$29.95
549.95
339.95
329.95

(ST)Cass339.95
(ST) DiskS39.95

S29.95

MAIL ORDER FORM

Tick for

S39 95

539 95
(AA) Cass $29 95
(H) Disk $149 95

(5) Cass SHI. 95 Uisk

Super Script 128
Superscript

(S) Cass

star Meet

II,

Sun Star
Super Base 128
Super Base

rSI] ffis*

Squatter

(Si) Disk

Battle.

Summer tiames

CassS34.95
(ST) Cass $29 95 Disk $39.95
(S)

....

Sub

(

)

Signature of cardholder..

Date Sent

by Andrew

GeeBee

Games

Clicked on

-

Air Rally

STRAP ON A

set of

wings

to

your

Fctrretl

each race are divided by four and added to

to play, but not

the time permitted for the next event.

lenge.

tion in racing fun.

Space Ranger

up and

NOW

down.

of pace.

Diving, swoop-

they
this

the finish line

captured in perfect

the

from

game

screen

title

my

by-gone era of
watch as the
colour, and turns into

an animated fly-over.

Now

I

At

to

love the music.

you're face to face with your

high altitude persona who'll fly your

plane to victory. Click on the

and where the

speed as the plane dives

first

you're simply racing against

having to pop balloons as you fly comes

too.

into play,

the

A few other variations later in

game help keep your attention.
Overall,

mation.

I

The

was impressed by
sensation of flying

realistic, especially as the

very

other planes

buzz overhead. However, the game drags
on,

and quickly becomes boring,

A real first time

thriller,

Any

nasties that arrive can be quick-

ly dealt with.

They tend

to

be of the

a lot of fun

ducing a

The

little

characters.

that

of the weird and wacky.

critters are classic comic-like

Rescuing them

involves

ordination.

a

is

The space bar

lot

releases the

capsule,

whilst

and shoots.
ficult

master.

flics

A dif-

game

A

to

lot of

fun to play. Very

Bump

challenging.

other planes,

markers, enough
times and you'll find

Excellent

or

graphics and fun

music and sound
FX. A good time

yourself floating out of

on

parachute

-

the end of a
and there are

waster for rainy

days and lonely

interesting landing

nights. Distribu-

sites.

tor

In essence, your goal

to

be

reach the finish line

nounced.

before your limited time

$69.95B

is to

of fun,

good co-

especially

the joystick

r

ro-

botic form, with the later frames intro-

the aniis

zapped away
armed and dangerous

into a flying cage, they are
to safety. You're

forward.

some

critters

currently

the clock. Later on, the added worry of

throttle,

and you're away.
Looking down the track, which is
marked by coloured towers, the opponents quickly race into view. Pull your
nose up, and the plane
gently climbs to peak altitude. Press forward, and
you scream to maximum

the sky

radar

dropping a sort of capsule
thing on them, that opens up

GeeBee Air Rally

Take your time

display switches to

A

bouncing
around. By flying up and

wind-in-the-face air
racing.

fly,

are

is

displayed, depicting
the

Scenery scrolls

left to right.

screen shows where the ene-

loads, a black and

white

before

critters,

gel sucked away by
massive craft hovering
all

overhead.

perspective.

As

a change

a cross between

Rescue the

the field

ahead as you race tois

HERE'S

It's

defender and the Lone Ranger.

ing and only just

ward

9

uted by Imagineering.

got the next genera-

clearing

chal-

for parties, or just

showing off your Amiga.
Game by Activision, distrib-

Grand Prix
game, and you've

favourite

Left, right,

enough long term

Recommended

allowance expires. Spare

seconds at the end of
Space Ranger

Amiga Review

12

an-

RRP

Organize

i

by David Williams

OCCASIONALLY
plicity is

sim-

like this part

mistaken for

lack of power.

Make

very much.

and allows a

It's artistic,

personal touch to be added to

it

easy enough for anyone to use

every database.

and nobody will use it. On the
Amiga, much good software

change the

has a strong hint of vanilla es-

tions are explained well in the

But don't be

manual, and are even the sort

by first appearances.
From the makers of Scribble! comes Organize! From
trie mouth of Steven Pagliaru-

of thing you don't need a man-

sence to

its taste.

can also

and

in-

clude headings. All these func-

fooled

who

You

field labels,

ual or picture of smiling Ste-

ven

for.

Forms may

also include

himself Micro-

formulae, and special opera-

Systems Software Inc:,
"Thank you for your support

find anything to indicate you

and concern of our software

could open more than one da-

lo,

is in

tions

products."

we

Yes,

is

a mere

not a true database.

fine for filing

lists,

list

manag-

much? Maybe we should

but not for managing

yourself suggest. Lists of names, and addresses.
replacement for the SI 9.95

A

card box available from any good newsa-

gent

Next

definition as

prefer to call

I

DBase, however in

ing recipes.

file

could be that the vanilla taste is a
trick and a conspiracy to make us poor

same.

Amiga magazine writers think we have
less than what we really have got. Let's
take a closer look.

Porting data
Scribble! users will feel totally at
icons, menu's and file options

home. The

is

I

all

tested

other respects the

gence, or

is the

upon us

in the

success of this
to instill

confidence in

their products?

current record, and die next appears for
editing.

It's

possible to locate entries

DBMan. You can't import

the Index

but Organize! will re- index

four filters that

may be

defined to grab

only those entries you want.
disk

is

unprotected. Start by

making a backup. The manual is copyright. Please do not put Steven Pagliarulo out of work until he promises not to
put his picture on the back of any more
program manuals. Why is he smiling so

Reports can be generated which
the criteria of a search function.

fit

Your re-

port forms,

filters, database and database
form may be saved as a project for later
complete retrieval. It's quick and effi-

cient.

Reports

may be

Once

to

sorted, providing an

The manual tends
whole function fairly quickOne can only assume there is not too

ly.

skim

much

this

to

it.

A few CLI programs provide the import capabilities.

Conclusions
Fine for recipes,

added a few records to my database.
litde clumsy, but Amiga-S saves the
I

computers, or
for you.

best.

company

quickly using the search function, with

file,

its

them in any
list manager

Report Generation

both similar and the

program manual
provides inside information on the company structure of MSS. George Jones, a
sales rep, makes a hearty $54,000 (US)
every year. Is this a form of self indul-

A

A

sad limitation.

index has been created.

An example

are similarly designed. Truly part of a
suite of programs. Yes, you can port data
between these two programs. You can
also import DBase III files from other

it.

fields are not catered for as in

structure

thrust

A

card

Organize! by making a list of programs
I'll never use. Organize! is a breeze.
Fields may have meaningful names, and
by either text, numeric, logical, or dates.

Memo

way.

working at

step, design a database, or

I have yet to meet any good Amiga
owner with a S2500 investment busy fil-

It

copy

all just

the manual.

A list manager is

a database. Lists of recipes, one you

The

fields. I couldn't

tabase, or link

are concerned, Steven, that

what we have here
er,

between

you're tired of the vertical ar-

rangement of each record, or card entry,
it's time for fun. Rearrange the fields us-

on the appropriate entry and reposition it any where
on the screen. Simple, and effective. I
ing the mouse. Just click

list

of addresses and

other nondescript type information. For

home

use, a real winner.

It's

sweet and

easy. For serious use,

there's better

The same can be

said for Scrib-

around.
ble!,

but then

many

people use

it

for that

very reason.

And

the price?

Organize!

A reasonable $180.00

by Imagineering,
and available from most good Amiga
is distributed

dealers, LitUe after sales support

would

be required.
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The Amigados replacement

1> Type DFO:Include/*/*

project (ARP)
ARP one of
THE
have happened
is

by Tim Strachan

the best things to

to the

Amiga from its

inception. Devised by Charlie Heath
and Scott Ballantyne with help from
some of the biggest names in Amiga
programming, it sets out to improve

AmigaDOS

ceeds. Essentially,
is to

replace most

eventually

and

substantially,

it

suc-

what they have done

DOS commands

(and

with alternative, compati-

all)

The original DOS commands had
some inconsistency, some accepting
files,

will take care of things nicely.

only typing

Another area of improvement is in
Escape Codes, which allow you to send
special information, such as colours,
form feeds, carriage returns and so forth

selective, for

files that start

with

example

T in

dir-

ectories that start with E:

1> Type DFO:IncIude/E*fT*

Command enhancements

to other devices, such as the printer or

Here's a short description of the main

ARP escape codes contain the original DOS escape codes as a
subset. Check the ARP documentation

enhancements contained in the ARP
commands, apart from the general overall

screen.

The new

for details of these codes.

more consistent commands written
code, with the result being
machine
in
smaller, faster commands and a more
flexible, consistent and powerful user interface.

Which

You can be more

Escape Codes

ble,

multiple

your INCLUDE directory, you could use

As an example,

enhancements as

Assign

now

-

listed above:

capable of up to 10 as-

command

signments in a single

1> Filenote "Filename"
'\X9B7mReverse Print

ChangeTaskPri

checks the value of

-

and allows you to
change the priority of the currently runthe current priority,

Coment\X9B0m"
makes the Filenote to LIST in reverse
print when displayed, making it stand

ning task

out nicely.

cide whether or not to delete those com-

others accepting wildcards

Delete

-

mands

now

interactive, ie

you can de-

that you've selected

by naming

Wildcards
them or by using wildcards
both. ARP commands have incorporated (quoted from ARP Chapter 1)
Echo no quotes are required, and the
all these capabilities in those commands
ARP has an extensive set of wild- command provides a simple way of sendwhich should have them. Hence special cards, and most ARP programs allow ing escape codes to, say, your printer
cases don't have to be remembered, and
them to be used. ARP supports ALL of Info - now shows Formatted capacity of
or pattern-matching, and

some accepting

-

each

command individually

is

more pow-

and the combination of all of them
more powerful again. Furthermore, the
on-line help facilities have been much
improved - now, typing a command with
erful,

a question

mark

will provide

the

AmigaDOS

as the

more standard Unix*

cards.

ARP supports

(alblc):

Will match one of

a, b,

or

full directory

Protect

Skip
in

Matches any single character

?

To ouifile

or

more

A set of characters, for example,

[char]

[abc] or [a..c] specify the

same

set.

when you make a mistake
command, you'll receive

more informative messages,

for example,

[Miar]

Sort

or

would

action using the

echo

rather

more

helpful.

in combination, of

14

commands and
a much more pow-

it

(and eliminating the need

JOIN)
-

now

capable of creating up

to 10 directories

ARP

is

now

a very worthwhile

to the great array of

on the Amiga, and
number of secondary bene-

available

too - the commands will take up less
space on your disks and run faster; there

match any Filenames ending

will

ters,

in either .c

number of charac-

including no characters.

fits

be better software

reliability as pro-

grammers begin to write their programs
with ARP in mind (there is a full set of

ARP allows wildcards to

instructions for programmers' use); and

be used at multiple levels of a directory

your use of the Amiga will be that much
more efficient and productive. Many

In addition,

hierarchy. For example, if

type

Amiga Review

flexible

course, so that *.(c:h) or *.[ch] will
or .h preceded by any

1> Echo "Hello World!
Bad Args: Unmatched quotes
is

making

command

erful

will provide a

ARP

useable

allows the user to give a

and useful addition

Echo

cause:

This

of

more occurances of any

These can be used

now

allows multiple

character.

get a not too helpful message.

The same

-

wildcards,

tools

1> Echo "Hello World!

You

-

In short,

*

to

this set

file

jump to
much more

MakeDir

Match everything hut

to

the,

path as your prompt

Wildcards are

characters.

typing the following under Amigados:

Bad Args

-

a batch

for

inputting a

argu-

using a question mark after Skip

-

Type

anything,

OPT <H(ex) N(umbers>
Similarly,

new

lable to

times, in particular, £? matches

files]

recognises two

-

%N and %?, which allow you

c.

These can be patterns.

?

[upto 10

Prompt

useful

incorporate both the task number and

£<pat> Pattern repeated

Type

unformatted ca-

more

inside or out of quotes:

?

FROMA„„„„„TOK,OPTK:

full

pacity, thus

ments,

what that

detailed description of

command does:

the disks, rather than

card characters, note that these are valid

then type another question mark and get a

1> Type

style of wild-

the following wild-

you with a

template as before; however, you can

more

set of wildcards, as well

all

you want

to

the files in all the directories of

thanks to the creators!

ANYONE WHO HAS JUST PURCHASED A
CONVENTIONAL PC HAS MY SYMPATHY.

AM GA 2000
REC RcTAILPPICt
I

i^b

vp.'irir-.j'.ryp 1r?

SOUND

MUlTi-TASKiNG

f^EC.PETAiLWKlE

yes

*jW}~£<:

;

li

^ii-K

1

..

bij

ncr-ij-'v ;* par

fir.?

?

r- "J
,b

•

r

SOU NO

IBM COMPATIBLE

1 riLkfiu:(>, nl .l^rec; cljrirc^i

MM

MEntMtT

udirj> ntfl

I

!

WStfUG

ML.JI

JIM

lUMf.OMi'ATlBil:

1

"rrlrponrtrnf VK-'i-r.

n

til£h..itiiJ v^-l

:

harnr

1

1-

IThSKlNVr

r?

CGMBtnHI

F

',

e ^ilhe iiser

SOTWARE
cleaned prc^rjirn

Too bad you couldn't wait

just a

little

incredible

bit longer.

Because

Commodore

has just released

the complete Amiga range.

And any

conventional

in

is

There are three computers
range, and each

grave

it

in

one of them has

comes

the

its

Amiga

main

to performance,

comparing Amiga with the conventional
comparing the

like

is

Formula

And

I

family car to a

we're not just talking about speed
either.

*1bM is a r"e pister^d
Corporation

tr.n.i^rrurk ^1 lrnnrrti[iQrial

no

less

than 4096
for graphics

And every Amiga
sound, a

built in

yet,

It's

is

for the

So why invest money

8u£me££ Machines

compatibility.

"Optional

UP

of the past,

has 4 channel stereo

future

voice.

1000,

is

in

the technology

the technology of the

available today.
naturally.

For further information on the

Range, send

this

coupon

10

Commodore Amiga

I

Marketing Department'.

I

Commodore Business Machines
Lane Cove, NSW, 2066.

'

Name

|

Company

not the features.

Amiga

is

when

From Commodore,

the price tag.

Amiga

the Amiga

tools,

the only choice for home, education and

the most impressive thing

about the Amiga

wide range of business software

business use.

and tone modulated speaking

And

a

and specialised graphics

music synthesiser, and a pitch

Amiga 2000 with

ARE YOU KEEPING

With

Every Amiga can multi-task (run more

Less than $1000 for the

racer.

and power,

offers

The opportunities

than one program simultaneously).

processor boosted by three co- processors.

So when

A2000,

colour options.

and animation are incredible.

PC

danger of becoming rapidly obsolete.

PC

Every Amiga, from the A500 to the

,l

Pty Ltd. 67

Mars Road,

'
.

|

500, 12495

and only 12999 for the^

l\>stcode_

.

Telephone -

optional IBM*

AMIGA

WITH THE COMMODORE AMIGA?
Jodn Singleton Advartising COM0O69

Hints

and

from

tips

over

all

by Tim Strachan
hints and tips may give you a
THESE
few ideas about using your Amiga.

If

you've got any such hints you'd
others to

know about,

Strachan,

PO

and

write to

me

like

[Tim

Box 759, Crows Nest 2065]
be published in a future issue.

they'll

you a warning if a disk you boot with has
the dreaded virus. It also has a cute trick

which
image

"OH NOT whenever the Guru
visits) Only for the A1000 of course, being on disk - I've used
for some time

Butcher 2.0 - image
processing

it

with no problems, but

on a

it

didnt behave

it-

customised sys-

friend's very

tem.

number

of utilities

around these days for "patching" KickStart (only for A100Q's),

you ever have to copy something
in
to, say, your C directory, or mention
any way in a CL1 command, rather than
or
sys:c you can
refer to it as df0:c
simply refer to it as c: because the C directory of your boot disk is a "logical device" recognised as such by AmigaDOS,
just as your external disk drive is recognised as a "physical device", DF1: The
same comment goes for any of the other
logical devices - DEVS:, LIBS:, etc.
To see what are the logical and physical devices recognised by the system,
If

it

such as NOK-

L1CKSTART, which supposedly stops
your disk drives clicking. Another such
patch allows you eight colours on your
Workbench, so you can make very flash

MYLETTERSiLOVELETTERS/

rectory

ANNA, you
> assign
and

in

could simply type

A:

this:

my letters: love letters/anna

future just type a:

when you would

normally have typed the whole thing.
this

BLE

in

if

your favourite text editor of

all

the

ASSIGNS you want

to make each sesand then insert in your startupsequence the command EXECUTE AS-

sion,

SIGN TABLE

Make

those

games

run in

extended memory
Some

of the quicky

games

(and a variety of PD programs) dont
handle expansion ram at all - get the program FIXHUNK2.1, which will normally be
able 1o fix the problem. Find it on Ami-

cus#1 7.

Penicillin Kickstart
This Kickstart replacement recently
crossed my desk - some hackers group
does is to give
is responsible, and what

Amiga Roview
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View/DigiPaint

Some features: edge

tection, resolution

changes,

de-

pixel count-

ing, half -toning, bit -plane slicing,

er

icons from Deluxe Paint

and

lots

to run the Transform-

If

you're in the middle of a massive

copy and receive a system message
Full", pull up another CLI,
delete some unwanted files on your target disk, and then do a RETRY in the
System Message. It will carry on quite
happily. Try doing that on another ma-

file

saying "Disk

chine.

Undocumented feature - only the first
three letters of any word are required
when typing into requestors. Saves a bit
of time. Anyone interested can find a lot
of DigiPaint tips in Amazing Computing
Vol 2.11, and on Megadisk 4.

Huge source

of

images

people may not be aware that
you can download graphics from a Macintosh bulletin board, run them through a
program called MacviewXo convert them
1o Amiga IFF graphics and then import
them into Deluxe Paint and colourise
them, edit them, etc. After that you can
further.

Soon

to

be available

is

a program

any Macintosh files from your
normal disk drive, a very useful utility

for reading

5.25" drive could

which uses the 3.5" drives. On the
in the "OZ
Products" article for information on getting a low-cost 5.25" drive. Note that you
should have DOS3.2 or later to be able to
recognise the disk as a 720K IBM disk.
1 1

00,

other hand, you couid look

Diskman
is

"Directory

Digipaint tip

a.

IBM software on the Toshiba

locate

Joys of muiti -tasking

3.5"

IBM emulation software on the Amiga

but without the loot for

import them into DigiPaint and go even

it

particularly well in conjunction with Digi-

disks
Anyone wanting

Some

put out

Works

fects with the click of a button.

This

you have a regular pattern in
way, you could set up an ASSIGNTA-

In fact,

original. Anyone doing graphics
should not be without this program which
allows seemingly unlimited special ef-

The world of IBM on

simply type

if

This update to Butcher has many
features, and works a lot faster

more

of palette effects.

.

> assign in the CLI. And of
course you can ASSIGN whatever you
like, so
you often refer to, say, the di-

format.

than the
there are a

In fact

names

Amiga

of saying

self

Using logical device
names instead of path

allow you to convert text and

will

fifes to

2.0

the latest
Utility"

in

a long

line of

programs, which allow

to do practically everything possible
from the CLI but without the typing - ie, a

you

screen comes up where you can list directories on two separate windows and
simply click on the mouse to copy, delete, rename, arc, show graphics, etc.
Very highly recommended. The only trouble with this one is a tendency to crash
when copying files of about 400K, which
is

infrequent.

This one was written by Greg Cunningham, and I've written for updates, so
there may be the very latest soon available.

Ram expansion
board and X- 1000 SCSI
Proton

board
For those

who have one

croelectronics

Ram

of Proton Mi-

expansion

units,

and

—

1

who want
news

is

to

upgrade to a hard disk (as do and did), the good
work together. The Proton board aits on the
the A1000 & passes thru to the X-1000 unit. The
f

that they

side bus of

X1000

is an aufoconfigure board, while the Proton is not - so in
the startup-sequence you should simply put the
command with the memory addresses (as in the manual). Forget about the MEMINSTALL command which appears only to

ADDMEM

ADDMEM. The

call

hangs
off

the back

off

two
-

8 Powerful

tasks

and

I

Word Processing

the front.

Using

"join"

Here

a

is

$300

for

together happily and the hard disk
live with all three happily and hang

live

and

"run"

tip for printing

Instead of using the

Spelling Checker
Database
Mail Merge + Labels
Spreadsheets

together

out multiple

files in the background:
spooler found on AMICUS #8,

silly print

Graphics

Communications
Windows

use one of the built in AmigaDOS commands, 'join'. The join
command is used to 'join' multiple file together into a single
file. Well, how about joining' 'multiple files together into
the

Price includes Tuition

printer fiie?

Thus to print out five files in a row to the printer, in the background, simply type; "run join filet file2 fi!e3 file4 files AS pit:"
where file! through files are the five file names to be printed.
(This tip from the

Amicus

Monitors

the

Disks).

"ABLE One
It

There
telligent

makes

sophistication

monitor to the
(ie,

it

will

the price."

ABLE

Amiga - this

do three grey

will

have high resolution in
and will work with

+ C64/128

scales),

any similar long persistence monitor.
It should sell for about $90, and sounds
like just the thing
for applications like CAD or Desktop Publishing. Available
end

V3.2. Phone; 816 3700.

'REAL
nCKl TIME'
IUVIC ACCOUN
M^uvumiuij
TING

a Perth company which is about to produce an incable which will allow connection of the Commodore

monochrome

mockery of

a

mm

Amiga

is

BM13 TTL

an absolute bargain

Australian Personal Computer,
April 1987: Revue of

for

is

has the right range of modules and their

'A

Compatables

TRULY INTEGRATEbTcCOuffTiNG SYSTEM
Inventory/Services

Order Processing

m

Purchase Orders

Management

Invoice

of February.

Receiving

General Ledger

Software
•

Updates

Version 1.31 is available now from MicroSmiths, Inc, PO
Box 561, Cambridge, MA 02140 USA for $39.95. Update for old
owners for US$7 with manual updated on disk (quote registration number). This is an excellent, small (22K) text editor
with

most capabilities, and it's robust and multi-tasks very well. I've
had about 6 screens up at once, cutting and pasting between
them, with no problem. Good for editing things quickly, knocking off a quick note, etc. [For another very good text editor, try

AEDIT for US

$40, from:

DRM Co.,

NV 891 01 USA. You can even

•

ona! Generally extremely

MIAMIGA FILE

2.

1329 Arthur Ave, Las Vegas

flexible.]

IIGS

-

WOOD.
3.

A

Textcraft Plus

improvement over the

original. Send the original disk
and $35 to: Commodore Promotion Textcraft Plus PO Box 695,
Holmes, PA 1 9043 USA.

big

THE LOT,

Accounts Payable

—

'

Checks

Reports

INCL. 3

HOURS TUITION

Reports

only $695

:

with Payroll and Data Export $995.00
WHAT THE EXPERTS HAVE TO SAY:
a great concept, but how
work? The answer is

"It's

does

well

"Boy

is this

'The

BEST Business Management

brilliantly!"

system
"It is

convey

difficult to

exhilaration that

the

system complete

."
.

.

it

BEST

in

comes from

is

an excellent piece

Amiga Business

print the

software.

It

of
is

as

thoroughly designed and executed

using

system."

as their other products."

edit executable, binary files with

Quite a serious upgrade in many ways, the only remaining
limit being a limit of 30 characters per field. Update
cost is
US$40 with an updated manual, or $1 without ft. From SOFT-

•

IT
Statements

TxED-

1.

this

=

Reports

—

1

Accounts Receivable

"This program turns the

AMIGA into "When dose my
I

an affordable accounting
powerhouse".

Fiscal

records into

Commodore Magazine, (US) Sep'87
Reviewer

:

Year 1986,

books
I

the

for

plan to

move my

BEST"

Amiga World, (US) Aug 87
Reviewer: Ted Saiamone
1

Bob Lindstrom

DEVELOPED FOR THE AMIGA, NOW ON
THE IBM PC, COMMODORE 64 and 128

Uses ALL Amiga options mouse, gadgets
Commodore 64/128 for $99 ex Tuition
Redefines INTEGRATION:
no delays and

1

.

.

BIG program,

Genledger contols,

.

1

even on IBM PC + AT!
BIG data fife: means

Stock, Debtors etc. are

ALWAYS

up

to

dateL

EEHEIQs,^
Fax: (02) 81 7 41 29

P.O.

BOX 21 5, GLADESVILLE 21 1

Ph: (02)

8163700

commtrain

THE TRAINING DIVISION OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES PTY. LTD.

"The Computer learning cent
bringing people, computers and software
together throughout Australia"
Basic and Advanced Courses available for the Amiga,

Commodore 64/128, and PC Series.
WGRDPROCESSING
DATABASE
SPREADSHEETS

Applications
Software

GRAPHICS
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

For inlbrmaiicm and brochures on Course details, dates and locations, complete
and post this coupon today or phone COMMTRAIN now on (02) 4274888.

COMMTRAIN Computer Learning Centre
67 Mars Road, Lane Cove, NSW 20fi6
Please 5cndme information on COMMTRAIN courses and locations.
Toi

NAME:

Programming/
Hardware
n
t
e
uperauons
u
-

Please tick

CODE:

S commtrain
COMPUTER LEARNING CENTRE

G

OR

APPLICATIONS

SPECIFY TYPE:

WORDPROCESSING

C64
CI 28

AMIGA 500/1000
AMIGA 2000

U PC

5, 10, 20,

40

PROG/HARDWARE
HI C64

DATABASE
SPREADSHEETS
GRAPHICS
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

CURRENT
COMPUTER
STATE

HACKERS CODE TO THE C64
hackers code to the C128

MAIN INTERESTS:

HARDWARE:
SUEUR H:

basic

MS-DOS

.

ADDRESS:

AMIGA CLI

E

£C33

C128
LJ

AMIGA

500/1000

D AMIGA 2000
MS-DOS

Arcade Action

in each ball either increases or de-

creases.

The gain only occurs up

certain altitude after

which it

to a

starts to

recess.

Controls
Definite skill

by Justine Tiana

is

needed to obtain

the balls as your controls are very sensi-

OU ARE the pilot of the futuristic
Your mission

air propelling jet.

to successfully transport energy

is

marbles to a transformer station, from
which they can be delivered to earth.
Unfortunately no matter
this

sounds you

may

how

easy

be assured of the

it

reads

from a simple task.
After booting up this game the pro-

joystick,

is far

gramed

rather

odd idea of music filters
through your speakers, if you have some.
It

sounds a hit like unfinished experimenmusic.

tal

It

may

well appeal to you,

into strange beeping
that only run for

if

you're

and whirring noises

about eight bars before

repeating again, but I'm sure

it

will prob-

ably do a better job of annoying your
mother.

The
look

tide

page

itself is

nice enough to

and serves its ultimate purpose,
with Pile-Up written in a funny shaped
blue box at the top of the screen containing two bouncing balls and a number of
little

at

flashing stars.

Situated below that are numerous
amounts of strange

thrust,

xyz speed coordinates, your score

or lack of,

and a radar

facility

you when you are situated

informing

directly

over

a marble.

This particular feature
useful
balls

when you must

which are not

mal angle of

As your
from

its

is

only really

visible

from a nor-

vision.
is

to

a rectangle

which your curand appropriate aim is printed, eg: in level one

off the roof. This does not help at

you will fly erratically around nevbeing able to land on a marbleminding square, let alone managing to
all

as

er

pick one up.

Your
is

acceleration, the joystick

itself,

also rather touchy. Precision steering

on thrust

is

needed

to accurately

guide

yourself to procure one of those elusive
spherical objects.

Once you are sitting on a column
you must slide over until you reach the
marble there for compressing into your
energy chamber, which takes on the
same colour as that of the particular orb
you picked up. Your aircraft is now
twice as heavy as before, so more verti-

the

name of progress,

it is

in

essential that

matter for collection be retrieved quickly,

from

this

unusual plane disguising

itself

as a superdimensional chessboard, and

delivered to a depot for immediate trans-

portation to earth. Assuming, that

is,

that the universal couriers are not also

demanding higher wages and

better look-

ing vehicles.

Sixteen by sixteen light and dark

embody the board over which
you hover. Above some white squares,
squares

not

ALL

as the instructions

may

mis-

«HMIbk

.^Mt^

cal thrust is needed to keep your ship
above the evergrowing pylons.
During transportation the marbles
must not be allowed to touch either the

side walls of the columns or the ground.
Even though supply has given you an
extremely modern vehicle, which pre-

lead you, bobbing

vents explosive discharge of the balls,

about ominously are

but change as the

you seven times more than the normal energy expended in a collision without cargo. If craft power becomes exhausted then your whole existence is

quadrilateral

terminated.

plat-

it

costs

forms beneath them

With

in

rise.

rent level

changes in both
height and colour,

Australian

only takes

gy suppliers or demanded by someone

marbles which orig-

is

it

caused by the union of intergalactic ener-

inally appear black

there

and

together with an incredibly light touch

save the world
advanced energy crisis, either
task

ing

collect energy

hang around whilst
you are playing.
To begin with

foM^'

button on the joystick op-

a slight pressure to send your jet bounc-

paraphernalia that

."wHt.

fire

out your present energy levels, power of

but useful bits of

^•W*-

The

tive.

erates the vertical thrust

basic fact that controlling your ship, taking the appearance of a miniature yellow

"Do not leave any white marbles

behind". Remaining are items that read

IMU9U S.tl P
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the level of

these

Re-charging
Up to a certain
may re-charge at

stage of the

game you

the service station, this

energy
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little

extravagance however costs you

some point
sure as

my

How much

score.

pilotry

is

one marble ever made

am

I

not

so bad that only
it

in

my few short

attempts to master the art of jet flying

my lives were consequently too

and

simpler than

its

interest, this is unfortunately the

playable

by your

collection. Just fly

This will be added

toward the middle of the trans-

your

to

to the

point score.

Pile-Up

Music
Presentation

an

is

Documentation

unusual idea for a

game

important to be assured, howev-

Graphics

total

you could not misanything else, and the exchange

will occur automatically.
It is

tial

amount of power will be lost.
Next to the transformer station is an
indicator which displays the number of
nasty

tained

former station, a funny black board

towards

only outstanding feature.

particular marble.

rear of the planet that

take for

directly centred

is

Unloading your weighty cargo
right in

you are

the middle of the equipment otherwise a

one

if

jet flying or at

Pileup

is

It is

cute and

very skilled at

is either

being patient.

distributed

by Emenain-

energy units con-

short

to think about re-energising.

much

er, that

Overall

which

*********************
4********************
^^^^^M*** *********
*********************
*********************
m*
*********************
*********************

catches your ini-

Games

Ten Great

Gremlin has released a games pack that is more than just an excuse
sell some more software. Adam Rigby examines this recent release.
w HERE
new
after

are

bound

to

be countless

Commodore 64
the Christmas rush. Commo-

users of the

dore themselves had a great deal of difficulty coping with the

64 over the

silly

huge orders

season

-

so if

for the

you have

become a member of the Commodore family here is some information that
could save you big bucks. Not to mention the many hours of entertainment

just

lease of

many

ware, so

it

high quality pieces of soft-

was

interesting to hear that

they had released a

game pack, I was cernumber of popular

look a

little

like a Ninja

rather different plot, the

were included. Names like
Trailblazer, Monty on the Run, Future
Knight and Jack the Nipper were big
sellers only last year. This gives you a

similar to

that

to res-

cue scrolls to avenge your father to appease the God Kwan. Apart from this

tainly surprised at the

games

and have

to

game has a

look

Druid and Guantlet.
Your figure runs around a threedimensional overview of forests and

chambers collecting various items whilst

good idea of the quality of the overall
product, which takes up four sides of a
two disk pack.
The complete list of software included in the package is Avenger, Future

fighting off the

say ten programs, nine of which are writ-

Knight, Krakout, Bounder, Footballer of

revolves around

BASIC and reminiscent of public
domain software in every way except the
price that it cost you. It is not that I have

Highway EncounRun, West Bank and
Jack the Nipper. As you can see you get
a lot for your money, speaking of which
the package costs $39.95 for cassette

collecting

pack or $49.95 for disk.

specific order.

that this

package will generate with your

newfound

toy.

Most game packs

are

dodgy

at best

-

ten in

anything against public domain programs, some of them are more useful
than anything that

you would ever buy

commercially.

just that they are not

It is

terribly high quality entertainment-style

Gremlin has made a name for itself in
the home computer market with the re-

tures

ter,

Monty on

Let's

at

each item

in-

game

things from the

general

area,

the trick

is

to

do

in

a

this

This situation

in the

occurs mainly

package individually.

with the location and use of keys. Obvi-

Avenger
Another obscure plot that doesn't
have much relevance to game play - you

ously keys open doors which lead to areas that contain items vital to the contin-

uation of your quest.

can give

26

that

The

the

have a look

evil crea-

habit the area.

the Year, Trailblazer,

software due to the general lack of ma-

chine code programming.

many

in this

game

The
is

Australian.

best advice

I

to use your keys
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wisely and explore
that

A
way

to enter.

the status of your

in a similar

-

little

to dials.

is

the

Ninja fellow

you have two suns

way

ordinates 217/502. Please

You

Future Knight

game

novel feature of this

displayed

is

you can

the aren as

all

do not need keys

When

You

are Randolph.

When

may

You

to

those

who

quite a

like a bit

good game

for

game.

night with a massive 300 player screens

from

must do

ed by the awesome Henchodroid.
Defeat him

Zragg system. Require assistance. Prin-

By

-

DIGITAL ART- on

ART

does not need a mouse,
lor

light

drawing. Instead,

pen, touch tablet, or such
utilises

it

what

is

akin to an

set of

draw curves

DIGITAL
and

of

almost any shape you desire.

ART is menu-driven, with 16 functions to choose from
TEXT, EDIT, MOVE, COPY, ZOOM, UNDO, PRINT, SAVE

LOAD

(pictures.)

Sixteen colours and eighteen
well

fill

patterns are available, and lines as

as curves can be drawn and zapped

DIGITAL

ART can be

illustrations

come

used

The most unusual

5pl

a specialty. T.A.P.

ACCnunTfiBLE COmPUTERS PTY LTD
11a Waverley Street
Bondi Junction, 2022
(02) 389 3419

it

at

0.95,

seconds.

a

to mind,) or just for fun: design

indexed instruction booklet
priced

in

for school work, (Science

printed on paper. Using the software

!!

Commodore Review

DIGITAL

expensive hardware

including

GOOD PRICES TOO
PLENTY SOFTWARE

Australian

released a graphics software package on

FRENCH CURVES

YOUR needs

-

just

COMPUTER

C64

a datassetle unit?

the market.

to

# Trade-In
# Finance/Commodore Credit Card
# Open till 5.00 p.m. Saturday & 9.00 p.m.
#

with

infinite

TECH

ulti-

Do you have a

cassette tape, totally written in machine language

# Mail order by credit card
# Mail order repairs
# Professional help in choosing THE RIGHT

Thursday night
Sales tax. exemptions

mortal combat to

the use of various keys and pass-

COMMODORE
KRYPTOLOGiC have

HIGH TECH Product

product for

in

mately release the beautiful Amelia.

cess Amelia captured. Teleport co-

o o

from a LOW
Store??

reach Spegbott's castle. In

which you will find your beloved, guard-

be covered.

C

where you

battle against mystical creatures

to ultimately

The

"Crashed on the planet 2749 of the

C=
Would You Buy a

Defending yourself

finally reach the planet surface

travell-

in.

your way through the

cruiser.

against the Berzerka Security Droids, you

message reads:

It

should keep you going long into the
to

ing

of adventure thrown

in with the typical shoot-to-kill

wrecked space

the S.S. Rust-

she was
is

progress through 20 gruelling

levels, fighting

bucket, the ship

Ninja.

Avenger

You

intcr-

tress call

magnanimity turns
wrath and you turn into barbecued

times, after that, his

in-

your quest to find your beloved Amelia.

dimcnsional dis-

erous and amiable god helps you three

modern day

side the S.S. Rustbucket. So begins

receive

an-

your friendly god, Kwan. This very gen-

(some foreign time

computer games!) you find yourself

ingly deep plot

upon

call

later

cal plots associated with

what an amaz-

you look as though your in danger of becoming the next closest thing to a Kentucky Fried Ninja you

Three blips

-

the Terrible

and

span, typical of the complex and techni-

Spegbott

evil

ergy gets drained by your adversaries, the

rifle)

rush to your local teleport station.

clutches oF the

your en-

quickly."

plasma

suit (with laser-assisted

quest, to

rescue your beloved maiden from the

that act

dots around the dials disappear.

Your

come

pull on your all purpose attack

is

and Geometry

picture

is simplicity in itseif,

and see

and a

it

fully

provided.

feature of this

package

is

the price.

We

have not

$79.99, or even $49.99. The price of the package
including sales lax, postage

&

To

order, please send your cheque or
address below. Do not post cash.

is

handling.

money

order to our postal

KRYPTOLOGIC
Tel (062) 99 1350
Postal Address:

PO Box 603
KINGSTON ACT 2604
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your darling princess of

objective,
course.

Some

The

Exit passes, Secure key, Confusers and

Platform keys

is

these all have different

-

purposes that become clear as the

game

proceeds towards the final conclusion.

The game has

fast action

aliens

have invaded Earth. There

only one road

left to travel

reach their final goal
nation.

- total

before they

world domi-

At the commencement of the game
you aire presented with some impressive
music that could almost be the lead
synthesizer for a

and

ultimately destroy their

you for

The sound and animation are
of high standard, comparable to some of
the better games on the C64.
time.

stronghold

alien

bly an ideal

"Zone zero".

^

Under your control
are five Vortans

Super

fit

Monty makes
Scudmore

the Run

and desperate

for freedom,

his daring escape

prison.

Hounded by

from

the bas-

tions of law and order, our frightened

and the

it

The game

breathe

played as a three-dimensional road proceeding from the bottom left-hand of the

up

tan

controlled from this viewpoint

to the top right-hand.

and forward comby moving the joy-

from safe-house
to hideout to

with standard

underground

stick in the

corresponding position. This

makes play

rather difficult because your

lair,

Monty

must

select the

correct five ele-

ments

of

his

kit
freedom
from many he is
offered. Monty

must also

col-

hidden
will make him a mole of
lect the

gold coins that

mands

left,

right

that are issued

movements.
If you fail
will face the
rule.

The

this

momentous task you

deadly consequences of alien

future of the earth rests in your

hands, so you must prepare for battle and

meet the challenge

in this novel

represents a great challenge and an

breakout style games re-

best soundtracks of .any

C64 game

worth just

all

has one of the
that

I

until this date. It is

sitting in the first

frame and

waiting to hear the electric guitar solo
that bursts out of the

humble 1702's

speaker.

This software displays the high standard of programming available on the
C64, the graphics and animation are good

and the music unbelievable. Monty on
the Run will entertain the household
though

28

many

joystick replacements.

late

leased on the
ket,

there has

of the options included

are:

4 You may
right

play on either the
hand side of the screen,

left or

• Sound effects on/off.
• Music on/off.
• Scrolling - none/following/random,
• Ball speed (1-6).
• Modes
1

.

5

-

normal
4 different alien and bat colours.
load new data from disk.

6

-

load

-

new

data from tape.

7-9 ???? some super surprises.

•

Bat type can be of

either inertial or

dual speed.

Bounder

home mar-

especially

Well, here

on the

ball.

screen, bouncing on the gray

you miss, you
your death, and how
many friend tennis balls do you
know that would go to your fuslabs only. If
fall to

game from Gremlin

neral

you

would expect from one of the

a different ap-

The idea is to control your new
found identity around the

to make game play have a
more lasting appeal make

close to the quality

is

proach, you are a tennis

Great graphics, brilliant
sound and many options

sions.

game

you from the midday movie.

Amiga. Krakoia represents
one of the best breakouts I
have seen on the C64.

this

to offer,

These various options make the game

been a vast quantity of

As of

much

a litde more interesting as the effects
change the game slightly. This game is
entertaining enough to keep

Krakout

it

game

from Vortex software.

To complete this game you will need
a huge amount of dexterity indeed - it
round fun game. In fact

in the

eyes do not co-ordinate with your hand

leisure.

have heard, even up

The Vor-

screen
is

On a

and excitement level

does not have

Some

to

Moving

thrill

however, it is very well put together and is quite good to play,
with some pretty amazing animated sprites floating around the

dis-

is

the business

screen while you do just that.

and destroy the Aliens.

and bask in the sunlight
once again.

world who offer him the chance
fresh air

v-

game for

executive or magazine editor.

purely

most advanced weapon
system. This must be
taken to zone zero to
complete your mission

hero finds refuge with the criminal under-

al-

tremely low stress factor, proba-

-

"lasertron", the world's

Monty on

new Bronski Beat

bum.
The game itself requires not
much concentration and has an ex-

Your mission,

to hall their advance

and contains

difficulties that will entertain

some

Highway Encounter

of these objects include,

Amiga ver

-

pretty lonely existence

bouncing around the screen with no other
tennis ball friends to call your own.

Australian
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Any

collision

and you lose a

a rule of thumb:
avoid

it!

As

life.

grey they

A variety of aliens are out to de-

stroy, all of

Star

if it isn't

at home in a
by name alone. Bi-

which would be

Wars movie

if

noculoids, stickits, moscita birds,

chom-

per domes, pterries and exocets

make up

the cast of characters that try to

end your

days as a tennis

Slabs with arrows give you just over

you

to

air.

This allows

make longer jumps, and

if

you

few fancy aerobatics.

feel inclined, a

backwards.

of a higher salary.

an unbelievable speed.

An

incident card can

be purchased for $200, This section is a
bit of a gamble but can prove very lucrative. However, on the other hand you
risk losing

When

used

in

cept compared with the average alien

play.

The value of a

selected,

ter the

two, then

arcade sequence and attempt

played
,

„

j

you to alter your
games if necessary.

gression up the football ladder.

ture

State of Affairs: This section shows

Trailblazer

strategy for fu-

and league matches.

represented by a rolling

way

in

next month's

Bom

time limit
availabili-

personal two
for the re-

Cosmic Cause-

ACR.

the West,

ir

among

its

has

-

famous establishments the

West Bank, an
institution

which leads

to

the

Dakota.

Everyone
longs for the
riches hidden

behind the bank walls. Your
is

Green lordan
to the

bank

You

him.

as a footballer

displayed as bar graphs

avoid the various gaps in

depicting status points, your current

your path. Also various
coloured squares have dif-

it.

the farmer,

who goes

to put in his sav-

should not shoot

Jack Viscious

rtiliiiu

- the spongswindler of the West.
Don't hesitate - shoot whenev-

ing

ferent effects on your
movement.
Blue - Bounces your

ter

ball into the air.

loaded with

Throws you

-

the untiring worker

ings.

Purple

self- control

the only charm that can prevent

you are

Thundering along

-

gunpowder

with the gold rush that swept

at a

Commodore Review

-

Soft City smells of

breakneck speed, you must

ball.

Australian

own

West Bank

Player Status Details: Your rating

Transfer Cards: These can be purchased at varying prices depending on
which division you are in. Upon buying
a card you have the chance of being spot-

complete

The Characters:

liantly carried out

league and your weekly earnings.

to

is

Watch out

view of Trailblazer II

A simple concept, bril-

of the team, goals scored in cup matches

is

its

my

one of

is

out south of

from these you will be able to deduce
if your goal cards have been
_J?*
played wisely. This will enable

that will affect his pro-

your teams league position, the morale

game

ty.

Results for the matches will
then be printed on the screen and

do various things

left is

Speeds

the trail at

There are two and one player

most desperate shoot

goal or take a penalty.

that allows the player

the

each course has

ble,

and score a

to beat the defenders

baller of the year.

to

is

you have the chance to scoring
two goals in that game.
This is where your skill as a
player will be needed when you en-

$5000.00 in
cash, 10 goal cards and
the footballing world at
your feet. The aim is to
develop your career and
be nominated as foot-

menu

-

each of the 21 tracks as quickly as possi-

skill

value of a goal card

17, with

using a control

to pur-

and judgement as to when
the cards are used. For example if the

your ca-

is

chance

the

any of the matches which you
goal card will be between one and three, it is up to you to

reer at the tender age of

The game

you are given

this option is

Green

left.

chase goal cards. Goal cards can then be

use your

start

right is

Red - Slows you down.
White - Warps you along

This

Play Matches:

You

Reverses the control,

-

player favourites.

mystery bonus, some good, some fair
but most of them are not so good - the
world is tough for a tennis ball.
Bounder is a new and interesting con-

Footballer of the Year

and

you up.

money.

Slabs with question marks give you a

shoot-out. It will prove entertaining.

Cyan
right

The aim of
Incident Cards:

ball.

twice the time in the

by a 'scout'. If the 'scout' finds that
you are a suitable player, then you will
be transferred to another club either in
the same division, or a higher division.
If you are successfully transferred you
will receive players fee plus the chance
ted

er

you see
Daisy

his face.

the beautiful daughof the City jeweller, always
-

money

-

never hurt

her.
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Alfred Dalton

a read baddie. Shoot

-

only be done

when

pick them up and drop them, use your

doors are closed.

all

pea- shooter to create smashing effects

as soon as he takes out his gun!

Bowie

He

the dwarf.

-

practical joker.

Make

is

a constant

holes in his hats

but take care that the bottom hat doesn't

bomb

conceal a

Joe Dalton
it

or you will lose a

life.

ASfred Dalton's brother,

-

runs in the family, shoot as soon as he

takes out his gun.

Mackeyham

-

late,

Julius

-

shoot as quickly as you can.
the dandy.

He is a box of sur-

he may give you a bag of gold or
he might shoot you. Take things very
carefully with this one.

There

is

Use

there is a duel to

a ninth mystery character.

Wait and see what he does, then elimi-

you

nate him as soon as

can!

at the cat.

the items you pick

up wisely

be fought with three paid assassins.

then you must work out where you have

Watch

to drop them to cause ultimate havoc.
For instance what would you do with a

countdown meter at the top
them as they draw
guns. Be sure to be quicker or you
the

and open
their

fire against

tube of glue?

The idea

is

to

score well on the

Naughtyometer, and generally make

the bloodthirsty villain.

prises,

?.

and toot your horn

Between each stage

will lose lives.

Everyone trembles when they come up
against him. Don't hesitate or it might
be too

The Duel

The End

ble

Defence of West Bank
strong people.

They

this

one

who manage

a venture for

is

-

is

to

know

they tend to

will all try to

trou-

a good game for those
cause havoc already as

swer

is

crets

of the treasures were invented

what they are doing.
However if you feel
that you would like a
turn at being a chaoshead, to perhaps

only for winners with the will and

sharpen your ability

determination to succeed.

at

withstand continuous shooting for

two whole days. What
tery behind the

is

the

mys-

second day? The an-

floating in the

air.

The

se-

making trouble
game is defi-

then this

The Game Flan:

Jack the Nipper

The offices of WEST BANK have 12
doors. Your job is to obtain money deposits from each of them. The days of

wimps
in his town, their boring games and |
goody goody ways sent him to
sleep. So Jack, being of a rather naughty

which there are two

to each

game, are

di-

vided into nine stages: the last two are at
night and are extremely dangerous!
will lose lives each time

You

you are shot or

shoot at an innocent person and you only

have

three, so

When
from the

be

careful.

deposits have been received
first three

doors,

move

left or

right to the next set of doors. This can

Jack was

Our Chips are factory
-

and scarpered off to cause some

Specialising in

Commodore

An invaluable tool for those
own repairs, save money and

who want to do their
down time. This diagnostic tool has just arrived

has prayed most effective.

any chip order

of

$50

up,

WILCOM AUSTRALIA
PO

Pecker.

Distributor is OziSoft.

Cockroach
Software
PO Box

all

1154,

Phone: (075) 324 028

software

requirements.
Cockroach
Turbo Rom

for

peripherals etc.

Price $6.95 or free with

trouble.

is

Commodore hardware and

two sided laminated symptomatic chart

it

Stii

Southport4215

THE COMMODORE DIAGNOSTICIAN

USA where

like to

Ten Great Games contains some very
good titles indeed, and at $49.95 for the
pack on disk and $39.95 on tape you are
definitely getting your money's worth.

COMMODORE 128
COMMODORE 64

Bufk order discount available

from the

the unbreakable

up

AMIGA

S15,90,#6510- $17.60,

would

game to someone
who manages to break

PC 10/20 (IBM
COMPATIBLE)

- $20.30, #656S - $34.60,
#901225 - $9.80. ##901 226 - $18.40,
#901 227 - $1 6. 1 0, *901 229 - $1 5.B0,
#8721 - $1 9.90. #8722 - $15.75,
and many more.

64 and

I

dedicate this particular

where you come in to take on
the role of Jack and use your imagination
to be as naughty as possible doing the
things you always wanted to do but dare
not (YOU WIMP!). Jump on things,
This

fresh, prime.

diagnosing faulty IC components on

nitely for you.

all the

a bit, he picked up his trusty pea-shooter

#6581

A

of

disposition, set about livening things

COMMODORE CHIPS
AT VERY LOW PRICES
8 6526

tired

Box 48 KYNETON, VIC 3444.
Telephone (054) 223329

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

UNITED COMPUTERS:

including

postage

991 Stanley St, East Brisbane 41 69
(07)

$42.00

393 0300

COMPUTER

VIEW:

21 Brisbane Rd,

Bundarrtba. Ipswich 4304 (07) 282 6233

SCARBOROUGH

FAIR

COMPUTER CENTRE: Shop

17,

Scarborough Fair Shopping World,
Southport4215. {075)32 5133

:

Cockroach
Graphics Utility

$69.95
including

postage

PCs

Commodore owners

getting into PCs!

by Andrew
OT MANY

people know that
Commodore have a range of IBM
PC, XT and AT compatible ma-

m

chines. In fact,

the Australian

we use them to produce
Commodore Review. A

ried out using a

with sixteen characters."

We
many

numeric keypad, separate cursor keys,

monitor, and a hard disk

etc.

Music capabilities are almost nonexistent, and programming the thing in

interest in the

MS DOS/IBM clone world. You may
work, or perhaps,
are

if

use

you're an

actually

using

MS DOS

on your equipment. In coming
months, we plan to keep you up-to-date
with what Commodore offers, along with
PC news in general.
Lou Sander, a computer writer for
Commodore Magazine US had some interesting words to say about PCs in a recent issue.
"...

PC

the

much

is

less fun,

Com-

modore-land (Ed - C64s and Amigas) has

more

programs and
more interesting programlots

interesting

lots

There's

more memory

too.

much

as

versions.

with as

640K appearing on expanded

BASIC
are

his

speaking about

own AT

clone, the fastest

enjoy in the

64K

Software

is

of their

generally

However, there is a good supply of
public domain programs, and many hundreds of amazing utilities. Just check out
the Downloads area for PCs on any
BBS!
Terminology is different. There are
additional cards and ports. Things like
EGA and CGA and monochrome start

wordprocessor

However

Australian

home

business per-

grammer, or serious school student, that represents good value.
The games are not too crash hot,
in fact many border on being a
poor excuse for a graphics card.
But PCs work, and work reliably, quickly and quietly.

What does

Commodore

biggest

we (Ed

users only!) get to

monitor,

the

offer?
Let's get

is

limited to eight very specific

C64

monochrome

son, professional writer, pro-

mo-

MS-DOS

characters, while

PCs in 1988 is the
You can now purchase a system

$2500.
"For the

tems. Another big difference
the file names.

that.

hard disk and bundled software for under

tangible difference in the sys-

is

home. Or even work

the biggest difference that's

with an amber or

saving instantaneous. Other
that's the

at

glance.

first

attracting buyers to
price.

hard drive makes loading and
than price,

but there

really use the office

from home altogether! Imagine

new

"...

Well, at least not at

But now, you can

ment.
continues,

first,

some very powerful commands.

trusty.

models have arrived, but well

Lou

can be tricky at

recommended.

So, they are not as good as your old

more expen-

top computers that's currently

leave them out for the

is

PCs?

RAM.

of the big-blue world of deskreadily available. Yes,

al-

Why are people buying

256K computer
C64 owners

mers."

He was

80 columns,

is

though you can select 40. You'll need a

not four times better than

sive.

standard.

display

But, strangely enough, the

software that runs on a
is

Most ma-

RAM,

chines have at least 25 6K

all

The video

first.

Many Commodore 64 and Amiga

at

characters as they want, well, al-

most.

popping up. All these just refer to the
PCs colour and graphics ability. That's
something us C64 users are used to having plenty of. Not with a PC! You don't

to offer the

car-

casual user of home computers?

Amiga owner,

users enjoy as

Just

what do these machines have

one

know Amiga

always get it

is

Commodore PC -20.

owners have expressed

all

Lou didn't like the new keyboard at
However we think it's great. Bigger, more spacious, a large return key,

of our in-house wordprocessing

lot

Farrell

-

work

Commodore Review

5&.

one thing

straight.

There are many different brands
to choose from when it comes to
PCs. As a
ten to

rule,

programs

work under

MS

writ-

or

PC
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DOS work on just
we

can't really

about

all

models. So,

be too objective when

to

it

comes to recommending models in a
Commodore magazine. However, they do
have a few units worth checking over.

PCs

All the

IBM

speed

wise.

At

the bottom of the heap is the

Commodore PC-5,

priced at $1395.

It ar-

and Able-1
a multi-purpose Unix originating package for wordprocessing, communications
rives complete with monitor

and

file

management.

It

,

works well,

Recommended retail $5995.

Arriving in a variety of versions,

Alternatives

to

it

basi-

a dual drive PC-5, with 640K
RAM and AGA card.
Next up is the PC -20. It has a 20
megabyte hard drive, 640K RAM, and
for another $299 on top of the base price
of $2999, you get a green screen moni-

is

tor.

Prices on all three

PCs vary

Calendar

-

a must for serious users

- is

The graphics card is only
mono-text, and 512K RAM is included.
To make the PC-5 useful, you'H need
also included.

car,

a copy of the Transformer,

MS-DOS

will also provide

patibility.

now

A

hardware solution

in short supply,

but

comSide-

is

still

around

the bigger dealers such as Micro

-

the

Sidecar plugs into your

slots,

Com-

buy a PC^tO. It has a 20 megabyte
is Commodore's answer to
the IBM AT. Thai spells fast, and it also
means glitches according to some owners
who have experienced many problems
with these machines.
sort

of machine

An AT

is

Money Manager Plus.

It

some of the features of a database, spreadsheet and graphics package in one neat and simple to understand format

expan-

works with

A2000 owners might

99%

It

suffers

opt for the

from heat exhaus-

we suggest you ensure that a
couple of heatsinks are strapped to the
tion, so

bigger chips.

not the

Once

it

works, the bridge-

board runs well. With A1090 drive controller, you can share your PC hard drive

home buyers would rush
medium sized business

combines

RAM and

BridgeboardL

out to buy, but a

Plus

512K

A 1000

of MS-DOS software.

acs,

PACTRONICS HAVE just released a new and quite different

Money Manager

down

it

sion port and provides two expansion

Money Manager
accounting package for PCs,

and

PC

normally offer the best buys

hard drive and

package

track

puter Spot, Sydney. Retail price $800.

gram.
utility

There are other means of running
could buy an Amiga,

depending on your dealer, and his proximity to other competitors. Larger cities

market is highly competitive.
For speed freaks, and memory mani-

with Notepad, Dialler, Calculator and

useful.

MS-DOS. You

greatly,

easy to use, yet reasonably powerful.
Able handles pie, bar and line graphs, and
also has a simple spreadsheet type proSidekick, a pop up

would find the extra power very

do that yourself, than buy
the next model up, the PC10 at $1999.
cheaper

cally

run at 4.77 Mhz, which

translates to a 1:1 ratio with

add a hard drive, or additional floppy.

It's

with

Amiga DOS, and MS-DOS.

Everyman accounts
ALSO FROM
sales,

Pactronics, is a simple invoicing,

purchases and nominal package aimed at the

small business or self employed.

This system has the following modules: Invoic-

basically keeps records of all

ing, Statements, Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger,

your transactions for the year and allow you to analyse your performance for that period. You may list

Cash Book, Creditors Ledger, Debtors Ledger, Nominal Ledger.
This is quite a handy piece of
software for those who do not
want to get too caught up in

your transactions in a number of ways, specifying

which accounts and classes may be included. You
can produce a wide variety of tables and graphs
which then enable you to analyse your financial
position thoroughly.
printed

on a suitable

The software

is

Any

trying to learn complicated

software and yet at the same

of these reports can.be

time need a program that

printer.

you have to do to sewith a moveable bar controlled

quite easy to operate,

lect an option is highlight

it

all

through the cursor keys. All other prompts have a default value
so that you can safely hit return until your fingers can take no

more.

The detailed statements would make

financial housekeeping a

breeze, just take them along to your accountant and let

him do

For

32

use-

Some of the features that
package has to offer make life quick and
easy. If you have to print out invoices, it has the
ability to print them in various groups such as
this

monthly or

all

Everyman

outstanding.
is

definitely designed for the

laymen

with very simple, easy to understand commands.

the rest of the work.
further information contact Pactronics on (02)

Recommended retail price is

is

ful.

407 0261.

Recommended retail

price

is

S149.

$99.
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Superbase 64/128

Database design
far

we have

10 rejj add client program
12 database "hotline" »9»0
15 file "venues"
20 clear .-select c
30 ask &l"[a]dd, [q]uit to menu";op$
40 e=Q
50 »$="aq"
60 for i-lto len (n$)
i-1) *1+1 l)=op$then p=i:e=l
70 if fflid$(m$
80 next i
90 if e=0 then 30
100 on pgoto 170, 405
170 select a: goto 400
400 screen n: select c:goto 20
405 database "drives", 8,0
410 load "client. list"

explored the need to

plan our database fields to be able to ma-

many ways

nipulate data in as
need.

The next

step

is

as

we

to visually present

the input screens in both logical and visually appealing ways.
It

doesn't matter if your database will

only be used by yourself at
eral
is

Peter Gallen

database design

Visual
So

by

home

or sev-

people at work, the important point

clarity of presentation. If

your

t

field

names are too cryptic they may appear
smart now, but their meanings will
quickly fade when other users can't figure
out what data to put where. Worse su'll,
if you can't remember in six months
time what the field names refer to!

When setting up data files in format
mode, give due consideration to clarity of
both meaning and presentation. It is a
good idea to break up similar data fields
and separate them with lines.

write "Screen

titles for

without being verbose.
limitation of the

C64

I -

Dual Disk Drives

of 3" and in the bottom

1

hand corner add something like "
+ + + " or
Screen 2" to indicate

right

,

:

that there are

Use meaningful

,

Figure

.

Titles

(

.

.

.

more

The 40 column
make you

Field

grouping

This simply means put similar data

umns of the C128 tends towards verbosity! Remember that you have about 1000

eg name, address, phone; amount
owing, amount paid; updating and status

characters of descriptive text per database.

fields;

definitions in

memory

at

once only

if

make the

screen illegible or difficult on the eyes
-

good

visual design

is to

ef-

aid the

user.

fields together or in the order

you are using two or three files in an
application, you can have all three file

but make

fects

abbreviate excessively, while the 80 col-

If

file,

sure the colours selected do not

over a period of lime. Don't overdo

screens.

each screen

tends to

worth considering for each

of planned

input,

comments. Don't be afraid t use
more than one screen. With simple programming you can even control which
screens arc presented to the user.

Re-

Consider highlighting a line of debottom of the
screen. This is done by positioning the
scriptive text at the top or

cursor at the beginning of the line cho-

sen and pressing Fl, then

Try

it

and sec the

T

for 'inverse'.

results.

Multiple disk drives

you

restrict the

member

text

used for

control.

documented in both the Superbase manual and Dr. Hunt's book. Two drives are

Highlights

necessary for any really serious work

amount of descriptive
each. The trade-off is be-

tween speed in changing between files
and "bells and whistles" in each screen
design.

An example

of verbosity would

be to call a file 'CLIENT ADDRESSES
FILE". Here the word file is already implied. If

Australian

The use of
fields

mentioned

lines to separate data
earlier is easy to

do

us-

The use of

multiple drives

is

poorly

-

or

even cataloguing a large collection of
"things' at

home, especially

if

you are

Commodore

important to indicate this

key and lowercase V or the standard hyphen key, and is very effective. Different

about 160K per disk. One disk should
contain all your programs, leaving the

eg at the top right hand side

screen/text colour combinations are

it is

to the user,

with Superbase you have

using a 1541 drive with a capacity of

you do use more than one screen

for input

-

Commodore Review

ing the combination of the

other dedicated to data.

Two

drives also

33
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10 rem start program
brkon;gosub 400: rem

100
Xio
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
200
210
400
410

greatly reduces the tedi-

um

of disk swapping

with the risk of malfunction or insertion of
the

wrong disk

at

a criti-

cal stage.

The

references sim-

ply state that "database

"SALES ",8,0"

will log

into a database called

on a disk in

"sales"

drive

of unit

convention

is

8.

This

420
430
440

a hango-

PET/

ver from the old

8050 days of dual disk
As no dual drive

450
455
460
470

drives.

available for

is readily

C64/C128
convention

users,
is

this

frustrating

allow break key and set system parameters
display 812,3"
"l"
display gl 2, 4" l"@+ "DATABASE
"
display @12,5"
display @1,I3"
Written by Peter Gallen
display @1,16"
display @0:rem reset display count
database "database": file "f ilenaae" :rem insert your own here
load"fflainmenu"

end
rem *** set system parameters ***
imarg l:rmarg 80: rem margins
pi en 66:tlen 60: rem page & text length
pdev 4:pdef 0:rem printer device 4 cam code
Ifeed 0:cont l:rem no line feedsi continuous print
space O: across
date "ol janSS" rem set date format
screen
return: rem the first screen
:

and cumbersome. But
stick with it or funny
things

omit

may

happen.

What

that each time

is

Figure 2
the references

you want

to

But what

-

Initial

or Introductory Screen

you
Superbase

database is on drive 8,

ask? Here, you need

by

MODE: Help Screen
Press Return for more

to trick

setting

up a dummy

database containing no
files

or data. Simply

type in

MAIN MENU

:

bases", 8,0.

daT" dataWhen Su-

perbase replies that

it

doesn't exist, answer

yes to "Create a

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Add New Clients
Edit Clients
Print - Alpha List
Print - Client No. List
Exit to BASIC

ty

database will be

created. This database

only exists so that you
can access drive 8
again. This

Enter your choice (1-5)

difficult

point. (Refer to Figure 1)

The

clue here

is

in lines

12 and 405.

Line 12 opens a database on drive 9 (data
disk); all

subsequent actions are carried

when completed,

line 405 transback to the program disk in drive 8,
ready for the next program to be loaded in

out and,
fers

may

appear

and clumsy

at

some experimentation, it works
first

Figure 3[a

change disk drives you also have to
change databases, ie "database 8" on drive
8 and "database 9" on drive 9. The following short program illustrates this

new

database?" and an emp-

quite well

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
60
90

and

but, after

you'll see the

ing alternatively between drives in a similar

fashion to those on an expensive

PC

running dBase II or in.

A

short tip

some of you

will be

a great timesaver, is
the use of abbreviations for commands. I
know that commands can be abbreviated
aware

of,

and

to three letter

I find

tokens but

I

never bothered

have found, though, that
two are very useful in Superbase: the
to learn

first is

them.

I

the use of "daT" for database entry

and the other is "diR" to access the directory instantly from either main menus or
even within a program. This eliminates
the awkward use of addressing the second
menu, accessing the Maintain section
through the F6 key, then F5 to call up
the directory.

LEDs flash-

rem main menu
for i=lto4:read prg$£i ) next
help "mainmenu"
display @0@29,20@+" ";
wait op:if (op<l)or[op> 5 } then SO
if op=5then quit
load prg$(op)
datacl lent .add, client .edit ^client srchl ,cl lent srch2
end
Figure 3[b] - Main Menu
:

.

line 410.
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The ability to program Superbase can
be both exciting and intimidating. I can
still remember the thrill I got just using
the

command

one

line to enter simple

line programs.

It

was

so different from

programs with a
minimum
of
change and use
them to generate
your

own

suite of

control programs.

the constraints of non-programmable da-

Once you

tabases.

miliar with their

The language used by Superbase is
Commodore BASIC and some

similar to

knowledge
to teach

is

needed.

I

will not attempt

BASIC programming

many good

texts

on

-

there are

Don't be daunt-

this.

are fa-

workings you can
add your own ideas

and then share
them with all of
-

us.

10 rem add client program
15 file"filename"
20 clear: select c
30 ask &l"[a]dd, [q]uit to menu";op$
40 e=0
50 m$="aq"
60 for i=lto len(m$)
70 if mid$(m$, (i-l)*l+l >l)=op$then p=i:e=l
80 next i
90 if e=Othen 30
100 onpgoto 170.410
170 select a: goto 400
400 screen n: select c:goto 20

410 load "mainmenu"
Figure 4 - Menu accessed, add a

10 rem edit client program
15 file "filename"
20 clear: select c
30 ask &l"[e]dlt, [q]uit to menu";op$

1

40
50
60
70
SO
90
1O0
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
250
252
255
257
259
410

ed

if

initial

screen

and main menu.
I'm assuming that
you're using a
C64/1541 setup.
The first program
will be a modifi-

e=G
ra$="eq"

for i=lto len Cm$)
if mid$(m$, (i-l)*l+l, l)=op$then p=i:e=l
next i
cation of the supplied "start.p" proif e=Qthen 30
on pgoto 170 410
gram on your
i

screen

-

a

list

name

of the functions necessary

your database. This screen is
actually a 'HELP' screen, composed by
to control

entering

'MEMO' mode and calling

screen

'HMAINMENU*

'HSMAINMENUTor C128

your

(or

users in 80

column mode).

Your screen should look something
like this: (Refer to

program should be

Figure 3 [a]) and the
like this

:

(Refer to

Figure 3 [b]}

ask &l"k/f/n/p/l";op$
Superbase disk.
The exact positioning of the cursor in
e=0:m$="kfnpl"
(Refer to Figure line 40 will depend on trial and error, but
for i=lto len(m$)
it should be positioned a little to the
2)
if mid${m$, i-1 )*l+l,l)=op$tnen p=i:e=l
To customise right of the 5 in (1-5). Line 80 will send
Superbase, enter control to several small, independent pronext i
your database grams which execute the requests (1-5).
if e=0then 110
name in line 120, Being small programs they load and exeon pgoto 250,252,255,257,259
being sure to adselect kf select r:goto 20
cute quickly and do not use much memojust the borders in
ry. The first program allows you to eiselect f; select r:goto 20
lines 110 and 130
ther enter data or return to the Main
select n: select rigoto 20
if necessary. Line
Menu: (Refer to Figure 4)
select p: select r:goto 20
200 loads your
Don't panic if this looks complicated
select 1: select r:goto 20
first
program
and
first.
You can either use these proat
load "mainmenu"
presents the Menu
grams "as is", merely substituting your
Figure 5 - Menu accessed, EDIT a client name
(

your

skills are

elementary, work-

ing through other people's programs

gives you ideas.

Remember

that

it's

the end result that matters and ele-

gance of style
to you.

may

or

The programs

may

not

come

that follow are

not sophisticated, but are presented to

be easily followed and adapted.

We will now create a menu driven
set

Let's start with

an

client

of programs to handle data, input,

editing, sorting

and printing.

You

10 rem print - client alpha list/client .srchl
11 file "filename"
12 display @1,2"
PRINT
ALPHA LIST"
15 display @0@5,l0"sorting records ... please wait."
20 sort all on [client] to "calpha. list"
30 ask &l "output to screen or printer" ;op$
40 if op$="s" then 100
50 if op$ ="p"then lmarg 5: print: goto 100
60 if op$o"s"or op$o"p"then 30
100 output from "calpha. li"st"&[ client] [refj [contact] [title]
HO eol display @15"End of List" wait: lmarg: load "mainmenu"
;

should be able to adapt these simple

Figure 6
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Menu access,

client alphabetical sort

and output
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program names where appropriate, or

10
11
12
15

follow through the logic of each, so

you can increase your programming skills and be able to customise.
Quickly, what happens is that your
file is selected and an empty screen is
that

20
30
40
SO
60
100
110

presented with the options to add data
or return to the

Main Menu. The

dif-

ference between this and the next pro-

gram

is

that to

add new data you use
you use

"select a" while to edit data

rem print - client number list/client. srch2
file "filename"
display gl,2"
PRINT - CLIENT Ho. LIST"
display @0@5. 10" sorting records- .please wait."
sort all on [ref] to "cref.list"
ask &1 "output to screen or printer" ;op$
if op$="s"then 100
if op$="p" thenlmarg 5:print:goto 100
if op$o"s"or op$o"p"then 30
output from "cref. list" [ref ] [client] [contact] (title]
eol display @25"End of List" wait :lmarg:load"mainmenu
.

Figure 7 - Menu accessed, Numerical sort and output

The next program - selection 2.
from Main Menu - is more difficult, as it

while Program 4 sorts numerically or

allows you virtually the same control as

(ref) for

you would get from
the first

menu

selecting

screen.

Note

F2 from

that

you are

not given certain options such as delete.

You

don't

Programs 3 and 4 are very similar and
on (surname),

is

key

field, or client

number.

A

Program

ie alphabetically,

achieve a personalised

tem

given as to whether the output

menu

driven sys-

that suits you.

If

you have any suggestions

for top-

goes to the screen or printer. (Refer to

ics or application problems, please share

Figures 6 and 7)

them. We'll be happy to discuss them in

This suite of seven short programs

form the basis for most database applica-

illustrating sorting techniques.

3 sorts

choice

want to be able to accidentally

delete data! (Refer Figure 5)

tions

and

illustrate

many

features of both

Superbase and BASIC. They deserve
close study and experimentation to

this series

of

articles.

Write care of Aus-

Commodore and Amiga Review
direct to me at P.O. Box 115, Rozelle

tralian

or

NSW

2039.

NICE-1650- modifications

2. That's it

The mounting of

i HE

NICE

MODEM

is

a

rela-

lilJ&l lively inexpensive modem for
300,450 and 1200/75 BPS operation,

and connects directly to the 64 or 128.
But it does have some limitations.
The first of these is that, as supplied,
it

will not autodial.

This

is

readily

you are handy with a soldering iron,
and can find your way around in a circuit. All that is required is a 4069 I.C.
if

and a
is

If

you open the connector for the user port,
you will see a blue wire, which connects
onto the same pin as a thick piece of
braid. If this blue wire

is

moved

to the

little

nous.

One

point to note here

that the composition of the circuit

board
is

overcome though.

!I

:

"select r".

in the

Nice

is

delicate,

and

if

care

not taken, circuit tracings will

from the board

up
mount it
IC

is

the

possible to

User port connector, us-

but

there,

in either case,

connect a

switch to restore the modification to nor-

mal when needed.

Both mods are

lift

first

readily.

in the

it's

+5 v and ground connections

ing the

found

to you, in fact

relatively simple, the

requiring only a short length of

wire and a

SPST

switch.The second only

Open up the Nice, and carefully remove the circuit board from the casing.

requires

With

HEX inverter switch, all of which can be

the circuit component side up, and
with the switches facing you, find the 3-

found

at

some more wire and
Dick Smith, or

cost for both

mods

a 4069

similar. All

up

less than $5.

pin labeled "I" then the

modem can be
by the appropriate software.
It's recommended that you instal a switch
to go between this setup and the origi-

legged IC in the upper right corner. This

autodialled

is

(the centre pin). Connect, via a length

ics,

nal, though, as not all software will op-

of wire, the 5v from the regulator to pin

work can be

14 on the 4069 IC, and the earth

people will find that when autodialling

erate the

Nice

modem

correcdy. This re-

second problem.

lates to the Nice's

The second problem
line,

dem,

which
is

is

used

is

that the

to autodial the

DTK
mo-

the opposite polarity of the 1650

modem, which

is

the de facto standard for

the 54/128. This can also be overcome,

36-

the 5 volt regulator,

meter, find the

+5

and with a

A

volt-

volt output, and earth

to pin

word of warning though:

haven't

much experience

don't do

it

If

you

with electron-

yourself, undoing botched

quite expensive. Also

some

1200/75 mode, the CD line will react
engaged tone. This is, unfortunate-

7.

in

Find the DTR line from the user
which was modified for autodial,
and cut it. Connect the end going to the
user port to pin 1 of the IC. Connect
the end going to the circuit board to pin

to the

port,

is

ly normal, but

some term programs

re-

quire carrier to be present for a second or
so,

and such programs

will not react to

the engaged tone.
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Sempreviva

by Paul Cascun

Everlasting IRQs
The Sempreviva

-

a European flower that

OW WOULDN'T
have an IRQ

that

be nice to

it

would do

the

same? The usual problem is that
you have one IRQ in memory, say your'

memory and a
on disk. You load in the
sprite handler and the next time you press
Run- Stop/Restore, there go your screen
favourite screen colours in
sprite handler

colours, or vice-versa.

What you need

is

an IRQ

that will

-

is

everlasting.

occur and would

still

allow our

Never dies even
IRQ

to

a} Survive a Run- Stop/Res tore and

not affect the computer.

•

b} Peacefully co-exist with any pre-

•

Be-

• d} Now even if these techniques
work they may still succumb to the old
fight for the same memory, so it is also
handy to make the IRQ fairly transporta-

Now this is a little

b}

harder.

new IRQs

that

ad-

dresses.)

old

bler but

still JMPed to and if there werany then the normal IRQ JMP ad-

dress

is

•

a}

Now

the first

one seems

fairly

NMIVEC

(Non

Maskable Interrupt VECtor) so that it
points to your Interrupt. But then pressing Run-Stop/Restore has no effect except to re-enable your routine another
time - and therefore disables the usual

Warm Reset routine.
So to keep the Warm
we leave

the

Reset routine

NMIVEC alone

and use the

WARMVEC at $0A00/$0A0L Now

af-

you have caused a Non Maskable Interrupt the computer JMP's off to the
screen clear routines and other Warm Re-

ter

set routines of that sort, then

address

$0A00 and $0A01

looks at

for the address

of the re-enable Basic routine.
ally at this

it

Now

usu-

time our routines have been

by CLR.IRQ routine. Now if we
upa routine that puts its starting ad-

disabled
set

dress in the

IRQVEC

WARMVEC and sets up the

again to our IRQ's starting ad-

dress and which at the end

JMPs

to the

normal enable Basic routine. This would
still allow the normal NMI sequence to
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saved and

Now

c}

JMPed to.

have used the

The example program provided is just

IRQ

once and then leaving it. It's
most likely that you will load in another
routine after you have enabled your first,

favourite screen colour.

it

so the best bet is to constantly check to

this the easiest

way

is

IRQVEC. To do
to

have a double

out

is

270

-

3 10 Set

It

320

VEC

if

made by comparing it with

MSB

of the IRQ's address.

es have been
tine called

made we

the
If

LSB

and

any chang-

BNE to a subrou-

FIXIT.

At FIXIT we read the changes and
put them in a two byte address we will
later have an indirect JMP to (this
should be the same address we put the
original IRQ address in back in step (b)
the NEW IRQJMP). Then we get our
IRQ's address and put it into the IRQVEC. Then we JMP to the last line in

IRQ

our

to the

that should

In this
tine

be an indirect

JMP

NEW IRQJMP.
way we have let our own

be the

first in line,

(NEW IRQJMP)

to the

then

new

it

rou-

JMP

offending

my

lay-

in

IRQJMP

of our IRQ.

see

A program

below.

new IRQ

should check the IRQany changes have been

that sets the screen to

100 - 180 Setting label values
210 - 250 Saving old IRQ address

byte compare stuck on to the beginning

to

assem-

To change the address just change the

a simple

see any changes in the

LADS

can easily be transferred to
other assembler formats.
value after the asterix.

most imporIt's no good

this is the

I
it

tant bit, constant protection.

fixing

simple, just change the

In that

IRQ's are

•

d} Should be fairly easy to relocate.

done using an assembler (if you only
have the built in assembler you can still
use it by changing the labels into ad-

$FA65.

place themselves in memory.

•

IRQJMP
way any

Because of the nature of the setting
up of the indirect JMPs it can only be
ble.

hassle of assuming that the

en't

c} Will capacitate any

con-

it

we put our IRQ's address into the
IRQVEC we have to save the old address
in two memory bytes (we will call these
the NEW IRQJMP). Then we put our
IRQ's address into the IRQVEC. At the
end of our IRQ we have an indirect JMP
to the special address where we stored the

•
fore

dress is

vious IRQs.

routine, so doing that ensures that

tinues to run.

exist.

old IRQ's address. This also saves us the

•

after being picked.

-

IRQVEC to address of

360 Save old

WARM in

WARMJMP
370 - 410 Set WARMVEC

to address

of

new WARM
450
470

-

Warm Routine 510 Set IRQVEC

to

new IRQ

ad-

dress

540 Indirect JMP

to the value at/in

WARMJMP
The IRQ 660 If S314&315 not
then go to FIXIT
580
600

-

the

same

670 - 720 Set screen colours
730 Indirect JMP to value at/in

IRQJMP
760 - FIXIT 770 - 850 Save and set IRQVEC
860 Indirect JMP to value atfin

IRQJMP

37
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10

#

28
30
48
50
ee
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
149
150
160
170

.

*1300

S

.

;

SEHPREVIVA

j

;

J

THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF RH
EVERLASTING .IRQ

.

.

NOTE - FULLY RELOCATABLE.

IRQVEC * $8314
WflRflVEC = $8A00
SCREEN = $B821
BORDER = £0828
CHR = *F1
ERCL = *80
SRCL " $8F
180 CRCL = *86
190 ; INITIALISATION
200
218 INIT SEI
SAVE OLD IRQVEC
220 LDR IRQVEC
IN 'IRQJMP'
230 STA IRQJMP
240 LDA IRQVEC+1
250 STA IRQJMP+1
260 NOP
SET IRQVEC TO
278 LDA ttCIRQ
NEW 'IRQ'
288 STA IRQVEC
290 LDA #>IRQ
308 STA IRQVEC+1
319 NOP
SAVE WARM VEC IN
329 LDA NARMVEC
HRMJMP
330 STA WRMJMF
340 LDA NRRNVEC+1
350 STA URMJMP+1
360 NOP
SET WARNVEC TO
370 LDA #<WflRM
HEN 'WARM'
380 STA WfiRMVEC
390 LDR #>WflRn
400 STA WflRMVEC+1
410 NOP
420 CLI
RETURN TO BASIC
430 RTS
448
450 ;WARM STRRT ROUTINE
468
470 WARN SEI

38

480
490
5BO
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
588
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
688
690
708
718
720
738
740
758
760
770
780
798
886
810
828
338
848
858
868
370
830
890
980
918
92S
930

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
NOP

IK IRQ
IRQVEC

;
;

SET JR8VEE to
NEW ''IRQ'"
:

#>IRQ
IRQVEC+1

CLI

JMP <nrmjmp:»
NOP
WRMJNP ,l:VTE
i

;*

ii

* * THE .IRQ * * * *

i

IRQ LDA IRQVI: C
CMP #<:irq
BNE FIKIT
LDA IRQVEC+1
CMP #>IRQ
BNE FlKIT
NOP
LDA
STA BORDER
LDA #SRCL
STA SCREEN
LDA #CRCL
3TR CHR
JMP (IRQJMP
NOP
IRQJMP .BYTE
\VAll SEI
LDA IRQVEC
STA IRQJMP
LDA IEQVEC+1
STR IRU!f1P+l
LDA fKIRQ
STR IRQVEC
LDA #>IRQ
STA IRQVEC+1

mm

;

}

;

IF IRQVEC NOT THE
SAME GOTO nxiT

SET SCREEN COLOURS

CLI

JMP (IRQJMP
NOP
NOP
************ ********
**i
***
;#*#
END
***
***
***
;

j

Is

;
.:

********************
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Programming

and

Hints

tips

5 REM ##** SHADOW OF RATT
lO FQRA=32768T 032863

gram.
load from tape you will have to

type \1' after the filename.

The program loads with a secondary
'0', so if you want
to load a m/

address of
c file (eg.

DEV 08-32768) then you must

type

after the filename.

',8,1'

Pressing shift

-

run/stop will boot the

program on the

To him
to turn the

really

off the

disk,

M/C

'*'.

loader you have

computer off (or
want to you can

reset) or if

restore the

:

,

,

:

,

&

warm start vector located at 770
771 (Dec) or $0302 and $0303 (Hex).
This is done by typing in the following
pokes in direct mode. Note the pokes
Basic

must be on the same

separated by a

line,

':'.

Type ?OKE770,131:POKE771,164'

Assembly language
«

,

-

1

*

9

.

,

.
.

,
,
9

Well, that's about

it.

When

loading

from the drive you needn't worry about
the inverted comma e.g.

-

'Load"Dev 08-BAS*'

will

be

sufficient.

5

•

closing

?
-

f

.

,

Have a nice day!

.

have included an assembly listing.
This routine works just as well for a
I

save.

,

,

To

colon

M**

20 READB; C=C+B
30 POKEA.B
40 NEXT
50 IFCO95iBTHENPRlNT"ERR0R IN DATA":STQF
60 PRINT" (DOWN) DATA TRANSFER COMPLETED. ,. SAVING PR06RAIT
70 PRINT"BASIC LOADER..... DEV 08-BAS"
80 SAVE"BEV 08-BAS",
90 PRINT" (DOWN) M/C CODE......,., DEV 08-32768"
100 POKE43 000 F0KE44 i 28
110 PQKE53,000sP0KE54, 12B
120 FQKE43,093iP0KE46, 128
130 P0KE55 093 PQKE56 1 28
140 3AVE"DEV 08-32768" 8,
150 PRINT" (DOWN) RESET INS MACHINE
TYPE 'SYS3276S'"
160 SYS64738
200 BATA120, 162,075, 160, 128, 142, 002,003
210 DATA140, 003,003,088, 162,032, 160, 128
220 DATA142,048, 003, 140,049,003,140,051
230 DATA0Q3, 160,067, 140,050,003,096,000
240 DATA162,008, 134, 186,032,088, 128, 165
260 DAT A 163, 20 1,000,240, 003,076. 081, 128
270 DATA230, 183, 169,042, 141,052,003, 162
280 DATA052, 160,003, 134, 187, 132, 188,076
290 DATA0B1 ,128, OOO, 169,008, 133, 186,076
300 DAT A237, 243, OOO, 032,012, 128,076. 131
310 DATA 164, 169,000,133, 185,076, 165,244
320 DATA 169, OOO, 133,010,096,000,000,000

Type in the Basic loader and type run.
you have entered it without any errors,
it will save two programs to disk. The
first is the loader and the second is a M/C
version. Next time you wish to use the
program you can just load the M/C version and type SYS32768.
Please note that hitting run/stop and
restore will have no effect on this proIf

you

of Ratt

(C)19S7 **** SHADOW OF RATT #***

Default device = 8

first

by Shadow

Remember

not to use wild cards

-

I

H

J

•

t

during a save operation!

!
•

.

*
?
"

,

.

,

r
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8000
8001
8003
8003
SOOS
BOOB
800C
80OE
SO 10
8013
80 i&
8019
SOIE
801E
80 IF
8020
8022
8024
8027
8029
802B
802D
8030

/8

A2
AO
SE
8C
58
A2
AO
8E
SC
8C
AO
8C
60
00
A2
tiij

20
A5
C9
FO
4C
E6

SEI
4B
LDX
80
LDV
02 03 BTX
03 03 STY

=

n

8032
8034
8037
8039
S03B
803 D
803F
8042
3043
8045
8047

-

t

304

»

j

•

#$4B
#$80
$03O2
$0303

r

«

j
-

,

?

,

CLI

20
LDX
80
LDY
30 03 SIX
31 03 STY
3~ 03 STY
43
LDV
32 03 STY

.

#$20
#$80
$0330
$0331
$0333
#$43
$0332

>

,

-

RTS
BRK
08
LDX #$08
EA
STX $Bfi
58 80 TSR $8058
LDA $B7
B7
00
CMP #400
03
BEQ $8030
51 SO JHF $805
B7
INC $B7

listing

>

«

f

<

j

-

804-B

80 4E
8051
8053
8055

A9
8D
A2
AO
86
B4
4C
00
A9
85
4C
00
20
4C
A9
85
4C
A9

2A
LDA
34 03 ST A
34
LDX
03.
LDY
BB
STX
BC
STY"
5
30 J MP
BRK
OS
LDA
BA
8TA
ED F5 J MP
BRK
OC SO JbK
83 A4 J MP
00
LDA
B9
STA
AS F4 JMP
00
LDA

«

8058

,

B05A 85 OA

-

,

-

j

-

80 5C 60
B05D 00

B05E OO

#$2 A
$0334
#$34
#$03
4BB
$BC
*S051

#$0B
*Bh
*FSED

SSOOC
$f¥483

#$00
*B9
4F4A5
#$00

STA $OA
RTS
BRK
BRK

-39

Game Review
climbing. Eventually

kept going.
ing

fast. I

By now

I hit

Mach

the ground

pulled up, and the

III,

was

G

and

clos-

K*******rt*rtrt*rf*j+*****

counter

Graphics

raced up past 10. The screen blacked out,
just as a

message

;444rf-**44*t*rf*4ji>+»+4*4*>+
Music

that I'd ripped the

wings off appeared.

A********************
A********************

Presentation

moments of darkness, the
was spinning helplessly. Another minute or two at fumbling with the controls, and the SR-71
was smattered into insignificant pieces.
Chuck Yeager's face appeared, politely
After a few

Documentation

*j4*****rt*****,4j****rfrt*

screen reappeared. I

me that he didn't even know
me, which didn't change things much.

Overall

*rt*M-**rtrt3+**rt*i*j**j+*rt*j+

informing

ing gear.

Action

Operation

lite

menu system was a
come to terms with at

... Ah, if I told you that, you
might not need the instructions.

just press

may be viewed from

position,

a satel-

up, down, from

left, right,

In the airplane racing mode, the

diffi-

Electronic Arts'

the tower, from a chase plane, backwards

culty automatically increases, with a

difficult to

and from the cockpit. The display can be
paused, and sound toggled off or on. A

opponent provided

little

Mainly because the documentation
is a bit vague, and
the Commodore 64
version seems to
be one big errata
first.

sheet

-

simple

from a
nine

mention of
changes and alteratating if

you

original

available,

is

You

Conclusion
Recommended

thought

but

Apparently the program was developed on an IBM PC, then ported across
to the C64 and improved upon - thank
goodness - now where's the Amiga ver-

here

are

I

all,

handling wise, this

many

flight simulators.

tricky at

mand the

list.

Flights

may be

recorded, providing

you don't crash before the end. There's a

AFT

is

you don't have to worry
about it. Both brakes and flaps can be
toggled up or down along with the land-
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but eventually this one had

Top

class stuff, well

for Air

was another World War.

handled using (he

the most part,

first,

much demand

become far

also be

at

done EA!

General Chuck Yeager's Air Combat
Trainer. Not that there's likely to ever be

first.

adjusted in special circumstances, but for

best of both.

has got to be one of the best

Plans are already afoot to produce

easier.

Throttle control

radical,

games from Electronic Arts to date.
Memories of Mercenary came flooding
the edge.

which which way your controls are

number keys. Your rudder may

Be

short

get the hang of the screen cur-

headed, precision manoeuvres

you get bored

or be precise, there's situations that de-

had hassles working out
which keys did what when. It was mid
morning too!
is

the Test Drive of

more. I suggest you
buy the program. This one is on the

still

Flying the planes

is

When

with one plane, try another.

back

Once you

at the speed of

about as good as any

other jet game, nothing amazing. But

After about half an hour of toying
I

is

had

sion?

around,

flying! Graphics are

C64, especially

sound. Sound

mentioned them

controls

and keys were anyhow.

sors,

ter.

the

the

as

about as good as you'll ever squeeze out

Features

irri-

new

skill

and

cockpit removed

didn't

know what

is

match your

you progress. This was my favourite part
of AFT, and probably the hardest to mas-

also available with the

stant

very

function,

the forward view,

with con-

tions. All

zoom

factor of zero to

to

flight instruction

mode

you through simple

that hand-holds

to

complex ma-

noeuvres as well as acrobatic stunts.

You

can take over the stick at any time,

Combat

if

there

Adventurer's Realm

Adventurers Realm
by Michael

Spiteri

ELLO. Welcome to the Realm. What a month it
been! Just when everyone decides to write to
Realm,

my

printer breaks

down.

has
the

bad
Fortunately, the computer
If that isn't

my Amiga follows shortly.
was fixed in time for me to write this artienough,

Hopefully, the printer will be ready by

cle.

the time

you read

this to

• If you are stuck in an adventure
(precise location is important.)

• If you can help someone who

stuck.

ing adventure games.

• If you want to debate on the current

reply to your

mail,

topic.

Sol

you waited months
you
write again, mention that you waited a
while for your last reply (or if you
didn't get a reply - 1 know one or two
letters got chomped daring the machine
breakdown), and I will make sure you get a
reply within two weeks.
apologize

•

if

Don't be scared to write to the Realm, I
do read all mail, and I try very hard to reply

you

So, write

all.

in:

If

you want one of

FREE FREE FREE

for a reply to your last letter. If

to

is

• If you can give general hints/tips/maps.)
• If you want to express your views on anything regard-

Rabbit, Lord of Rings, Hitchhikers Guide,

•

If you want to talk about Strategy War Games with
Barry Bolitho (Mark the envelope Attn: Wargame Section)

The address

to write to is:

Adventurer's Realm
Rhoden Court,
North Dandenong,

1/10

3175

This

Coming soon

in

the Realm

This month I've reviewed a top adventure game: The fully
Australian

made Infocom-lookalike Paradox Effect.

Barry Bolitho will be back next issue with many
more reviews of wargames, including Halls of

Montezuma and Gato.

A new amazing

debate

is

open

for all

to yell at.

Plus

all

the usual hints

and

tips.

news
month

Hottest
this

Infocom cannot stop churning out the clas
Beyond Zork is available now, however,

sics.

the latest release
It

is

called Borderzone.
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in

Next month is the official announcement of the first Adventurer's Realm/

SLM

Publications competition.

You

won't need to be a programming genius
to

be able

to take part.

Also next month we'll have an interview with the programming team at
Melbourne House, those responsible for
releasing

Shadows of

Mordor onto

the

Australian public.

Many

adventure specials including

Hobblt and Adventure Quest (by Karla Slack, Springwood, NSW) and a

Snowball special (by Arnold Lancaster, Kirribilli).

So, stay tuned with

should be available on the 64,128 and

Amiga. Borderzone is Infocom s first spy
adventure. Also to be released is another
mystery adventure ded around a Sherlock
Holmes plot.

Realms

Castle of Terror, Hampstead)

Victoria,

month
the Realm

the

hint sheets {Zorks,

1>

the

Realm - there is big
come in 88'.

things to

41
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New

Review Review Review

Releases

Coming soon
called

The Paradox Effect
achieved quite a bit such as getting past

Excalibur Software.
Distributed by ECP.

Theodore

Wow. A

text-adventure.

Not very

of-

made by Infocom. This one
but

text,

is

it

also

is

100%

not only

Australian

made.

The

plot

is

film/game Back
the role of

similar to that of the
to the

Future.

You

Qume Hayes (now

play

there's

something original to name your kid)
who according to an old fella (imaginatively

named John) has invented

er time machine.
la

However,

this sup-

this other fel-

wants to take the credit for the
went back in time in an

invention, so he

effort to stop the birth of

What he

Qume baby.

doesn't realise is that by

Qume

being invented. So

back

in time

Qume now

and stop

has to go

this other fella

Amiga.

I must admit, the game is funny. It is
one of those games that likes to pick on
the player for doing silly things, like
walking into doors and taking objects
that don't exist. There is also the occasional gag floating around the place, like
the totally irrelevant footnotes and the
totally useless Tandy computer. Then
there's Albert, the pet mouse that must
hide in your shoe or something because
he's always appearing wherever you go.

The descriptions are very well written
and have good detail. The vocabulary
crash hot but

all

adventures' multi-word

ser.

Documentation

to the point

thrown
the

in.

establishments

game

such a

stupid enough to

tell

is

1^,

,:

:,.

ascriptions.,

match Infocom,

centre
Now the truth is about
come out about

to

MAZES.

,--..

t

Viv-

vienne Slater raised

good point a few
months back about
a

the

neccessity

mazes

for

(or

rather the lack

of

it).

So,

me how
feel

tell

YOU

about mazes

in adventure games.

it

find out whether they
really are

an essential

part of adventure

still

support the text-

games (as many programmers seem to

in a

market hounded by

think so.)

and Infocoms.

Australia is celebrating 200 years, so
you are feeling patriotic, buy this
game - you won't be disappointed.

Zorker of the

85%

month

5

80%

Yes folks, it's that part of the column. Mrs J. Hall was so terrified of becoming Zorker of the Month that she
problems - she took the
and
asked for hint sheets.
easy way out
Runner up is Karla Slack, who 1
think started playing Zork //just to andidn't send in her

ckaging a
v*i t \J

Notgu
::boreck
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Realms debate

to see that smaller

.70%

vei<

so impressive vocabulary.

"
,,,,.

for the

very impressive with a not-

good

if

Anyhow, I played the game for a
couple of hours, and in that time I

a joy to play,

adventure; Excalibur are brave to release

pretty graphics

is

adequate without

Effect

doesn't

it

It's

objects are important, don't worry, be-

game

is

It's

Hopefully, we'll

ing your quest. If you are not sure what

you.

simple and

frills.

tries hard.

cause the

command par-

with a few examples

-

The Paradox
and although

the important objects before start-

is sufficient.

is brief,

Packaging

Qume's study, and
The game
the house and
there
can
search
from
you
all

it

features the 'now standard in

John, sleeps in the lounge.

get

doggy) and travelling
beyond the present time
a days work, you know.

(the pet

name of a new graphic adventure

isn't that

game

for the

Then we have Assassin, the third
Magnetic Scrolls/Rainbird super graphic
adventure, soon to be released for the 64/
128 and Amiga. Araiok's Tomb is the

period. All in

while our friend with the exciting name,

starts in

London

to certain places

The game

from being born he is in
fact preventing the time machine from
stopping

in

C64.

For the Commodore Amiga

ten are text-adventures released that aren't

to Australia is a

Werewolves

noy me.
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Adventurer's Realm

Problems Problems Problems
Yes folks, sooner or later you are going to need this part of the Realm, You
see,

I

haven't got solutions to every ad-

venture

known

(I'm not sexist).

someone out there who could help you.
Even if it might take six months from
the time you send your problem in to the
tion:

complain

is

published (sugges-

to the editor

-

Calling all helpers. The people
below have reached a point where their
brain cannot work out problems anymore. Give them help, please.
Brian Bayley of Start in

SA is having

a little problem in a Maze (see what I
mean? This line could have been used for
displaying a useful hint. But no - a silly

Maze problem had

to

go there

first.

We

need mazes - honestly we
King Solomons
Mines and is somewhere east from a
Zulu Camp. He's also lost.

My tines may be long
My tines may be short
My tines air my first report
What am

everyone

else does).

and I'm already receiving problems for it Good Grief! I am, of course,
talking about Beyond Zork. Rhys Walkley of Black Rock, Vic is having a problem with the following riddle:
yet

it

"people have been asking

about problems later in the game!"

don't!) Brian is playing

Not sure if I've printed this one before, anyhow it's here in front of me so
I'll print it anyway. Mick Turnbull is

Adventure Chit-Chat
David Taylor is another annoyed person scraping

He lives

Queensland and

in

North Queensland

-"I

the earth in search of

have only seen one Infocom game in North

Rather disturbing, isn't it? David, I think mail order is your best bet.
Imagineering are revamping their Infocom games marketing plan and price structure, this means cheaper prices and better availability - ED
writing to The Australian

MS: The ACR realm is the only one in existence. The
realm disappeared with the magazine!!/

Australian
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sonof

Werribee

in Victoria is

having parmucles

with Lord of the Rings and Shadows of
Mordor.
In the former, where does he go from

Merry's house? In the
get the raft he

made

Finally, in

latter,

to

how does he

move?

Dracula Ft 2 he

is

maze (yawn!) and he gets
forest (a maze of sorts - two

stuck

in the

lost in

the

in

one

game!) in Pt3.

Software

will!

am

Sewer cover?
2) How do
you climb the
mountain?

Infocom

was $20 above an already high price."
MS: Didn't you know? Infocom games don't sell. That's why they are on the
top of the charts, that is why Infocom can still afford to release newer games.
That is why almost all computer outlets are so biased against Infocom games
that they assume because they don't sell during the first month or so then they never

writes "I

5
'

move the

Realm Discount

that

David McKinney
The Realm"

How 4

Peter Margeri-

really don't

games.

1)

do you re-

I?

Have a good tine solving it, folks!
(Haw, Haw, Haw!)
Wolfe the Enchanter is stuck in
Spellbreaker. Though this time he won't
tell me what the problem is. Nothing
much we can do at this stage.
David McKinney is still stuck in The
Helm, How do you excavate? Someone
must know how to, because as David
correctly put

Rebel

stuck in
Planer.

!

modern man/woman
However, there could be

to

time the solution

haven't even seen or played the

I

game

Commodore Review of

Home Computer

GEM

If you waltz into the following stores
Melbourne with this article in hand,
you will be entitled to a 10% discount
off any software in the store.

in

Toyworld
Swanston

St,

Melbourne
Local Computer Shop
Glenhuntly Road,

Glenhuntly
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Adventurer's Realm

antu re funnies

Help for troubled
adventurers

xed something in Zorkll:
letter word beginning with F or S an

Newmaim & Ben Creek
From: Karla Slack and David McKinney
For: David

the reply:"

o submits a few funnies:
tting the roadie iaTass Times 9'

m&syluni?

four letter words

rig

Game: The Hobbit (Bulbous eyes)
Help: To get back along the forest road,
wait twice in each location before moving on.

For: Ben Creek

From: Karla Slack

Don't miss out on these great bargains!
Australian Commodore Review DisJt Mags Nos 1 to
Disk Magazine One
Disk Magazine Two
Features:
Forest Haiders

rAcHhe code

-

Full

Features:

machine code shoo!

paint, bonder, input

Nice Lister -lor readable

listings

and

,

em

Programs demonstrating 3D graphic

up

A terminal

ffash routines

on non-Commodore

A

printers.

Recover

li -

7

plots

General

program called Tele port

on

tutorial

Character editor

-

and bytes

bits

for

designing your

own

for recovering deleted Tiles,

a catalog program

-

for getting

a

disk directory

A

without losing your program

And

full

demonstration of Electronic Card Fib

And

More...

will find

Disk Magazine Four

Programs!
Hangman

Finance

Roadbiock

Also:

Features;
construction program for younger users

And

And

More,..

Hollywood Hi-Jinx
treasure in the

-

More...

Disk Magazine Six

using

Utilities for

Newsroom on an

Games:

printing

A demonstration of games in the

And

^

rt,heB ^
^Hangman

MPS 802 plus

cover with directories, writing signs,
Doodle and Printshop pictures and more all
on the MPS B02I

printing disk

Inventory

Graphic.:

masks
-

Famasti(

,

-

Demo*:

Utilities:

Amtga Pharoah

it.

Hold the bag before opening

Mask of the Sun

Home

571

1

get the

to get the

the win-

dow.

Featuring:

.

Featuring:

To

Fire the cannon to find something be-

neath
-

Disk Magazine Five
Our Biggest seller yet.

-

game, you have

creature to breath fire through the glass.

Typing Tuto r - a com pbte typing progra m
Works on errors, counts your speed

education and graphic

this before enter-

vey)

Graphic Workshop _ a complete design system lor
sprites, graphics, and character sets - with tutariais

Bird Invaders

a candle. Light

ing Merry's house, (Tip from Alex Har-

Special Issue
Featuring;

Labyrinth

Calendar
Typing Practice

-

Lord of the Rings - From your
go S.W.W.W, wear ring, and you

Mors...

garden,

Disk Magazine Three

Constructabrix

hints for

would be troubled
adventurers

custom alphabets and graphics
arid

Game: The Hobbit
Help: From the Great River go E,E,E
and throw a rope across. Pull, get in the
boat and get out. You have to wait for
the magic door to open.

Utility

only one

-

-

There are two

is real.

Maze 1 solution; Right-Left-Left-Left
Maze 2 has no set solution, just move

around about 75 rimes, (another useless

future

Max Headroom
The Pacer
Sade

More...

,

And «*«•»

maze.)

Hitchhikers Guide

-

At

the bugblatter,

say "Arthur Dent"

Disk Magazine -No 7
Utilities: Anti-lsepic.

-

double sided, with some 128 software too

Sledgehammer, Fast Format, Renumber, PSPIWNR. PS

Featuring:

Graphics Editor.

Printer,

Convenor, Ultimate Writer. Home Finance, Oscitloscope. Dice Roller,
Chord Maker, Dark Forest, Don Martin, Funny, Music Classics. Demonstration* only; Karate Kid It, Thrust
Concert, 3D Demo, No More Heros, Recursion. For the 128; Bootmaker 126/64 Utility. Convert Basics utility.
Othar: Joystick Tester,

Irish

Jokes,

-

Name:

j

Address;

Pleas* semj me:

Magazine
copies Disk Magazine
copies Disk Magazine
copies Disk Magazine
raptfts Di3k

_P/Code:_
Cheque:
I

No:

Expiry date
I

-

Bankcard:

WO

copies Disk

"

copies Disk
.

copies Disk

PLUSS2.Q0P+P

Please allow two weeks

for

No 1
No 2
No 3
No 4
Mag azifi a No 5
Magazine No G
Magazine No 7

TOTAL

@ S1Q
@ StO
@ $1
@ S1
@ £1
^ £1 2
@ £1

_

postage and delivery

Post

to;
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21 Dartey Road
Rartdwlck NSW 2031

is

something under the seat

Suspect

Look

-

at the weather, then

When

BMW

alone with

open trunk

with crowbar
-

Be at the fireplace at

10:53

r

OR

ZZZZZZZz

Stand

on. the

annoy-

Use your Bankcard a^c

can us to order on;
(02)

-

39B

St 11

ing reptile.

Asylum

-

The telephone

contains a

magnet.

Until next
44

in the

at the raincoat
-

Order Form
I

There

speedboat

month
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Communications

Public Access
•

= uses Commodore 64 computer

Northern Territory

System: Outback

RCPM

PhortG: {089) 27-71 11

New Zealand

= uses Amiga computer

= usesCommodore

System: Arknet
Phone: (02) 8684836
Access: Reg

System: Coastal Opus
Phone: (043) 232275

Hours: 00001600

Access: Reg

Into:

System: Southern Express!
Phone: (024) 877-440
Access: Reg LVA

Message Systems
RDOnet:

PC

• System:

BBS

Dream Time FRP

Phone: (02) 935225
Access: Reg VA

71 1/430

VA

Hours: 21 000700 Daily

Logon as guest and mail

user

New System

System:

New System
Co Co Arena

System Status :Off line
System: Dy mock's Computer

Phone: (02) 6465573

Bookline

System: Arrow KBBS
Phone: (02) 4512660
Access: Mem VA

System: Comet C64 BBS
Phone: (02) 5997342

• System:

System:AUGURTBBS

Access: Mem VA
Info: Requires RTERM

•

Papua New Guinea
System: PNG One
Phone: (675) 25-6984

Tasmania

Phone: (02) 6614739
FIDOnet: 712/302
Access: Reg VA

System: Hobart Users BB
Phone: (002) 43-5041

• System:
Access:

VA

FIDOnet:

New

G31O30

RCPM
Info: Now Called

• System:
Moebius

Trip

BBS

South Wales

1

TBBS

ABCOM
Mem VA

System: Fantasy C64
Info:
:

Phone: (02) 5292059
Access: Mem Reg LVA

Now Called

Dream Time FRP

Mem VA

System: Contact BBS
Phone: (02) 7986368
Access:

Mem LVA

System: First Nice MIDI Line
Phone: (02) 8684347
FIDOnet: 71 1/805
Access: Public

System Status:Unknown

System:

CSACE BBS

• System:

System: Bert BBS (Videotext)

Phone: (02) 5298249
Access: Mem LVA

Freeze World
Phone: (047) 333094
Access: Public

Info: Atari protocol

Hours: 21300730

System: Club Amiga
Phone: (02) 5216338
Access: Mem LVA

only

New System
Cursor Contact

KBBS

Phone: (02) 6378131
Access: Reg LVA

BBS

Mac BBS
Now Called
Club Mac Remote M access

System: Club
info:
:

System: Apple Users Group
Phone: (02)4987084
Access: Mem VA

System: Fido Australia
Phone; (02) 9593712
FidoNet: 620/901

System: Beauford BBS
Phone: (047) 586542
Access: Public

New System
System: Cesspit
Phone: (02) 5437204

System: Arnstrad ABBS
Phone: (02) 981 2966
FIDOnet: 711/903
Access: Reg VA

Pursuit

New System

• System:

System: Alpha Juno BBS
Phone: (02) 7741 543
FIDOnet: 620/701
Access: Reg VA

Commodore

Phone: (02) 5229507

System: Blackboard BBS
Phone: (02) 5261343
Access: Reg VA

System:ACE(NSW)BBS

System: Galactic Federation
Phone: (02) 2335040
System: Galaxy RAPL
Phone: (02) 8753943

Mem LVA

System: Cybersoft Opus
Phone: (02) 2122261
FIDOnet; 712/202
Access: Reg LVA

Access:

System: Delta Net
Phone: (02) 4578281
Access: Public

System Status :Oftiine
System: Griffith Computer

System: Dick Smiths RIBM
Phone: (02) 8872276
Access: Public

System: HighTech

System: GCS
Phone: (02) 5709861

Association

BBS

a

System: Aquarius
Phone: (02) 6862798

System: ArcoTel BBS
Phone: (02) 6833956
FIDOnet: 713/601
Access: Mem

System Status:Online

Australian

System:

Access:

Phone:(047)364165
FIDOnet: 713/304
Access:

Commodore C64 BBS

Phone: (02) 6642334
Access: Mem VA

KBBS

Phone: (02) 6318603
Access: Reg VA

New System

System:

Mem Reg LVA

Access:

System: Australian Pick User's

Mem LVA

System: 2000 and Beyond
Phone: (02) 5226514
Access: Mem VA

Mem Reg VA

System: Ausborne (Osborne)

System: Tassie Bread Board
Phone: (003) 26-4248
Access:

BBS

System: EasyComm Opus
Phone: (02) 5589620
FIDOnet: 712/505

CommLink BBS

Phone: (043) 413135

FIDOnet: 631/331
Access: Reg

Eagle's Nest C64
Phone: (02) 4510535
Access: Mem VA

Commodore Review

System: Club Mac Remote

Maccess System
Phone: (02) 731992
Access:

Mem LVA

System: ClubSO RTRS
Phone: (02) 3322494
Access: Mem VA
System: CoCo Connection
Phone: (02) 6183591
Access: Reg

LVA

System: Dingo's Den
Phone: (02) 8882203

BBS

FidoNet: 71 1/802
Access: Reg LVA

• System:

Down Under KBBS

Phone: (02) 6746647
Access:

Phone:(060)251813
FidoNet: 712/201

Accbss: Reg LVA
Info: 147.575 Mhz

VK2DGY

1200 bps Amateur
Packet Radio
(Radio)

:

System: Sdiom
Phone: (02) 4384060
Access: Reg VA

Mem VA
45

Communications
• System:

lllawarra

C64 BBS

Info:.

System: InfoCentre BBS
Phone: (02) 3449511
Access: Mem VA

System;

System: Landover
Phone: (02) 5501056
Access: Mem LVA

System: Tesseract RCPM+
Phone: (02) 5580129
Access: Reg VA

BBS
Now Called
The TYashcan RAPL

System: Nebula

Phone:{042)618230
Access: Reg VA

:

NetComm

Australia

Phone: (02) 8873297
RdoNet: 3/1 13
Access: File Server

BBS

System: Texpac Electronic
Magazine
Phone: (02) 3191009
Access:

Weekends: 24 Hours

Info:

Software support system for

FidoNet

System: Lodestone BBS
Phone: (02) 4563264
RdoNet: 71 1/407

New

Frontiers

KBBS

• System: Commodore
Group BBS

Hours: Weekdays:

Phone:(062)810847

1

700 0900

Users

Sysop: James Hacker

Weekends: 24 Hours

CBGS*

Phone: (046) 256954

Status:Offline

System: Canberra

System: The Galactic Federation
Phone: (02) 2335040

:

System:

System

Mem LVA

Hours: Weekdays: 19000900
:

New System
System: AMIGA Opus
Phone: (062) 589967
Access: Public

System
System: The Guild

FRP BBS

Status:Offline

System: Datalink

Phone:(047)218625
System: Manly BBS
Phone: (02) 9776820
Access: Reg VA
Info: C 64 Needs Rterm or

System: Newcastle Amiga

BBS
Phone: (049) 587350
Access: Public

Ultraterm

•

System: Matrix (Maitland)
Phone: (049) 385057

Access:

BBS

Mem Reg LVA

System: Shore BBS
Phone: (02) 9593936
Access: Reg

• System:

System

Phone: (049) 295279
Access: Mem Reg LVA

System: Micro Design Lab
Phone: (02) 6630151
Access: Reg VA

Weekends: 24 Hours

System: The Library
Phone :'(049) 622931

System:

PC Exchange RIBM
Phone:(062)581406

FidoNet: 71 1/490

FIDOnet: 626/220

Access: Public

Access:

Mem LVA

System: The Lost Tavern
Phone: (02) 9386836

System:

PCUG

Access: Reg

VA

System: Software Connection
Phone: (02) 4512954
FIDOnet: 711/404
Accass: Reg VA
System: Software Tools
Phone: (02) 4492618
RdoNet: 711/403

System Status:Offline

System Status:

BBS

Access: Reg

Offline

System: Sorcerer Users Group

Hours: 21300730 Daily

FidoNet: 711/405
Access: Reg
Hours: 2100 0800 Daily

System: Moebius Trip
Phone: (02) 4397072
RdoNet: 711/408
Access: Mem VA
System: Mudgee Connection
Phone: (063) 721898
RdoNet: 71 1/630
Access: Public
Hours: 21000700

New System
System: Steel City
Phone: (042) 837247
FidoNet: 712/420
Access: Reg LVA
Hours: 1830 2330 Daily

System: TNT Shuttle
Phone: (02)3193112
Access: Reg LVA

System: Sydney PC Users RtBM
Phone: (02) 2215520
Access: Mem VA

System: Tachyonics
Phone: (02) 4382682
FidoNet: 620/402

VA

Access:
Info:

Board

Mem LVA

Access

free to

members

of

PCUG
System: Pharmacy BBS
Phone: (062) 923875
FIDOnet: 626/223
Access: Reg Public

BBS

Phone:(063)629715

Queensland

Access: Public
Hours: Daily: 2100 to 0900

System: Access North
Queensland
Phone:(070)510566
Access: Reg LVA

System: Ventura Publisher BBS
Phone: (02) 4490463
Info: Ventura Publisher Support

New System
System: VIP BBS
Phone: (02) 3193207

System:

AMPAK PBBS/RCPM

Phone: (07) 2637070
Access: Mem Reg
Info: 147.600 Mhz VK4KJB1
(Radio) 1200 bps Amateur Packet
Radio

System: Your Computer
Phone: (02)6691385
FidoNet: 712/622
Access: Mem VA
System: Zeta RTRS
Phone: (02) 6274177
FidoNet: 71 3/602

Access:
Info:

Access: Reg

RAPL

VA

System Status: Online
System: Sorrim microS
Phone: (065) 593854

New System

System: The Trashcan
Phone: (02) 4072729
Access: Mem VA

System: Triops

System: Midway's
Phone: (02) 3586272
Access: Reg VA

System: Mirage Arcane
Phone: (02) 6655970
RdoNet: 712/621
Access: Reg VA

Bulletin

Phone:(062)591244
FIDOnet: 626/229

System: SMUG Bee RCP/M
Phone: (02) 5205181

System: Micro Mart C Users
Phone: (02) 5603607
RdoNet: 712/501
Access: Reg LVA
Into: C & dBase User System

System: Micralink

Status:Offline

System: MICSIG

Matrix (Newcastle)

BBS

46

Mem VA

Hours: 2100 0800 Daily

VA

Hours: Weekdays: 1800 0730
:

Access:

Mem VA

C, Unix

&

Minix Users

ACT

a System: ACT Amiga BBS
Phone: (062) 589967
FidoNet: 626/221

System: AppieQ Node
Phone: (07) 2846145
Access: Mem

1

System: Brisbane Commodore
User Group
Sysop: Colin Canfield
Phone: (07) 3956725
Access: Mem VA
System: Brisbane Micro Bee
Phone: (07) 3664833
Access: Mem VA
Info: User Works Node #2

UG

Access: Reg
System: Cairns &

District

IBBS

Phone:(070)511360

Australian
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Communications
System: COM ONE
Phone: (057)625150
Access: Public

System: Midnight Express
Phone: (07) 35021 74
info: Userworks Node #8

System: Adelaide MicroBee
Phone: (08) 2126569
Access: Reg LVA

•

System: Missing Link

BBS

New System: Aquarium BBS

BBS

New System: Alpha Centauri BBS
Phone: (03) 8900512
FIDOnet: 632/348

Access: Reg
System: Commodore Computer
Users Group
Sysop: Greg Shea
Phone: (07) 3441 833

Phone: (07) 8083094

• System: Comtel BBS

System: Ozforum
Phone: (07) 2094294
Access: Reg

Sysop: Warren Mason

Hours: Weekdays: 17000700

Phone: (077) 753636

:

Access:

info:

Weekends: 24 Hours

System: Cadzow Fido
Phone: (08) 793091
Access: Public

:

System: Educational RBBS
Phone: (07) 2663369
Access: Mem VA

USERWORKS Node #1

Access:

System: Electric Dreams BBS
Phone: (07) 3991322
Access; Mem VA
Info: User Works Node # 5

System: Focus

Now

BBS

Called

:

Fix

Mem Reg

System Status: Offline
System: SoftTech
System: Software 80 BBS
Phone: (07) 3697103
Access: Reg VA
Hours: Weekdays: 19300800
Sat 1430Mon 0800

System: Fix BBS
Phone: (07) 2855814

:

System: Futex C64
Phone: (07) 2832034

City

Opus

Phone:(077)741552
FIDOnet: 640/702
Access:

System: Greenhorn Experimental
Phone: (07) 3455010
FIDOnet: 640/301
Access: Reg VA

System: Nexus Educ Dept
Phone: (08) 2432477
Access: Mem
System Statu s:Offline
System: Omen V

BBS

System; Oracle PCNetwork
Phone: (08) 2606222
FIDOnet: 680/804
Access: Mem LVA

•

SAC

System:
BBS
Phone: (08) 3870249
Access: Mem LVA

•

System:

System: HiTech

CBBS

Access:

Mem Reg LVA

Hours: Daily: 2100

System: Maekay High School

RMSD

Toowoomba RBBS

Phone:(076)301762

:

New System:

to

0630

Youth Extension

Service (Toowoomba)

Phone:(076)391790
FIDOnet: 640/302
Access: Public

Phone:(079)514815
Access: Public
Hours: Weekdays: 16000730
Weekends: 24 Hours
:

South Australia
System; Adam Link BBS
Phone: (08) 2702713
Access: Reg

LVA

BBS

Phone:(070)517220

System Status Offline

FIDOnet: 640/501
Access: Reg VA

System: Adelaide Micro User

Commodore Review

Sorcerer Users

:

Weekends: 24 Hours

System: Anzugs OPUS
Phone: (03) 8870678
FIDOnet: 631/326
Access: Public
System: Apple Hackers
.Phone: (03)

BBS

7621582

System: Atlantis RBBSPC
Phone: (03) 277G824
Access: Public

System: AUSOM System #1
Phone: (03) 8771990
Access: Public
System: Ballarat C A,E.
Phone: (053) 339285
Access: Reg VA
System: Bayside

Phone:(052)531110
System: Tomorrowland
Phone; (07) 3710944

Offline

System: Kangaroo PointTAFE
Phone: (07) 3931763
Hours: Weekdays: 09002200
Weekends: 24 Hours

New System:
Group BBS

Phone: (03) 2606576
Access: Mem LVA

Mem LVA

System Status:

Australian

Hours: Weekdays: 09002300

BBS

BBS
System: Sun

System: Marl in Coast

System: Angler's Den
Phone: (03) 87G411B

System: Multiple System
Phone: (OS) 25551 16
Access: Reg LVA

BBS

200 bps Amateur Packet

FIDOnet: 631/324

Hours: W/dys A/H, W/ends 24 Hrs

System: Sidecar Express
Phone: (075) 463252

1

System: AmigaLink
Phone: (03) 7923918

Phone: (08) 2635181
FIDOnet: 680/802
Access: Public

System: Rock Cave BBS
Phone: (07) 3951809
Access: Mem VA
Info: User Works Node # 4

Mem VA
MhzVK3RPA

147.600

(Radio)

CBCS

System: Club Opus

System: Redciiffe Library
Phone: (07) 2830315
FIDOnet: 640/203
Access: Reg VA

System: CORPLEX
Phone: (07) 3501 300
Hours: Weekdays: 18000GOO
Weekends: 24 Hours

Info:

Access:

Mem VA

System: Concomp
Phone: (07) 8576000

info:

System: AMNETRTDOS
Phone: (03) 3667055

Phone: (05) 2704341
FIDOnet: 680/807
Access: Mem Reg VA

Group BBS

System: The Electronic Oracle

TBBS
Info: Now Called
:

Oracle PCNetwork

System: BigTedd's Fido
Phone: (03) 5096067

System: The IDN Board

Phone: (08) 3522252
Access: Reg LVA
Hours: Weekdays:
:

1

FIDOnet: 530/313
Access: Reg Public

7300900

Weekends: 24 Hours

System: The Olympic Board
Phone: (08) 2654232
FIDOnet: 680/801

BBS

Hours: 21001800 Daily

System: Brainstorm BBS
Phone: (03) 753708S
FIDOnet: 631/322
System: C64

BBS

Phone: (03) 4894555
Access: Public

Access: Public

Sysop: George Tsoukas

Victoria
System: ABE
Phone: (03) 2883599

Phone: (03) 3856019

Access: Public

System: Crystal Palace
Phone: (03) 7251923

System; ACES High
Phone: (03) 8762918

System; Crystal Symphony
Phone: (03) 87441 76

Access: Public

Hours; 23000600 Daily

BBS

47

System: Custom Programming

OPUS
Phone: (03) 8483331
FIDOnet: 632/340
Access: Mem VA

System: MBUQ Australia Inc
Phone: (03) 8821571
Access: Mem
System: Melbourne

Atari

BBS

Phone: (03) 3915927

System Statu s:Off line
System:

Hours:

System: The Magic Pudding

System: Pegasus
Phone: (03) 7254948
FIDOnet: 630/309

Now Called

:The Dream scape

BBS

Cycom

System: DECUS
Phone: (03) 625806
Access: Mem VA
System: Down Under Software
Amiga/IBM
Phone: (03) 4298079
FIDOnet: 630/306
Access: Public

System: East Suburb Eighty User
Group
Phone: (03) 8194246

System: Melbourne Data

System: Public Resource #1

Exchange

Info:

Phone: (03) 5616556
FIDOnet: 631/321
Access: Reg VA

Now Called ACES

System: The Software Bank
Phone: (03) 6201632
FIDOnet: 632/342
Access: Reg

MICROLINK

System: Sorcerers

Phone: (03) 8131663
Access; Reg

CPM

Users

RBBS
System: East Suburb User Group
Info: Now Called East Suburb
Eighty User Group
System: Eastcomm BBS
Phone: (03) 2880775
FJDOnet: 630/312
Access: Reg VA

System: Midnight Frog
Phone: (03) 5961589
FIDOnet: 630/303
Access: Public

Phone: (03) 7545081
Access:

Mem Reg VA

System: The Ultimate C64
Phone: (03) 7355551

Hours: Weekdays: 17000900

System: Thongheads Welfare BBS

Bull board

Weekends: 24 Hours

:

BBS

Phone: (03) 4199256
System: Tardis BBS
Phone: (03) 8593109
Access: Public

Access: Public

Phone: (03) 8704623
FIDOnet: 632/343
Access: Reg VA

System Statu s:On line

Hours: Weekdays: 18000900

System
System: Telegraph Road
Phone: (03) 7436173

System: Motel International
Phone: (03) 5099611
Access: Public

Access: Reg

System: MouseText

Phone:(059)425528
Hours: 10002200
Info:

Videotex! Compatible

ONLY

System: Omegatex Videotex

BBSPC

LVA

System: Teletex Connection
Phone: (03) 4706827
Hours: 06002200Info: Videotex! Compatible ONLY

System:

Phone:(052)221670
System: Osborne Australian
Phons: (03) 8904096
Access: Reg LVA

BB

BBS

Status:Offline

System: ThunderNet Amiga
System: VIDEOTEXT/4000
Phone: (03) 7413295
Hours: 06002300
Info:

Videotex! Compatible

ONLY

• System: Yarra Valley BBS
Sysop: Frank Conner

Phone:(059)643126

System Status Offline

Servioe

System: Outer Limits

Weekends: 24 Hours

:

BBS

System: EXCALIBUR64 RCP/M
Sysop: Maurice Copeland

Zone

System: Mike's

PBBS

System: Entropy BBS
Phone: (03) 5839747
FIDOnet: 632/344
Access: Public

Twitite

Phone: (03) 5620686
Access: Reg

System Status :Offline
System; The Village Idiot

Phone:(054)413013

System: Engbase CBCS
Phone: (03) 296336
FIDOnet: 631/325

System: The

System Status: Offline

System: Ml NNET

Phone: (03) 3675816

*

System: Sotee BBS
Phone: (03) 8908166
Access: Reg VA

System: Eastwood R/ZSYS &

System: Electronic Crossover

BBS

LVA

System: The Time Warp

Phone: (03) 8201632
FIDOnet: 632/342
Access: Reg LVA

System Status: Offline
System:

CBCS

System: The Real Connection
Phone: (03) 2880331
Access: Public

System: Software Bank
System: Mi com BBS
Phone: (03) 7625086

Village Idiot

Coordinator

High

System: Sams
Phone: (03)5631117
FIDOnet: 630/305
Access: Public

System: Melbourne PIE
Phone: (03) 87755S8

Now called The

Phone: (03) 256904
FIDOnet: 630/301
Access: Public
Info: FIDOnet Region 50

System: Prodergy
Into:

Weekends ONLY

Info:

System: The NATIONAL

Access:

TERMICOMNET

System Status:Offline
System: The Deepseas BBS
System: The Dream scape
Phone: (03) 5620489

BBS

Hours: 07002359 Daily

Mem VA

System: Yarra Valley
Phone: (03) 7361814
Access: Mem VA
Hour
Daily 00:0106:00

BBS

:

System: Zoist
Phone: (03) 4672871

Phone:(057)831964

Phone: {03} 7256650

Access: Public
Hours: Weekdays: 0812 1623
Weekends: 24 Hours

System: Pacific Island
Phone: (03) 8902174

System: The InfoSource
Phone: (03)3971165
Access: Mem VA

System: PC Connection IBBS
Phone: (03) 5283750

System Statu s:Offline
System: The Inner Sanctum BBS

Australian
Listing

PC User BBS
Phone: (03) 8195392
FIDOnet: 631/323
Access: Public

New System: The Krime
CBCS

courtesy Prophet

BBS

:

System: Gippsland MailBus

Phone:(051)277245

System

Status:Off!ine

System: Harbourd64
System: Maxitel BBS
Phone: (03) 8826188

48

System:

System

Status;OffIine

System: PCOasis Ssystem

Philes

Phone: (03) 7430324
System: The MAC BOARD
Phone: (03) 4359152

PA MS

Computer Services,

PO Box

NSW

E41, Emerton

2770

Access: Public

Australian

Commodore Review

COMMODORE PRINTERS
For every Commodore computer there is a Commodore printer that is
designed to cover your specific needs whether you are an owner or user of a
Commodore 64 or 128, an AMIGA 500, 1000 or 2000, a PC 5, 10, 20 or 40.

Commodore printers are designed to give you total compatibility with the rest
of your computer system with built-in high performance

and at the same time

offering value for money.
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Commodore MPS 2020 Dot Matrix Printer

Commodore LP 806 Laser Printer
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COMPUTER

This

document was produced on the Commodore LP806

printer.

The Most Powerful Disk Back Up

Utility

To Date

FEATURES:
POWERFUL
NIBBLERFORSOMEOF
FAST,

THE MOST HIGHLY
PROTECTED ORIGINALS

OVER 200 PARAMETERS!!
• DISK ERASER, RETURNS
DISK TO
STATE.

UNFORMED

HIGHSPEED

COMPACTOR
PARAMETERS
DE PROTECT

OTHER FUTURE

PROGRAMMES FOR

PRODUCTS:

EASIER LOADING.

• PARALLEL EXPANDER.

ALL PARAMETERS BASED

• DOUBLE IMAGE

ON AUSTRALIAN AND

UPDATE

EUROPEAN BASED
PROTECTION SCHEMES.

I!

DISK.

TRACK GUAGE
FOR 64/AMIGA.

• DIGITAL

DETAILED

INSTRUCTIONS
•

ISEPICPLUS.

HIGH SPEED PARALLEL

FOR USE WITH
PARALLEL SYSTEMS.
NIBBLER

ANOTHER HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT FROM THE SECTOR SOFTWARE TEAM FOR THE

COMMODORE

64/128.

AVAILABLE FROM COMPUTERMATE OUTLETS ACROSS AUSTRALIA.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME ON (062) 86 3976
CUSTOMER ENQUIRIES WELCOME BY WRITING TO
SECTOR SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 110, MAWSON 2607

